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REAL

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

A House and Stable for $2000 !
The 1} story House corner Quebec and Merpjiijt rill streets, containing seven finished rooms,
Jam. good cellar. Stable on the premises. Lot about
35 x SO. Terms of payment,
cash: balance
S350 / er year. Apply to F. G. l'ATi’KRSON Dealer in Iteal Lstate, cor.
Congress and Brown streets.

of

daily

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

2w

A Desirable Country Residence lor
Sale.
So. Paris, Me., known as the Widow Morse
The
house is in good repair, has 15
property.
rooms, bathing room, water on 1st and 2d floors, and
is carpeted and furnished
throughout. Two stables
and barns on ilie premises, and a
young orchard of
100 trees. The lot contains 9 acres and is
beautifully
situated on the Little Androscoggin
River, within
ten minutes walk of ti e Depot anu iu the immediate
vicinity ot churches and schools. The property will

AT

be sold with oa
and terms easy

without th~ furniture. Price low
Apply in person or by letter to F.
G. PATTERSON, Portland, or 0. W. BENT, So.
Paris Me.
se29dlm

M.

Mct'OY &

CO.,

HOOKERS,
28 SPRING

ST., PORTLAND.

sep29

dlw

Building Lots

“Western Promenade.”
on

Fifty cent? per loot. Lots on Congress street
from $1.50 to $1.00 per foot. Corner lot od Pine
street 60 cents. Building lots for sale at all prices.
Apply io F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
cor. Congrese and Brown streets.
se25eod2w

A two story House in the Western part of
the city, 1) rooms, gas and water; lot 42 x 95:
jjlUL $1000. A one story House, 12 rooms, arranged
for two families, on Pine sti eet, for $3200. A new
residence in Western part of city for $10,000. A two
story House on Winter street f->r $5000. A new two
story House, 12 rooms, on Brackett street; lot 70 x
100, which rents for over $600 per year; terms, $500
cash, balance time. A two story House, rooms;
lot 45 x 95, on Hanover street,, for $2000; $5/ cash,
baancetime. A two story House. 12 room:; lot 40
x 112, in Western part of city; price $6500
Frencn
Cottage on Brackett street tor $3500. New two story
House, 9 rooms, for $3400. A one story House, seveu
rooms, cemented cellar; lot 35 x 70, in Western part
of city for $2800. Real estate for sale in nearly eve™
of Portland and Deeiing. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, corner Congress and
Brown streets.
se25d2w

For

134 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
orders promptly attended to.

All

jyl7d3m

BBS. PAULDING.

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
No 346 Congress
St.
(Hours 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.)

with ell, good barn with sheds attached, together
with ten acres of good land. Said buildings are in
good condition as to wood work. The above desirable property will be sold on easy terms. For particulars inquire at 21 Merrill, corner of Turner street,
Portland.
J. A. WELCH.
se24
lw*tlitf

Two Houses for S2S00,
4000 feet of land, pleasantly located on
WITH
M un joy; will rent for $300; plenty of water;
neighborhood. Apply to WM. H. JERR1S,
Leal Estate Agent, Cahoon Block.

food

Portland, Sept. 15,1873.

lm*thentf

se4

SAMUEL II. JOSE,
ARCB11 EOT AND BUILDER,
I¥o 16 Cotton Mtreef Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
wood Doors, made to order.
selO*lmtlientf

W.

FRESCO

PAINTER,

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

MAY

6

Portland

STREET.

Me.

Jyl7tf_
J. H. HOOPER,

UPHO LSTERER

WEST
rooms, hot and cola Sebago and bath rjom.
Fine lot 20,000 feet, nice grapery, first clnss neighborhood. Apply to W. H. JEKR1S, Real Estate Agent,
Cahoon Block.
sell*3w

AT

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-oflice. good Schools and Churches,
six miles fr -ni Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.' with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Bain 40x60 on the
premises; grounds contain J5£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, £ aero choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with tine shade trees. This is one 01 the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ol 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Oti- Brown, Westbrook.

A

FOR

Snits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

Lounges, En-

Bed

Patent

Chaim,

ameled

Arc.

G3^“A11
repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-’69TT&Sti
boxed and matted.
kinds of

DR. LUDWIG
resumed practice. Office hours
A. M., anti from 1 to 3 P. M.

HAS
se3

JAMES

a Lady capable and trustworthy, a position as
HOUSEKEEPER for a Widower One with
small children preferred. Must keep help. Address
“E. S.,” Portland P. O.
se29d3t*

BY

Wanted.
care

A

This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
and plans have been drawn 1* How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar2R
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

deep,

from 10 to 11

FOR

LAW,

has removed to

NO. 84 1-3 1V1DDLE 8TR11ET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Wanted

—

SUITABLE

five minutes walk of foot of
dress giving price, location &c.
se25*l sV

ME.

Moderate
may 20

S. E. SILVESTER, M.

dT

Homcepathic Physician & Surgeon
No. 334

Congress St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
atf

sei5

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Meprg. Ham-

Co.,

of

Philadelphia.

We have also for

sale

at lowest

market price,

'tfilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York- VesbcIh procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfanr27
rt of shipment
any point desired.

Wanted.
Agents, to take orders
LIVE
8TAJR PN for business
their

^clsool J

lavigation

SCHOOL will be opened at No.
15$ Exc hange street, March 3d. to be under
the charge of Capt. Edward Breen and C. H. Farley.
Instruction will be given every aiteruoon by Cant.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. II.
NAVIGATION

Farley.

The

course

will

begin

with decmal arithme-

tic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse, Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms: the use
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desire 1.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitabde diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustment of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Mete°r<dgy» Ocean’C-urrents, &c,., will aiso be introduced
at tlie evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
feb!9tf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

'AT

Family School

for

Boys,

LITTLE BLUE, Farmington Me.

Autumn session will open August 16th. All
of Home are here combined with a
superior
Boys are prepared for college oi businest
Graduation and diplomas are confered upon
all who finish the required course of study. Send
for an illustrated circular, or address the Principal,
ALDLN J. BLETHEN. A. M.
julld3m
the comforts
THE
school.

doing
$10 easily made daily

own printing.
$ > to
Address COOKE. NNVTII

Wanted.

scl7

500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

tely.

MERRILL,
LAW

ISxehaiige Nt., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of oiumbia,.
will attend to the prosecution of laims teiore the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll-tf
Washington.

MITCHELL,

HI. J>.

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
The thoroughness with which it cleanses,without irritating the bowels, the tone and vigor which it imparts to the stomach; its appetizing effects; its cool-

ing, refreshing opera ion in fever; tne reliet it affords
inhea iache; its amibilious properties, and its superior merits as a general corrective, Justify the asserti n that it is, beoond all comparison, the most valuable family medicine of the age. Sold by all drug8e23Tu&S&w2w39
gists.

Celebrated.

—

NO. 11 MYRTLE STREET,

f7 PICKERING,

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

BOSTON.

6m

PORTLAND
C.

STAPLES &

STREET.

AN

5
u

Loch Box 55 p. O.

PhiladelpaiaPa.

—

Rooms Wanted.
a pleasant part of the city, furnished or unfurnished, with or withont board.
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.
may!4tf

9

HOTEL,

all modern improvements; rooms
en suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
See. Location unsurpassed, being in the very centre
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of amusement, and Lord «&
Tavlor’s, Arnold & Constables’ and J. & C. Johnson’s Dry Goods palaces.
The hotel is under the
management of A. S. Barnum, formerly of Barnuni’s
H't-cfcBaltimore; I. N. Green, of Dayton, Ohio, a ;d
recently of New York, aud Freeman Barnum, of
Barnum’s Hotel. St. Louis.
au20d2m&wl0w34

CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,

HAYING

Vases,

Y_GOODS
new

Store,

d& w tf

J. Bradford,

Portland,

Me.

at

sel9

ARTIST,

:I16 CONGRESS STREET,
^
T* prepared to make all the various styles of
Pirturrw, Kcntbrnnf, l?l**ilnllion, At., from
we
Retouched Negative*.
By this process_iinGet rid of Freckle*. IDoies find other
For all of which no
pcrfeelion* of the Wkin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for yourselves.
mchl8dtf

J. N. McCOY & CO.
ROOFERS.

orders for Cuba
promptly attended to.
Also

200 Fore Street* Portland, Hie.

Manufactures and Sole proprietors, in this State
—

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.
County, Town* and Individual Right*
For Sale at this Office.

Also boxes of prepared cement lor repairing leak

an^,gutter*.

and leaky roots of all descriptions rePainted.

2* Spring Street.
Portland He*
P. 0. Box 1413.

copart-

Will. €ORHIHn &• STEVENS,

to carry on the business at No. 359 Congress street,
where Senior member of the firm has so long been
found. A full line of tin ware and Kite en fdruisl*iug goods is always on hand, .it reasonable prices.
WILLIAM CORNISH.

Portland Sept. 16,

at

WORK

STEVENS,

se20eod2*w

164 & 166 Washington Street,
CHICAGO.

Exchange

WM.

d3m

^^
A Fine Busineis Opening
a young or middle aged man of unexceptionable character. Experienced accountant and one
tbonsand dollars capital. Investigation is invited
novsuf
Boa 1015 Borland Me

»r l-» MARKET STREET.
Opposite the Post Office.
seldlm

St*

is
IfiHE SEBAGO PTE HOUSE, No. 17 Plum St.,
in good condition with all apparatus necessary
the business. Apply to the proprietor at JSo. 33
ewbury street or to J. REED, No. 80 Middle street.

A>myl7

eodt

$300,000

Shoe & Leather Insurance Com’y
OF BOSTON.

$250,000

•

Insurance

Company,

Cash Assets

SEXTER,

importation of Doubl and Single GUNS,
RIFLES, REVOLVERS and PTSTOLS. Also all
kinds of SPORTING GOODS. Wholesale and retail.
A fresh

x c

BAILEY,
h.

a n.

g

e

St.

Agent for Du Pout’s Gunpowder.
dtf

sel3

Harrison,

Bradford & Co’

STEEL PENS.
Special

attention

called to the well-know^ numbers

505—75—28—20

Ar 22.

Mt. Vernon; Office, 75 John St.,

au7

HKW

YORK.

3m

Sebago Dye House,
NO.

17 PLUM

STREET.

McVEY late of Foster Dye House of this
ifJI City, lias reopened the Sebago Dye H-'use No 17
Plum St., where he is ready to do all' kinds of dyeing ami cleansing of gemlemers garments. Satisfaction guaranteed.

au27dly

ing

Planing JJill. foot of Crons S*t.

enlarged our shop and fitted it up with
the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
wbi« li we are enabled to get out our wo-k accurately
aud expeditiously,; we are now prepared to take contracts of any size in the building line. Plans and
specifications prepared at a reasonable pri e. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnish the window and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erectingsea side bouses please take note of the above.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will fnrnisb them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a sneeialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would l>e happy to receive calls from part ies using power who contemplate
a change of quarters, or that may reed any service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture of patented articles on more favorable
terms than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BURROWES.
J. W. BURBOWES.
tf
my!3

HAVING

Wesleyan
Female

$400,000

Merchants, Traders, Builders, Manufacturers and
others wanting large lines may be accommodated
with

us

at the

lowest rates.
Farm Property insured for
highly favorable terms.

(SS^Dwellings and
or a

term of years

on

aug20

one

dtf

HENRY CLEWS &

CO.,

32 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,
Offer for sale

a

Seminary
College.

[

MOLASSES.

.

Porto Rico,

Barbados,
Cienfuegos,
Sagua la Grande,
and Caibarien

and

Molasses,

A 23 Choice Grocery,

and

Profitable

H. McVEY, (fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. 17 Plum street.

and

—

Tight

invention of the WROUGHT IRON FUR-

the result of a thorough and painsinvestigation by Dr. James R. Nichols, Editor of the Boston Journal ot Chemistry, into the objections or defects in nearly all the Hot Air Furnaces
now in use.
Duiing the ast three years Five Hundred have been scld. They have proved competent,
to supply a delightful, pure current ot w rm air to
Churches, Stores, School Houses and Dwellings, and
in every place where used
have been a perfect
success and given entire saiisfactn n.
The great distinguishing features of this Furnace,
are its Simplicity of
Construction, the perfect sa eguards against the passage of Dust and deleterious
coal gases into the rooms wanned by it. The heat
radiating surfaces are made of B iler Iron, rivited
oilers, an
t04ether in the same manner as Srea
The
not a particle of gas or dust can p ss through.
original of this Furnace was constructed three years
ago by Dr. Nic ols, for private use, as a safeguard
against those infractions of the laws of health to
which he himself s well as others were subjected
the use cf Hot Air Fu naces. Dr Nichols says with
three y ars use ot my Furnace I am satisfied that no
deleterious gases or dust can flow into the rooms
Irom it.
In the NICHOLS WROUGHT IRON FURNA E,
vr€ have a coal burning device much cheaper than
any Steam Apparatus, less troublesome, one which
supplies air as pure and healthful as that »rom
Steam or hot water. It does away with all the serious obje tioLs which have existed against Hot Air
Furnaces and its sanitarv adva tages are such as to
Housecommend it to the attention f all
owneis and heads of Fami ies.
was

they

by

Intelligent

O. HI. & D. W. NASH.
Portland, July, 1873.

jy28dtf

Maine Savings Bank.
No. IOO VIid(1 Ip Street, Portland.

deposited

in this Hank on the first day
of any month begins on interest tie same day.
on any other day,
f
begins on interest the
month,
first day of the
A.
M.
BURTON. Treasurer.
junlfd&wtf

MONE'S

deposited

following

CO.,

Gold ferns for Ferneries !
Fern
which
very
collection this year imperially adapted for glasses
THIS
ai.d tern
with
ventilation will
beautiful

of

I have

flue

a

cases, and
keep
proper
three years. It su passes in grace and beauty
other Fern ever imported.
Sold at reasonable pi ices at my Greenhouses

anv

North and Montreal Streets,
MTTTSTJOY .HILT*.

01

ALBERT

W,

REIMS,

LORD,

a McKUSICK & KENNARD,
Practical Horse

PORTLAND, ME.
Particular attention paid to all diseases of fhe Feet.
N, B.—None bur. experienced help employed.

H. PEYRET.

Benjamin McKusick.

3m

Park and Seaside Towns.

Sale

Sleepers

for

formed an Association to be
(.'handler’s Band, for the purpose of
urnishing mubic for Bal s Parties, Concerts, Le-

undersigned have

THE
known

as

after

vees,

Sept. 1st, 1873.

D.%. Chandler,

Chas. Grimmer,
C. M Richardson,
E. M. Gammon.

Mullaly,

J. Tyler,
All engagements must be made with D. H. Chandler. Leader.
SOT*Any number of pieces furnished.
[Advertiser copy.l
_jy-3ti

point.

ROBERTS,

S.

JN'OTICE!

1

J. M.

by the Cargo.
or any

ANOTHER RICH DISPLAY

l»1 COMMERCIAL STREET.

ti

JunlO

—OF—

FALL

Book Store

Cheapest

Chas. O. Kennard.

ITIr T. 8ULIVAN, the veteran Horse Shoer,
begs leave to inform liis former patrons and the public that be has made an engagement with the above
named firm, where he will be pleased to meet all his
old friends.
T. SULIVAN.
lw
se27

CEMETERIES,
COUNTRY PLACES.
Robert Morris Copeland. Londscape Gardenei has
made plans for 12 Park and Camp Meeting Towns,

1 Cemeteries, aud 500 Pubi c and Private Estates
He furnishes advice, plans and suptrintennonc fo
all kinds ot suburban and rural improvement®.
Office*, 19 City Exchange. Boston. Mass., 705 Sanson
St., Phila., and Ridley Park, Bel. Co. Pa. au30eod3m

Slioers,

NO. 25 PREBEE STREET,

FRANCE,

aug9

d2w

sep23

PA.

IN QUARTS AIVD PINTS,
For sale at No. 146 Exchange Street by the importer,

Railroad

DIRWANGER,
Florist.

"CHAMPAGNK-

J.

Iron Furnaces I

Wrought

&

UgOdtf

Prevent

PIIII.ADUT.PIIIA.

Delivered here

NAShT
Gas

CHURCHILL

No. 4 Portland Pier.

Address,

GEO.
rnvWtf

97 Exchange Street.

Dnst

charge.

make no

Rfrd,

0. M. & D. W.

E.

JUST RECEIVED FROM

This Railway is a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Iowa, which is he most prosperState in the Northwest, being the only State in
the Union free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minnesota, a distance of 260 miles, was completed in
Februar>, 1872, and earned during that year an average of $83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed $1,500,000, or more than
$125,000 per month. The » ilwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postville, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110 miles, passes through
one of the richest sections of the State of Iowa, and
furni«hing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on
the official lists, thus furnishing dealers an advantage
enioyed by few of the new issues of Railway Bonds.
Che entire loan has been sold, except about $300,000, which we now offer, to close it out.
All marketable securities taken in exchange stcurrent prices, without commission.
For sale in Portland by

THE
NACE,
taking

will Remove and

Investment.

AGENTS FOR

HALL,

SCALE IN BOILERS
I

GOODS
—AT—

IN THE UNITED STATES.
stock in the State and lowest prices.
Alsu some Farms and Timber Land without regard to cost. Call soon for this Fall we shall “go South
with the birds.”
ALBERT COLBY & SON''.
119 Exchange S» Portland. Me.
jyl7dtf

LARGEST

Maine Conference.

W. C. BECKETT’S.
137 MIDDIE STREET,
ET/" Please c 11 ami examine.
sel8d3w

Ship

Timber and Knees

HAVE rne largest and best stock of Ship Knees
in the State. Also best quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

I

Maine Conference of Unitarian Chu’ches,
will hold their annual meeting at Kennebunk,
commencing Sept. 30th, ami closing Oct. 2nd.
Delegates and others attending the meeting will
pay full fare to Kennebunk and receive free return
ticket at the Conierence.
se.7d4t*

THE

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank
at

NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST.
of one dollar and upwards cominterest on Ibe first day of the month
the date of deposit.
FRANK NOYES. Treasurer.
may29-dtf

ALL

deposits

mence

following

will

Clothing Cleansed
Cleaned and

a

All
tion

Hard Pine Flooring Boards
for sale, wholesale and retail, by
se26d2w

having leased

CONGRESS

VERMONT BETTER,
a

nice Vermont
direct

from St. Albans by GALLISON & COLBY,60 Spring
se24dlw
street.

HALL

ofler it to tlie public for Parties, Concerts, &c.

For terms

apply to

seWlm

(foie’s

161 Commercial Street.

see

Near the Park.

The Haydn Association,

KELSEY,

Tub of
you wish to purchase
IFButter
call and
that lot just received

man-

orders will receive prompt and faithful atten-

sep20dtf

now

&

ired at

Clothing

com-

2w

RYAN

!

short notice,
Rep
and all kinds of goods dyed in
CLOTHES
thorough
Also Second-hand
for sale.

ner.

mence

sc23

tf

WILLIAM BROWN,
Fedeial Street,

1st, 1874. It is desirable that those expecting
tend should commence as near the beginning of the
session as possible.
Ii. A. GRAY, Principal.

flint!”
It is on record that Adam, the first man to

receive
ble.

a

laud grant, died poor and misera-

Capt. Jack wishes it to be understood that
suspension, early in October, will have no

his

A Detroit

somebody

man

painted

told hi

his dog red because
that the new law required

all licenced dogs to be distinguished.
Where is “parts unltDown ?” asks a correspondent of the Danbury JVetc*, to which
Bailey answers very truthfully, “Where they

C.

B.

SAUNDERS,
Under the Hall.

Quadrille

Band

readness to furnish music (any number
pieces trom the Portland Band) f Bulls, Parties, d*c.. and on all occasions where music is required, on reasonable terms.
Applv to J. COLE
eader. Portland Band. No. 16 Brown Street, or at
Band Headquarters, 19J Market Square.
be26dtt

IS

IN

Agentleman havinghis hair cut, was asked by
the garrulous operator, how he would have it
done.” “If possible,” replied the gentleman
“in silence.”
It is not isolated great deeds which do most
to form a character, bu* small conterminous
acts, touching and blending into one anotner.
The greenness of a field comes not from trees,
but blades of grass.—John Kerr.
To enable gentlemen to get through their
visiting list, the following rule has been
adopted: An ordinary evening call is fifteen
minutes; half an hour is a visit; longer than
that is spending the evening.
A young fellow who owns two sisters declares that the depth ot human misery is
touched by one who travels with two girls,
two canary birds and a minute and irrepressible cat. He speaks whereof he snows.
After declaring ail

summer

that feminine

declaring that “woman’s crowning glory” is
to be worn in a sort of long cue
hanging low
on

the back.

In Switzerland, it is said, a milk-maid, who
a good singer, gets more
salary than others
because, under the influence of music, cow g
“give down” better, and give more milk. A
Western farmer is trying to hire Parepa-Kosa
and Kellogg to sing r rund his pump.
The devil has been badly worsted by Rev.
J B. Sylvester of Chatham Center, N. Y.,
who writes to the Christian Advocate as fol
lows: A tew weeks ago, the devil got up a
ball (or dance) on my charge. I announced
that we should have seven prayer meetings
for each ball.
The movement resulted in

fourteen prayer meetings, at which
church was greatly quickened.

the

How Beau Uickman Lived for Several
Months.
A correspondent of the Chicago Tribune
says: Once Beau went over to New York and
put up at the St. Nicholas. Knowing the
rules of the

house, he went early on Monday
morning, and, as was customary, on Saturday
received his bill. Watching until no one was
in the office but a rather innocent-looking
clerk, Beau went up with the bill in his hand,
and, in a towering rage, demanded to know if
it

was

the custom of the house to insult its

guests by presuming they would not pay
when they left, and sending bills like that,
throwing his own on the desk. The clerk explained, and, mistaking Beau for the famous
Pennsylvania Congressman, John Hickman,
apologized, assured him no offense was meant

following explanation of the terms nsed by
stock brokers and others engaged in financial
transactions may be found nteresting

nay when he went away.

ular operators are usually divided into two
classes—“bulls and bears.” The object of
tbe bull is to toss up or advance prices, and
that of the bear to depress the same; but
very often, when tbe bear finds the bulls
have got the market rising, with a rospect
of further advances, be suddenly deseits his
friends and goes over to the bulls, until he
thinks the market is on the turn, when he
rushes back to the bears again, and growls
as vigorously as ever.
Bi lls perform tbe
same feats among tbe bears, so that bulls
and bears change places as the hope of making money on the one side or the other prevails. The bears, however, have tbe special
feature of thriving on troubles; anything
that unsettles values puis money in ,h ir
pockets, and hence their constant schemes to
produce nouey panics, lower prices, create
distrust, for then timid pioplc are anxious to
sell at low figures, and the beat has bis*profit,
being sure that when the panic is over tbe
articles will rise in value. Connected wi h
these classes are the terms “long and short,”
usually in stocks or gold. The bulls being
always long of stock ;nd Ihe bears short, for
tne speculator who holds stock, expecLing to
sell for a piofit, is, of course, “loug,
woile
tbe bear keeps no stock on hand. His business is
to sell “short,” or to sell property,
which he intends to buy and deliver when
prices are loner than hi- contract specifies.
Usually a delivery >s required promptly, blit
often tbe bear borrows slocks on loan, paying
so much a day for tbe use of it, while meanwhile tbe bears who are in this condition of
borrowing at high rates, are busy in every
possible w iy by means of rumors, false re-

ports, or even lawsuits, in depressing the
prices of the stocks they are short” on until
they can buy at reduce i rates. This “hammering” is a very exciting business, as “hammers'' are quite as busy ii. sustaining tbe
prices, in order to “squeeze” tbe bears,
which is si metimes most effectually and disastrously performed by the grand operation of
getting up a “corner.” This .s managed by
a uulon of bull
who, ascertaining from the
brokers and by other means that there is
a large “short interest,,’
proceed to form a
“clique,” aud purchase or obtain the control
the

stocks on w iicb the bears are
in order to control tbe market and exact such prices as they please.
As soon as
the control is assured, an upward movement
is suddenly begun when the bears, fearing
further advances, are forced to buy; and then
ihe r.-ry men wuo hold the st< c-s turn out to
t>e tho-e to mom tbe bears sold “shoit,” and
now sell it back to them at a heavy profit for
delivery! Cornering demands great general-hip; but when successful is enormously prof
itable, and ofteu is arranged beforeb ind to-,
trap tbe bears. A fancy stock, or one of little or no intrinsic value, is selected; by means
of brokers the stock is picked up gradually by
the “clique” until the control is secured; then
bids for the stock are made, and tbe bears go
heavily short, believing there is plenty of it to
be bought, for delivery, but when the day of
the delivery arrives the only stock to be had
is in the hands of the “clique” who proceed
to “twist” the bears until they "squeal” dol
orou-lv, and are forced either to fail, and become “.ame due ;s/ or else “cover
at ruinous prices.
Tue:e are many instances in
New York and in Euiope where $1,000,000
has been made in a day by a single operator
in a successful “corner.”
A “put' is where a person proposes to
“put” (that is to deliver) lo another an
amount of any certain article within a certain
time at a price agresd u on when tbe contrac is made and gives a “b'>nus” for the
privilege. If the att'cle does not fall in value
to an. amount exceeding tbe “bonus” paid,
tbe party who p lid tLe “bonus” cannot
make anything by the transaction, but is not
obliged to deliver the auicle. A “call” differs from a “put” iD this. A gives B a sum
agreed upon for tbe right to “call” from B
withiu a certain time a fixed amount of stocks
It (he stock advances \ calls for it. and makes
profit, it it does n<-t, be need not “call,” but
the sum pa d B is forfeited. A “margin” is
effected by depositing a fixed amount as security against deireciaiion in prices. A man
buys 100 bales ot cotton at so much per
pound, believing it will increase in value in
sixty days; the seller wiO hold it for him if an
agreed sufficient margin is put up. When
the sixty days arrive the cotton is sold; if It
brings more than when he bought, the speculator pays for it out of the proceeds, gets
back his margin and makes bis profit; but if
cottou has fallen tbe margin makes good the

of

short,

difference.

Steei. Ornaments.—The fashionable cut
steel and diamond-steel ornaments are very
handsome, and also expensive, a single ornament sometimes costing six dollars at the
wholesale houses. The steel aigrette for the
front will perhaps be the most fashionable
ornaments of bonnets for young ladies. A
verv slight beading of cut steel is in excellent
taste around the brim of black and other da.k
velvet hats.

The

quisitely fine.

new

jet

orn merits

are

ex-

of tiniest
beads sewed on black jet, in patterns of leaf
and flower, or blocks or Greek squares.
There are let coronHs, either very massive
Ir* kiug, or else as light as lace, jet plumes,
wings, aigrettes, bards of jet passera niter •
They

are

made

Beau was

all ibeads like embroidery, and beautiful diadems with drooping fringes. Simple hoops,
merely large rings of jet or of cut steel, are
used aminst loops of silk or ribbon. Slides
of jet and steel mingled are shown in square
and oval shapes, and tuerc are horse shoes of
jet with cut steel nail beads in them.

to pay his bill. Of course the clerk could
not leadily change so large a note, and Hickman, remarking that he was going to slay,
and the bill could be paid any time, passed
up stairs, and. handing Bailey the note,
thanked him cordially for the loan of the money. No bill was seut him the next Saturday,
nor the next.
He was now in the fourth
week of hi» board at the St. Nicholas, and,
as his arrears were becoming large, the clerk
felt it was his duty to ca l the attention of the
proprietor to the proprietor. He spoke of
aesu as the “Hon. Mr. Hickmanbut the
proprietor, on examining the register, recognized the name “R. L. Ilickman,” as that of
the famous Washington “dead beat.” He
cursed the clerk for his stupidity; but cursing would not square the ledger, and sending
for Beau, he made him the followiug proposition: “Hickman, if you will go over the
street, beat the Metropolitan out of a month’s
board, you can come back here, and we will
dead-head you for another month.” Beau accepted the offer, and, when bis month was
out, he took his baggage, hired a fine carriage at the expense of the St. Nicholas, and,
driving round the square, pulled up in front
aud registered at the Metropolitan, taking a
room cn the second floor, with parlor aud
bath attached. Every few days he stepped
over to the St. Nicholas to tell the proprie-.
tor that he was getting along nicely at the
Metropolitan, and would smoke a cigar at the
expense of the St. Nicholas.
He worried through a month without pav,
and tbeu there was a row at the Metropolitan. Knowing the hostility between ‘be hotels, Beau mildly suggested to the Metropolitan man that, if it -»oukl be any gratification to him, he would go over aud beat the
St. Nicholas out of a month s board. Lelaud jumped at the offer, and Beau, by a Jittie arrangement, got the promise of a seco d
month’s board on condition that he would
beat the other fellow. Calling a carriage, he
drove round the square agaiu, and put
up at
the St. Nicholas; and, when the month was
up once more, passed over the s ieet and
stopped at the Metropolitan for thirty days.

Dobs Advertising Pay?—There Is no instance on record of a well sustained' system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success IS owing to my liberality in ad-

mollified, and presented the clerk
with a fitty-cent cigar. Before the next week
was out, on Friday, Hickman asked Gen.
William Bailey, ot Louisiana, whom he knew
very well, and who was stopping at the house,
to loan him $500 for one hour. The general
did so, and Beau, getting a S500-note, walked
into the office of the St. Nicholas and ottered

Musical i itch.—I have waged war for
years against our present most unreasonable
musical pitch. No one can be more disposed
than I to vindicate the claims to musical taste
aud leeling of this conntry.but I cmnot arro
gate to it the monopoly ol wisdom, I> is a
simple matter of fact that the normal diapason accepted at Vinna, Paris, Berlin, Brussels, Napels, Florence, &c., is one and tbe
same, and considerably lo“-er than the British. Mdle. Patti—or, should I rather say,
Madams la Marquise de Caux ?— declined a
at

Covent Garden last

vertising.”—Bonner.

“Advertising has furnished me with a competence.”—Amos Lawrence.
‘1 advertised my productions and made money.”—Nicholas l.sngworth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
prelude to wealth.— Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar in busiuess should
invest one dollar iu advertising that business.”
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Barnum.

For Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Depression of Spirits and General Debility, in various other forms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya made
by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, aDd sold
by all
is the best tonic.
As a stimulant
druggists,
tonic for patients recovering from fever or other sickness, it has uo
equal. If taken during
the season it prevents fever and
ague and other
intermittent fevers.
se'JO-tw*

ALLEN

&

CO.

Would call the attention of Gentlemen in
want of

CUSTOM CLOTHING
to their

elegant Stock
of

season

the express condition that the general musical standard of the world, with one or
two exceptions, should be adopted. Her wish
was compl ed with, and all the instruments

save

TAYLOR

Portland. Dec. 30,1872

Portland Business College.
sessions of thi« Institution
THE Evening
“'c obrr *n'and continue until April
to at-

To milk a kicking cotv—stand off about
eight feet and yell, “So! you darned old skin

re-engagemeut

the lowest cash prices.
L

Portland Savings Bank,

“tinder sentiment.”

aud that he could

FOR SALE BY

dedicated
FRIDAY I*. H OCTOBER 3d.
Service in Deeiing Chapel at 2 P. M., Pr. B. K.
Pierce, Editor of the ZioiiH Herald, officiating.
On tne same day a meeting 01 the Trustees, and in
the evening an Educational meeting of a social informal character.
FREE RETURN TICKETS on Maine Central and
its connections will be issued at Kent’s Hill to those
attending the exercises.
J. L. MORSE.
Kent’s Hill, Sept. 24,1873.
sep27ST&T&wlt
will be

SCALE in any Steam Boilers,

—

At which price they yield over 9 per cent., and are
strongly recommended as a
Nafe

BEAR C K

two or

limited number of the

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT, COX
VERTIBLE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS

Nichols’

4GENT

G. L.

IJoU-ns

1873.

Portland, Sept. 22, *873.
On the foregoing petition it is Ordered, That a hearbe hail September 3otb 1873, at 2 o’clock P. M.;
on Eastern Railroad bridge, and that a notice of this
application, together with this our order thereon, be
given by publication in two of the daily papers printed iu Portland for seven days previous to the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN, )
Harbor
ALBERT MARWICK,
ComH.
C.
missioners
FARLEY,
)
sep23dtd

BROTHERS,

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

Maine

CLEVELAND,

OF

—

IffR-H

For Sale

Cash Assets

ap26dtt

for the Superior Waltham Watches,
which maintain their well earned reputation
for timekeeping and reasonable price. In every variety of gold anu silver cases—open face and hunters*
Kev winders and stem winders.
mvl2-d9mo

Wlio

stand,

Company,

OF NEW YORK,

-BY—

Factory,

lias been confined by sickness for the last few
and customers that
months, wou d inform ids friends
them at -is old
lie is again prepared to wait upon

$325,000

Robt. A.

Spectacles and Jewelry,

AGAIN !

c. G. DOWNES,

Commission Merchant

Address

a

Cash Assets

Alemannia

Portland, Sept.t2,

BCR«OW£H

$600,090

Cash Assets

MCOCFFEE, Cor. Niddl

J. W. & II. H.
&’ V it ion Sts,

HARTFORD,

OF PROVIDENCE,

Of Foreign and American Make,

48 K

name

Company,

Hoffman Insurance

Eastern Railroad Company respectfully ask
widen their bridge across Fore
on the easterly side, coftunencin*
River, thirty
at the south-westerly side ot the draw, and continuing two hundred leet.
E STERN RAILROAD COMPANY,
By G o. Bachelder, Gen. Agent.

THE
permission to
feet

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
,

Atlantic F. & M. Insurance Com’y

Chronometers and Clocks,

Pel7-3w

undersigned have this day formed
THE
and style
nershp undent be

ROBERT BRADLEY.

FOR

Orient Insurance

ous

Dealer in

WALTER A.
1873.

$750,000

At 90 and accrued interest in currency.
3w

Copartnership Notice.

GEO. E. COLIIMS.

*

Cash Assets

a

is

To the Ilarhor Commissioners of
the City of Portland.

Streets.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Minnesota Railway Line.

—

Manufacturer of and

Coopers’ and Carpenters’ Tools

Company,

AT

LOW PRICES FOR CASH.

At 54

Street.

ItlBRV, Vao. 252 Fore Mtreet, cor.
CroMM Mf., in B>« leno’s Mill.
G. la. HOOPER, Cor. York & Maple

OF THE

Roofs

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 Ceqgre.g

ABNER

HARTFORD,

OF

of al

most delicate
on tne

As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Fiordia Water which has on the bo tie,
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names of
nURKA¥ & LAWMAN, without * hich none
in genuine
au8d23w
jyl old

& CO., 28 Spring Mtreet.

R. F.

Clocks. Plated Ware and Fancy Goods

Shingle

J. HF. MfCOY

lasting, yet
perfumes, for use

most

AT THE TOILET,
AND IN THE BATH.

M tree t.

$2,200,000

National Insurance

richest,

HANDKERCHIEF,

Roofers.

AND

of the

Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

Real Estate Agents.

Continental Insurance Company,

CLOCKS,

Plated Ware,

—

The

—rygg

been enlarged, remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
Gentlemen boarders at rates ranging from five to
eight dollars per week.
WOT. F. HF^SEIT,
jylPdtf
Proprietor.

see

FLORIDA WATER,

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

$1,600,000

PORTLAND,

Slate roofs

..SI Federal Street.
Every description of Water t' jxnirfs arranged and Met np in the bent manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

P. FEEIVY,
lin Mts.

it’s

coiffures were to be very high, (in position,
not in price) fashion now stultifies herself by

JAMES

Company,

Cash Assets

with

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

in

WIHTNEY,

se3

SO$,)

Commercial Street,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Phoenix Insurance

YORK.

BOTH AMERICAN & EUROPEAN PLANS.

Tin and

General Agent for State of MAine.

ENGINES,

aprlltf

CELEBRATED

Cash Assets

HOTELS.

paired.

nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metal or other wooden Pumps.
Made by accurate machinery, perfect in all their parts, raising a large
amonm of water with little labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the est and the Cheapest Pump made, feend
or a circular.

"'ear

4T. H. FESSENDEN.

Plumbers.

IN

They neither Rust, Poison

Boilers. Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shafting,
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings of
Iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
New and Second-hand Engines tor sale.
cash prices paid for old Iron.
215

LAXMAX’S

tt

Steam

Highest

A.
CIO.. No. SO Middle Street.
J. II. CARSON. 154 Middle St.,cor. Cross.

&

S. DAVIS &

Stair Bnilder.

jys

FRENCH

MURRAY

First Class Companies.

Cash Assets

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

like.
tf

Fragrance.

Photographers.

BY THE —

BARAIirS

Imperishable

a. too

Exhaugr

Pattern and Model Maker.

OF NEW YORK,

WA\T1I>

not,

J. I. BARBOUR, 252 Fore Street, foolof
Cron, Portland.

OF HARTFORD,

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this; r
represent one of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with relerences

or

BROWF

continue to represent the following

are

A poetic Hibernian explains that love is
commonly spoken of as a "flame” because

don’t advertise.”

f

choir,

some

apis

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpttiugs.

1813.)

IS

8.—Take

BREAD with them

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

WATCHES,

Durable and Cheapest Pump
Use.

Host

Marine. Stationary and Portable

STEAM

(ESTABLISHED

Wanted.

roois

Masons anil Builders.

prepared to issue Policies tor $50,000 and
all good property at the most favorable
upward
rates of other sound Companies.

jylTtf

ery.
P.

N. E. REDCON, >433 l->4 Oonsrrn St.

on

tf

Complete

Carpet-Bags.

EOT IIROP.DE l'ENS ACO.,61
Sreft nn<l 48 Market Ml.

—

GOOD

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

Office 49 1-2 Exchange Street.

Beans.

Now if you wish to try them, yon can by sending
n your order have them brought
right from the oven
to yonr door any morning during the week.
Or, it
you say you want them Sabbath morning (as is the
custom; Mr. Cobb will have a fr"sh lot ready which
he will semi you Saturday ev.ning.
Then by nutting them in your own ov. n vou can find them there
at breakfast time and save the unpleasant task ot
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bak-

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY

Fashion’s changes were much the same in
the Garden of Eden as now. The demaud of
the Fall was for more clothing.

connection with the money crisis.

ha7e been tested and pronounced

by S.

ADNEK l,OWEU,3«l Congee**Street.
Asents for Howard Watch Company.

W. D. Little & Co.’s

WHICH

of toilettes oi

ivy

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Done in the best possible manner
YOUNG & CO.. No. 102 Fore St.

KIMBALL,

Nilsson bought $30,000 worth
Worth, before leaving Paris.

Stock Broker’s
Vocabulary
At this-season, when our
financial co'umn
is examined with additional a
tention, tbe

Reg.

It is said that George Sand is about to get
her to a nunnery.

is selling BY THE QUART, at his Bakery,

and

GOLDER'S,

FREE

SIMPLEST,

KENDALL &

MACHINEWORKS
(FORMERLY

THE

corner

INSURANCE.

and

au21

PUMP!

aul5d2m

LET.

country.

W. €. COBB

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. O Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

m

—

se22(13m

WILLIAM IIOBSON,
OUKSELLORSATLAW,
aul

AT

—

done to order.

septlldlf

WANTED

ON

Furniture and Upholstering.

floor, eleganth
adapted
jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

50 CLOAK-MAKERS

WOOD

CUCUMBER

TO

Block,
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement
A large
first
finished aud
to

A

of

The

TAMES

STORE

Iron and Tin Worker WaHtcd.
FIRST-CLASS tin-plate and sheet-iron worker
wanted, to whom steady employment will be
given. Apply to F. & C. B. NASH, 172 and 174 Fore
street.
se!5dtf

301 CONGRESS STREET.

CAN HE FOUND AT

Portland, August 14th, 1873.

mar24tf

in the

•

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of VJphols criugand Repairing

of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.

concern

THOSE BAKED BEAJiS

HO Federal Streets.

Ft AA* GO "ID Girls of all nations. for uousework
in town and country; table girls for Saloon,
Laundry and Kitclien; girls for Hotels, Summer and
Beach Houses; Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub girls.
Forest City Employment uffice.
MRS. L. HOVEY. 314 Congress St.
sepl7dlm

ABNER LOWELL.

No. 30

A.

To Let.
Enquire

by no other

Those Baked

Post Office,

Exchnuge Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

then tf

made

are

SLEIGHS,

C. P.

J. IS. DCKA'N & CO., 171 middle and

The subscriber, about to remove to his
street, will sell his stock of

The Human I.ooomof i v<> should be carefully
engineered, otherwise it may run oil the track of life
at a.iy moment. To keep its delicate int* rnal machinery in perfect (rim. or to put it in good working
condition when out of order, is the pecular province

eral Streets.

for Sleighs the first of November.

sg27

Exchange and Fed-

cor.

HOOPER & EATON, Old

OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE

ONE
STREET.

No.

WHITNEY, No. 36 ExUpholstering of all kinds

BEN J. ADAMS,

*2w

—

tf

ju24*lw

Street.

Who understands the business, good wages and
steady amptovment will be given,
For pmiculars apply P. 0. Box €G,
New Glasgow ,P. C. Nova Scotia.

GSP’Call and

ap21

AT

52

A.

St#

room

All persons are hereby respectfully cautioned
agaiust making, bnying or selling Sleighs with my
patent Corrugat d Top, Foot Scraper, Concave Shoe
or New Departure
style front.
My pateut Clip is now owned by J M. Kimball &
Co. and myself, and all others are
hereby especially
cautioned against using it.

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.

Suitable

brick store in the Rackleff

2 GOOD BROOM MAKERS

WATER

COUNSELOR

WITH
At
Fiee

CO., 41 State

tent. Send lor illustrated catalogue.
N. B.—Beware of imiiations made of glue composition. represented to be made of rubber.
se23
1m

VERT

PIPING.
HENRY F. T.

Ar

155 Middle

3 Door* East of Temple St.,

AND

and others

Street, Boston, manufacturers of Rubber Dating,
Bank and Business Hand Stamps, under letters pa-

1Y\ 1STC

FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

for RUBBER

men

To
Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms.
for families or single gentlemen.

that

done to order.

CHAMBER, at
BOARD,
53
SPRIN GSSTREET.
«
d2w*

NO.
sepPJ

Portland.

Cor. Broadway & Twentieth Street,

W. C. CLARK,
103

Ad-

change

A FRONT

OF

EDUCATIONAL.

Abbott

DEALERS

179 Commercial Nt., Portland.

mett Neill &

reble street.
L. W.,

GEORGE

LET!

THE—

NEW IMPROVED

op-

CO., Arcade,

&

OCTOBER

OF

Please call and axamine my

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
>:« COREY
W/‘C'1
IS Erec Street.

Carriages

Now is
your lime to bny Carriages low
and bring in your orders for Sleighs.

POSTER’S Dye House, 514 Cnion Street,*

Small Store for Lease.
door to U. S, Hotel; good cellar. Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Eet te,
se25d2w
Congress and Brown streets.

WITH

to make

Dye-House.

NEXT

Tenement Wanted.
for either one or two lamilies, within

5

Carpenters and Builders.
H’HITNEI A MEANS, Pearl Street,
_posite Park.

of
1HE

LOWEST POSSIBLE BATES

PERKINS manufacturer of plain
aud fancy Candies, 5JS7 Congress St.
Portland Me.

*2w

TO

I take the opportunity to announce to
my friends
and customers that I shall jot hold a Trade Sale this
season, but shall offer my

Gossip and Gleanings.

—AT

Confectionery.

street.

For Rent.

cor.

NEW

Copying and enlarging done »o order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
at

55 Free

Tuesday moba'inii, sett, so, 1873.

Book Binders<

Administrators

To Let.
without board, at

Carriages, Carriages!

MONTH

WM. A. QUINCY, Room
11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SxMAUId & SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

No. 54 Winter street. Splendid location 12
rooms, Gas and Sebago, large Garden. This
bouse is in perfect order. Possession immediGEO. R, DAVIS
ately
se25eod2w
Real Estate and Mortgage Broker.

Wanted.

No. 152 Middle Sfrect.

work
Pleaite.

or

l'IbbY }

THE PRESS.

DURING

street.

Eg!}||

3011 and 393 Congremt afreet
se23dlw
Pcrtland Me.

GIRLS

brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
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house on State Street occupied by the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of

feblO

Price*.

ee26<12wF W.

20 FIRST CLASS COAT MAKERS

SALE-

The 8i*o-criber offers for Bale his Hotel
proj rtv in Limerick Village, York Count v.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and twe large statics adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a fust-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl 3d tf*Limerick. ivfe.

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

PORTLAND,

a

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Splendid Stock

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, EOGG <V BREED,No.01 Middle

For Rent.

leaving
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PENDANT of

“PENN”

House,”

Gas and SebaFrescr-ed throughout.
10 rooms.
GEO. R.
DAVIS, Real Estate and Mortgage Broker.
«
eod2w
sep2£

go.

rRHE two desirable Residences situated on the Cor.
JL of Free andHigh Sts. Possession given on or
about the middle et October, Enquire of

3t*

Lost.

». €.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Dan forth, Sts.

new

locations in the city.

of children.

the street yesterday
Gold
ONEar
Ring. The finder will be suitably rewarded
it at the Gas Office.
*se27d3t*
the

w‘ c COBB. NoH. JSn.Kl :I0 Pearl Street,
direct route between New Coitom
■louse and Post Office* near the Market.

house recently erected
part ot the
THE
by Lorenzo Taylor, directly opposHe the Park.
One of the best
lower
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WOMAN to assist in the
A
Apply at 241 Cumberland street.
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SALE.

The “Limerick

O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR

of West-

brook.

MANUFACTURER OF

McDonough

in the Town

eodtf

Rent.

terms *8.00 per annum in advance.

i873.

for Sewing Machines.
Middle Si.
No.
OYER,
kiu«U of Machines for sale and to
Repairing.

M. G. PALMER.
For

30.

Agency

W.

Mayo street.

se27

mar21tf

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

Barlor

sel5*3w

House for Sale.
End.
A good brick house, twelve

For Sale

KEILER,

L.

Sale.

SMALL place, three miles from Portland, pleasantly located on what is known as the Foreside road, consisting of a story and a half House

A

PAINTER
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September
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GEO. D. JOST
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Wet Nurse Wanted.

morning.

tcjesdat

12.__Portland
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is publislicrl every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

ength of column,

vol.
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were modified accordingly.
The argument
put forward to prevent the adoptiou ot the
has
normal pitch
always been that such a
course would involve the manufacture of new
&c
This seems to be quite forinstruments,
gotten when the chance is to be made in the
wrong direc'fon. Again, it has been alleged
that, with a lower pitch thau the present
military bands could not be employed It
wou'd be a pity to impair the
brilliancy of the
famous Austrian bands or of our
own
for
which a certain martial character
is highly
desirable, by restricting them to the pitch of
the Viennese
Conservatoire; but it would be
surely a still greate: mistake to make the
grand orchestras of the world, or the
organs,
the humble followers of the
military bards
in order to obtain a
occasional
very
advantage. I
1 know that almost all artists ot note
think
with me in this matter, and see too
plataly I
that, unless a stand is made, the present evil
state of things will be perpetuated, or even I
heightened, for many years to come.—aims I
Beeves.

FINE WOOLENS
just

received at

87 MIDDLE STREET
Perfect satisfaction

guaranteed.
“2°

eod3w
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regular attache of the Prf.rs is furnished
wit ii a card eertilicate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat ani bote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
Ev

ry

l utials of every person claiming to
represent our
journal, as we have information that several “bumere

mers”

are

Pii'. .s,

and

tively,

seeking courtesies in the name of the
have no disposition to be, even pas-

we

party to such fraud

a

do not read anonymous letters and communications. Tbe uauic aud address of the writer are in
i:

all

esses

but

indtepensab

e,

necessarily for publication

not

guaranty of good faith.
W cannot undertake to return
r.s a
■

muideations that

reserve

or

com-

are nor useu.

Tlie Railroads and the Legislature.
The members of tbe next Legislature may
as well understand fully that a very strong
railroad pessure will bo brought to bear upon
them by the agents and appliances of the

conflicting interests.
who have managed for

The veteran

lobbyists,

side

the other

one

or

for several years, say in an off-hand and careless wav, that there will not be much excite-

ment—that it will be the quietest session for
years, and that they think it doubtful if they
go there; ai.d yet their operations have al-

uu—began long ago iu tact—as is
ready
clearly perceptible to one in a condition to
be

watch their movements. They have secured
“headquarters” iu the most eligibli places in

Augusta, they are taking the ordinary steps
to secure the good will of the individual members and aie making the usual preparations
for a vigorous winter's campaign.
A prominent director of oue of the antagonistic roads—a man who does not talk at
random too—said a few days ago that he had
no doubt but that each of the roads would
put out an hundred thousand dollars at Au.gusta this winter, and spoke of it as a busitransaction

ness

chase of coal

just

tbe

or

legitimate as-tlm purbuilding of a bridge.

as

Two hundred thousand dollars is a good deal
of money to spend on a Maine Legislature to

help its judgment on one question, however
slight it might Seem to a Pennsylvania or
New York Legislature. Of this sum very
little, of course, is assumed to go to the legislator—it is merely to be employed in surrounding them with proper influences and
Unto affoid them means of information.
common civil of the Railroads, to put themselves to so

disseminaPresent appear-

expense in the

large
knowledge!

tion of useful
ances

that the

indicate

Legislature is
up of representatives of the
apparently a much smaller
new

generally made
people; there is
proportion, than some former years have
shown, of representatives of the railroads—
labelled men—aud it may be that this expenditure of money will prove vastly more ad-

lobbyists
—a question interesting to

vantageous

to

tbe

than to tbe roads
the stockholders.

Meanwhile members of tbe

legislature would
obligations or
cimmitments in the matter, which are likely
to be incurred almost imperceptibly, for tbe
lobbyists—tlie professors of skilled talent as
New Yorkers call them—are wily folk.
do well to

keep clear

of any

instance or wnai must oc regaruea as
very sharp practici has come to light in connection with tiie German evacuation of Ver-

After the last coin due from France to

dun.

paid,
1
evacuated, an agent arrived at Verdun with a dispatch from the
War Department stating that for a time after
the close of the war the French postal service was disorganized and the German field
post was forced to supply its place. For this
service one million francs were demanded,
Germany
place

over

the Rhine refused to

wend their way homeward until the sum was
paid in hard coin. The French desired the
of the account, but were

particulars

curtly

post office had made a precise calculation, and that there could he no
discussion or ulterior settlement. The demand was telegraphed to the authorities at
the Capital, and they,fearing disturbance il the
German occupation continued, gave orders to
pay the money. Pocketing the $200,000, the
Germans marched out of Verdun and bade
farewell to French soil.
told the German

Charles Bradlaugh and Wilkie Collins,
the one a sensationalist in politics and the
other in literature, met for the first time last

Saturday night

at

There was

the Lotus
a

Club

in New

wild outburst of enthu-

prolonged cheers, say the reports,
of those who witnessed the greeting. Why they cheered it is difficult to surmise, for if one were to search the world over
about the most unlikely spectacle he would
select as a fitting subject to awaken enthusiasm would be the meetiug of two Englishsiasm and

on

the part

who were strangers to each other.
Bradlaugh gave as the reason why it

men

Mr.
was

necessary for him to travel three thousand
miles to meet his fellow of the tight little Isle
the fact of the broad class distinctions of

English society. An American Club had
given him the first opportuni'y of his life to
meet a countrymau whom lie was glad to
kuow aud to say a word in praise of.
It

mistake to call Republican government in France an experiment. Surely a
government which in three years has raised a
seems a

nation from the lowest

depths

of

depression,
has paid a thousand million dollars trioute,
has suppressed a gigantic revolt in its capital
city, has restored it3 finances to a flourishing
condition, has reorganized a shattered and demoralized army, has promoted manufactures,
and has stimulated trade at home and com-

abroad, deserves to be regarded as the
greatest success of the century,—a success
which no monarchy or empiie or oligarchy in any stage of the world's history ever
achieved. Were one desirous to point out
the most conspicuous and shining example of
the advantages of a Republican form of govmerce

ernment lie. could not do better than turn to
of the

present moment. The stability
Republic may by called in question,

hut its

success

France at the

admits of no denial.

Jay Gould has been interviewed and
himselfvery effusively and alliterregard to the “purifying process of
the panic.” This great and good man*lias
profound faith in an advance of prices. He
says they are now too 1 »w, and that in good
dividend paying stocks a very large advance
is necessary to bring them up to their actual
worth. In his opinion there are comparatively few stocks now quoted except tho e of
real value. It is quite safe to infer from
these remarks that Mr. Gould holds a large
amount of stocks winch he bought very low
However
aud is anxious to sell very high.
little dependence we may place upon the disinterestedness of his advice, it is safe to rely
upon his sagacity in stock operations.
Mrs.

expresses
at.vely in

Tun very latest instance of the proverbial
American ingenuity is afforded by a convict
at Sing Sing who established a distillery in
the quarry grounds, where from a mash of

bread,

potatoes and

corn, tomatoes, apples,
carrots, he produced an alcoholic beverage
which he doled out to fellow convicts and
keepers for a trifling pecuniary consideration.
By his honest industry he realized six hundred dollars before the still was discovered.
Here is another proof that some of the
quickest brains in the country are to be found in
the craniums of the criminal class.

And now that greyest of grey old rats, Mr.
Samuel J. Tilden, whilom reformer, has left
the sinking ship. He has written a letter
declining to be re-elected chairman of the
Democratic State Committee of New York.
The letter abounds iu exhortations to the

unterrified to stand firm, as the light of the
good day comiug is just breaking on the horiIt is time to talk of retreat when defeat
but as he is a little
comes, Mr. Tilden holds,
lame he thinks he will start now.

zon.

Should we get to that point that the banks
of the country shall actually and avowedly

virtually, suspend grcenbaci
they
payments, and if, thereafter, the country
as

from the

extricating himself
broken carriage than

debris of a

all outward.
None came back to
replenish the treasury. Reports that the house
had failed were put in circulation, gathered up
money

these swarms of acute

and shrewd traders in divesting themselves of
their possessions.
Referring to the subject of a New York
•‘How much are you really worth?” the
Christian Register presumes that “owing to
the prevailing financial panic, many of his
hearers were unable to give a very definite
answer.”
The “Anonymas” is the contemptuous
term applied by the Western press to those
uufortunates, once known as Liberal Republicans.
The people of Minnesota and Wisconsin do
not propose that the Mississippi shall be locked and barred against them as a channel of
wheat export by the arbitrary decree of a junta of railroad nabobs in New York, and they
will not submit to this outrageous attempt to

paper press, there has been no dissent from the
universal feeling of sympathy and regret which
the embarrassment of Mr. Clews has occasion-

ed, and the hope and expectation is general
among his
be able to

The financial crisis is now compared to Asmodeus, b 'cause it lifts off the roofs of cashiers’ houses, and lets- the directors and the
But the lame devil must
public look in.
needs be an accomplished oculist to restore
sight to many of the long bliuded trustees

very considerable number of visitors charged
with a variety of suggestions of plans of reliefBoth these high officials expressed great solicitude for the sufferings of the community and
entire willingness to do all iu their power to assuage them, consistent with a rigid adherence
tolaw. Beyond that point the President declared with emphatic decision, they would not go
oue step
under any consideration. He was
courteous, considerate—listened with the most

scrupulous and infinitely lazy
smokes only fine-cut tobacco
of a Suuday, averring that putting a plug into shape for the pipe with a dull knife, and
he owns ntxother, is labor and consequently
a violation of the decalogue.
The New York Herald is now belaboring
what it calls “Csesarism in finance,” to which
it attributes the panic of last two weeks, and
An over

man

centralization in

respectful
his

business as in

tunate financiers who pleaded with him in the
agony which the fear of impending bankrupt
cy had inspired, as Bassanio entreated Portiao

London namesake told the whole story when

“I beseech you

Wrest ohea the law to your authority;
To do a great right do a little wrong,”
his

achievements in arms are readily enough
accounted for. Secretary Richardson also comported himself with great dignity and propriety.
He met every suggestion and proposition with
a readiness and intelligence which evinced a
perfect familiarity with all the details of his

Senator Thurman

record-garbling and gross misrepresentation, adding: “If there is any excuse for this

of

department and showed his ability in a clear
and conspicuous light.
.The country has reason to thank these eminent gentlemen for the courage and determination with which they resisted all arguments and
expostulations, tending to induce them to iuterpose government aid for the assistance of

sort of business. I do not know what it is. I
can stand it certainly as long as he can.
It is
better to be the subject of such misrepresentation than the author of ir.”
The Commercial Advertiser proposes that
hereafter no casi.ier or treasurer should be
retained in office who has not been through
the ruifiments of Latin far enough to enable
him toinow the difference between meum
and tulim.

private individuals.
And now that the panic has spent its force,
and is apparently subsiding, it is well to note
that its ravages have been confined mainly to

The amount of currency is not iminished,
and it has not gone out of the country. If it
is drawn from banks, it is in privste hands,
and't must speedily, tempted by lower prices
of merchandise and stocks, come into circulation again. So it would not be at all surprising it, with lower values, money should
before long be more plenty thaii it was before the clash,—Hartford Courant.

speculators in stocks—to bankers, who tempt
ib p isitors by excessive rates of interest and to
prometers of railway projects of such magnitude, that they
due share of

have

shah enter for some months to come upon i
rectification of values, and file settlement o
a new departure for the future conduct of it!
commercial aflaiis, ilien this question—wlia
shall we resume the payment of, gold 01
greenbacks?—will he in erder.—N. Y. Post

&r

President

Panic—Croakers—IJcury
Gallant

Co.—A
at

New

Ktand—The

Vork—Causes of the

“margin” which was recokued on
the nucleus of a speedy fortune.
Terror is contagious, aud every man who
loses his nerve in the face of financial danger
is sure to impart his apprehensions to his neighbors. He cannot keep still. He most be on the
the hoarded

everything and do other. Much of the
preternatural alarm which has been flying like
a pestilence through our thronged highways, is
attributable to the lugubrious talk interchanged

side of

the business community I felt
a personal grief in the suspension of the house
of Henry Clews, because that gentleman is one

in the country as there was before.
The property is all h-re. Only the distribution has undergone a change. The tendency of inflation

large-hearted, public spirited, generous and useful citizens we have.
Simple in
his habits, frugal in his individual expenditures, affable to everybody, and free from the
of the most

has beeu to concentrate money in few hands;
the tendency of contraction will be to broaden
the avenues of competition, and give industry a
chance to vie with the capital it utilizes and

smallest symptom of affectation, bis purse was
always “open as day to milting charity.” He
it one of those men who is intensely loyal to

There will be a momentary derangement in the agencies whereby producers and
consumers are brought together, but in the readjustment, which will follow as certainly as
the law of gravitation, each will reap a substantial advantage in the diminished numbers
of those who derive their gains from*the interYarmouth.
change of commodities.

profits.

his friends and will d> anything in honor to
He is a “society man,” and
serve them.
yet it is extremely rare to find a person
ia New York so primitive in his mode of
He goes early to bed and rises with
life.
the sun. He breakfasts early and lightly,
and repairs to his Bank iu time to supervise ibe
clerical corps before the actual business of the
day begins. All day long, and often after dark,
he is at his post, accessible to everybody, meet-

The Upper Kennebec.

Skowhegan, Sept. 27,1873.
To the Editor of the Press:
In no part of New England has nature been
been more profuse in her useful gifts than in
the valley of the upper Kennebec, and nowhere
in Maine has natural fertility been better ap
predated anil improved. In this immediate

all coujers with a kindly smile, but attending diligently to the details of the affairs of
the house, toe cares of which, minute and multifarious as they are, never ruffle his serenity’
Mr Clews is really
or impair his good nature.
a “character” in the financial world.
His career has demonstrated that he hits great capacing

locality the surface is undulating and the slopes
and ridges are divided into well cultivated
farms, with those comfortable appurtenances
of neatly painted houses, large well-filled barns

during the dozen years he has
Wall Street having astonished every

success

been on
body. His

industry is remarkable and there
are few parallels to the assiduity with which he
pursues his vocation. He gives away at least
five times as much as he expends upon himself.

d well cared for orchards, that have an air
of frugal and thrifty comfort.
But in these
perfect days of Autumn, when the woodlands
are gay in the hues of a summer
rainbow, and
the ten thousand maples ou the wooded hillat

sin-

gle donation of double the sum which would
He
be required to support him for a year.
gives with the liberality of a prince, ho lives
with the frugality of a peasant.

side are glorified by the sunshine that is
scorching but makes the air a delicious

joy. At this seaphysical
son of the year everythingjn nature is
nature,
and the farmer, holds his annual festivals

a

known

mercial honor. In mercantile affairs honor is
a technical term and means payment at maturity. The man who can truthfully say he always paid his debts when they were due without abatement,
renewal or extension, will
prize that feature of his life just in proportion
to the inconveniences and sacrifices he has
been obliged to submit to to keep faith with
his creditors, but in any event it will console
him for losses and reconcile him to privations.
But when a devastating panic sweeps like a
simoon over the whole country, the banker
who bolds all Ins deposits subject to sight
securmus

l

extensively

so

Cattle show days

are rare

occasions for tbe

fine

the

Ayrshires

and

Jerseys find little grace in this county of oxuieasuring farmers. There are many fine horses
There
here, the Knox stock taking the lead.
are also many heavy
horses, which is quite
.noticeable in contrast will) the ydoubtful tentency to the fine breeding of fancy horses. Not

only is this sectiou of Maine noted for its cattle
but in no locality has sheep breeding been carried on so extensively. Anson is
yet the sheep
town of the State, though this
department of

SPECIAL

NATIONAL, TONIC BITTERS,
Purely Medicinal
For Sale bv all 1'ruggists.

ONLY

MY

when they purchase goods at
PLACE

because he has

question.
In the two or three days that I have been
about here, uearlv every intelligent man has
spoken of this subject, not as affecting the in
terestx of any particular corporation, but that
as
to whether the
more important question
people were made for the railroads or the railroads for the people. Nothing has so prominently brought this question before the public
mind as the conflicts at Portland.
The lively
frog that leaped into place, then out and back
again, has given rise tojnore questions for the
future than any batracliiau that ever yet existed. The great question that the people will
bring up for settlement is: What are railroads
for; to help develop the country, to be common carriers, and servants for pay, or to check
industry, to lay grevious burdens upon enterprise and lord it owr the people? It is very
nearly the old question of the divine right of
kings, like Tom Scott and Commodore Vanderbilt and the rights of the people.
YVe may
as well tell tlje average
politician who sniffs
dinner in the granger movement, that no playacting, no wearing of homespun shirts, thick
boots and straw hats, no toting about of an
ox goad, no hair dressing of hay seed,
no clap
trap speakers at agriculcural meetings will do
in this emergency. If he is in the Legislature
he must choose whether he will wear the livery
of Tom Scott and take his money, or sta d by
the pebple. If he concludes to do the former,
let him sell himself in the market for a price
that will take care of him in the future, for he
cau never again come into favor.
The people
care not for the|Maine Central,Boston Sc Maine
or Eastern.
They are mere names.
They do
want easy and quick means of transportation.
With them this is the ouly question. The people are putting to railroad managers questions
like tbs following:
“Why should a lot of
freight, that cost 56 cents for transportation by
rail from Boston to Portland, a distance of 110
miles, cost §2.35 from Portland to Skoivhegan,
100 miles?” Now I give it up, but it is a question that interests Portland very much, and
every resident of Maine. It is a question that
the people will have solved in some way.
The present week Messrs. Allen of Pennsylvania, and Corthell of Calais have been holding
a Teachers’ Institute here.
The interest has
been very good but nothing like that manifestGood judges report that
ed two years ago.
throughout the rural towns the rank of the public schools has fallen the last year aud a half.
The teachers are not so good aud school officers
have fallen back into the old inattention. When
teachers were examined by County Supervisors,
scores of inefficient teachers were practically
driven out of our schools. Now all this has been
done away and the old order of thiugs prevails.
In our county towns there is a genera! system of
nepotism. The average school agent does not
look about for the best teachers, but engages
his wife’s sister, his neice, his own dam-liter,
his sister or even his own wife to teach theschool. Except that they are their relations
aud the money is handy to have in the family
these persons wonld never have been thought
of as teachers. As a consequence the schools
are comparatively worthless,
Next year another man pursues the same policy. The argument for this destructive policy is—we pay the
taxes aud have a right to the money.
"What
shall be done to save the rural schools?” will be
a question for the next Legislature.
S.

A Contradiction.
To the Editor of the Press:
Please insert in your next issue the

following
telegraphic correspondence, coutradicting a ruof the suspensiou of Messrs. Baldo & Go.,
iu the Saturday evening AdvertisYour Obedient Servant,

Havana,

A. L. Hobson.

Portland, Sept. 27.
Baldo, Havana:—Evening paper lias rumor

suspension.

your

I

deny

“Reply:”

it.

Answer.

Hobson.
Havana, Sept. 29.

Hobson, Portland:—Not a word of truth.
You can positively contradict and deny rumor
as false. Thanks.
Baldo.

the

Lewiston
caught there

at

Poor Farm. A pauper racoon
has a well developed appetite for candy.
The Journal says the following list of officers
have been elected by the Freshman class of
’77, of Bates College: President, J. H. Randall; Vice President, Miss L. Linian Montgomery; Secretary, Burr; Treasurer, O. B. Clayson; Historian, Burnham; Prophet, Meigfll;
Orator. Oaks; Poetess, Miss .Jennie North;
Committee on Odes, Phillips; Toastmaster,
Tomlinson; Chaplain, Gould; Class Committee, Potter, Noble and Patten.
KENNEBEC

KNOX COUNTY

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

It was so liot iu Bangor Saturday that apples
exposed to tbe sun were baked.
Nathaniel Harlow, the oldest resident of
Bangor, died Sunday, aged 88 years.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

(Press Correspondence.)
Several unsuccessful attempts have been
made during the past week to steal horses from
various persons iu the country. Henry Chapiu
of Monson caught two thieves in the act of removing his horse. He saved his horse, but the
thieves escaped. He was afraid to lire on them
lest he might set his barn on fire.
Morris
Thompson, jr., of Monson, fotind several thieves
who had got two of his h uses out of the stable
aud who had proceeded a few rods, when he
fired u,,on them, but they escaped, leaviug the
horses co the care of their owner.
A pleasant session of Piscataquis county
Lodge of Good Templars was holuen at Blanchard on the 26th inst.
The following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That it is as bad to vote for a thief,
a liar or a drunkard as to be one.
The annual Agricultural Fair at Monson was
a success.
S.

he takes especial

WALDO COUNTY.

Gordon will be tried for the Thorndike double
murder at the October term of the S. J. Court
at Belfast.
Several stores in Stockton and Searsport were
broken into Friday night by burglars, who carried off a small amount of money from each.

II.

■Tile

Times says B. Dalton’s fancy goods
in Biddeford was broken into Sunday
night and some four or five dollars taken.
Torey Hill, Buxton, must be an uncomfortable elevation to live ou. The mercury stood at
100° in the shade there Suuday.
The Times says last Friday some one entered
a room in Mrs. S. M.
Libby’s boarding bouse,
in Saco, and stole a watch and chain
belonging
to a lady stopping there.

store

IN GENERAL.

The following is a list of patents issued to
Maine inventors under dace of Sept. 9. 1873:
H. B. Sevey, Vienna, compound metal
working
machine; J. R. Becket, Cushing, street railway; James Call, Richmond, centre board*
Joshua Waite, Yarmouth, car coupling.

Thing Duly Appreciated.

backward;

and
this maxim is as invariable in medicine as in
polites,
The advent of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, twenty
years ago, produced a revolution in the treatment of
a large class of ailments, and that reovlution has
ever since been in “the full tide of successful
experiment.” If t hat tide has borne the proprietors of the
celebrated vegetable specific “on to fortune,” it has
also borne thousands of human being*, who werelanguishing under the effects of disease, weak and hopeless. out of the depth* of despondency into the paradise of health and cheerfulness. It is u> exaggeration to say, that to the vigor, the regularity of habit
of body, • lie good appetite and perfect digestion
acquired under the operation of this uuequalled tonic
and collective, multitudes of people in every walk of
life, who hail been vainly physicked in the usual
way, owe the blessings of renewed health and the

NO. 99 EXCHANGE STREET.
se30

Most

IS40.

Popular

OYER 30

all

YEAtSS,

Twilled, Grey,

and

Mixed, Scarlet and Bine, Fancy
Flannels, checked and

Shirting

DAVIS’

REPELLED TS,

PAIN-KILLER!

-ATH

And after thirty years trial, the “PAIN-KILLER’*
may justly be styled the great medicine of the world,
tor there is no region of the globe into which it has
not found its way, and none where it has not been
largely and hi ghly prized. Moreover, there is no climate to which it has not proved itself to be well adapted
lor the cure of con-iderable variety of diseases; it is
admirably suited :or every race. It has lost none of
its good name bv repeated trials, but continues to
occupy a prominent position in every medicine chest;
and is still receiving ttie most unqualified testimonals
to its virtues, from persons of the high st character
and responsibilitv. Physicians of the first respectability recommend it i< as a most effectual preparation for the extinction of pain. It is not only the
best remedy ever known for Bruises, Cuts. Burus,&c.
but for Dysentery or Cholera, or any sort of bowel
complaiut.it is a remedy unsurpassed for efficiency and
rapidity of action. In the great cities of India and other
hot climates, it has become the Standard Me licine
for all such complaints, as wrell as for Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaints, and other kindred disorders. For
Coughs and Colds. Canker, Asllima, and Rheumatic
difficulties, it has been proved by the most abundant
and convincing testimony to be an invaluable medicNo article

the lowest manufacturer’s
Also

White Wool Blankets,

certainly

a

leading

manufactures.

mens’, Ladies’

and Childrens Un-

dergarments, Hosiery, Gloves, and
Small Wares in abundencc.

LEACH’S,
84

long enough time to

MIDDLE

STREET.

ALWAYS

THE LOWEST PRICES.
sep20

sn2w

EASTMAN

TONIC,

B B O S

SCHENCR’S MANDRARE PILLS,

£0F3

DRESS

GOODS,

DOLMANS,

CLOAKS,

JACKETS and

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by
Dr. J. H
SCHENCK & SON, Noitheast coiner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN
00., 38 Hau over street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place. New York.

REDIYGOTES,

sept3sneodtf

Has removed to

MARKET

SQUARE.

B3T“SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
■Ion 13
sntf

EASTMAN

332

I have

Figaros Prcnrado,

sn3mos

“Carolina,”

Partagas

CHARLES ill. HAW RES,
MIDDLE STREET.

Qloria,

9.50,'per lOO
17.00 per lOO

of the above Brands they

To the Public.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals respectfully give.-* notiee that
Alonzo H.

can

be

had at BOX PRICES by the lOOO

Libby, Constable, whose oflice is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the
Society.
The public a?e therefore leqnested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will *ee to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict

at a great Redaction.

STEB8INS’

Per order.

CIGAR

STORE,

360 CONGRESS ST.

_sntf

sep25__ti_

LANGUAGE.

THE SEARCH.
Diogenes, the search’s not o’er;

JULES L. MORAZAIK,
OB’ PAKIS,

is

DOMESTIC' PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Cld 20tb, ship India, Patten,
Liverpool.
Sid 20th, ship Commodore, Gilmore, Port Townsend.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 23d, baro.ue Maggie McNeil,
Smith. New York.
JACKSONVILLE-Cld 20tb, sch Ralph Howe,
Burgess. PhiladelphiaGEORGETOWN. SC—Ar 17th. sch Ridgewood.
Johnson. New York.
Cld 17th, scb Maud Barbour, Davis, Rondouf.
RICHMOND—Ar 25th, sch Farragut, Hart, from
Boston.
ALEXANDRIA- Sid 27th, sch J & H Crowley,
Crowley, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Cld 25th, sch Speedwell, DrisKo,
Sa era.
Cld 26th, self W It Drury, Rawley, Boston.
Sid 25th, brig Casiillian. for St Jago.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 26th. brig Z Williams,
Veazie, East Cambridge; sch Nellie Doe, RicbarJFall River.
Below 26th, schs L W Wheeler, from Bath ; Robt
Byron, from Frankfort; Omaha, from Calais.
Passed down 26tb, sch Carrie Bunnell, Pin&ham,
for Baracoa.
NEW YORK—Ar 26tli, brig Josie. Brown.
sobs Decora.Thompson,St George; Saarbruck,Clark,
Macl.ias; Fair Wind, Lockhart, Ellsworth; Wni
Stevens, El well. Bangor; Alous, Rich. Providence.
Ar 27th, barque Sarah E Fiazer.Gardiner, Havana
12 days; schs Neitie Cushing,Peck, Porto Rico 14 ds;
Mer y T Trundy, Young, Fernaudina 18 days; Delta,
Brown, Nash, Rockland; F A Colcord, Pierce, trom
Providence.
Ar 29tb. ship John Buoyan Gilmore, Havre;
brig
Havana, Meyer, Havana.
Cld 27th, barques Cremona, Gould, for Galveston;
Cienfuegos, Norgrave, Port Johnson; s«hs Ida Lewis
Hnestis, Indiatiola; Constitution, Smith, Jackson-

Sydney;

ton.

PROVIDENCE—Cld 26th, sch Howard Holder,
Holder. Portland and St John, NB.
Ar27th. schs R F Hart, Coombs, Alexandria; F H
Odiorne, Crowell, do.
Sid 26th. sch Bonny Ives. Whitaker, for Ellsworth;

Saratoga. Nickerson. Gardiner.
Sid 27th, brig Geo Gilchrist, Thompson, Baltimore;
schs Keystone, Hatch. Philadelphia; Ida L liowatu,
Williams, and N Berry, Grant, New York.
RB1STOL—Ar 25th, sch J Means, Eaton, Provitor

Fernandina.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 25rh. schs Charier Morton, Davis, Alexandria for Tort smooth ; Katie Mitchell, Eastman, Bowdoinliam for New York; Jachin,
Kane, Portland for do; fcl!a. Dyer,Saco lor do; R M
Brookings. Brown, and Ethan Allen, Blake. Gardiner for do; Merrill C Hart, Post, Portland tor Savanuah; L A Oreutt. Hart. Damaiiscotia tor Cambridge,
Mil; Daylight,* Me Fadden,Bath for Baracoa (and all
sailed.)
BOSTON—Ar 27ih,. schs Four Sifters. Bickmore,
Alexandria; Agnes, llodgdon, Philadelphia; Kosciu.-ko. Clark, Tbomaston.
Cld 27tb, schs Winslow, Doane, Bangor; Revenue,
Pliiuney, Pigeon Cove, to load tor New York.
Ar 28th, schs Lizzie Carr. Hall, Alexandria; Mary
Stewart. Coombs, Georgetow .; Mary D Haskell,Carter, Baltimore; David Fan«t, I^oid, Baltimore; J C
Harraden. Joy, Port Johnson; Comet. Tracey, and
Petrel, Stanley, Hoboken; Roamer. Foss, do: Allie
Oakes, Pillsbury, New York, (had rail broken by collision with tug); Ranger, Bennett,Dennysville; Banner, Matthews. Belfast.
Ar 29th, barque Scotland, Rogers, Baltimore.
Cld 29th. barque A C Small, O’Brien, Cienfuegos;
brig Alice Tarlton. Tucker, Demarara.
SALEM—Sid 26th, sch Amos Walker, Gilchrist, for
Alexandria.
Ar 27ih. schs Qucddy.
Fanning, fm Port Johnson;
Rival, Dunton. Elizabetbport.
Ar 28th, schs Angola, Bellary* Port Johnson; L S
Watson, Sargent, do; New Zealand, Haskell! do.
Shi 27th, migh Tally Ho, Plummer, for
Gardiner;
Lewis Clark, Smith. Bangor.
BEVERLY—Ar 24lh, sch Ida C Spoftord, Ingalls,

NEWBURYPORT-Ar 26th, sch Wm H Mailer,
Crowley. Weebawk n.
Sid 26ih, si.lis Lizzie Cochrane, Cochrane, ami Midnight, Hopkins. Bangor; Ring Dove, Swain, and
Clara. Clark, Calai ; Gamecock, Robinson, do; Marion Draiier. Meady, Gardiner; Fair-Dealer, Snow,
Casline; Hero, Foss, for Beliast.

more

the

a APPLETON BLOCK.

In all his

dealings

with

mankind,

And whom you

sought io vain to find.
Now, briug your lantern down this way,

MAINE.
sntf

(Unless you come in open day,)
And possibly, one may be found,
e goose is
Who, “on
always sound,**
And sells a Walnut Chamber Set,
As low ns Painted Pine, “you >et
;**
At Merriam’s Store, near Woodman
Block,
Where you will find a splendid Stock.

notice."
roads.

FOREIGN POKTM.
Melbourne Sept 6, ship Bengal, Blanchard,

ult, barque Tidal Wave, Crosby,
Naples.
Sla fm Troon 13th inst, barque Jennie Cobb. Packard, Cardenas; brig Anita Oweu, Petiengill, for Matanzas.
Ar at Havana 2Sih, [by tel] barque Fannie H Boring, Portland 13 days; brig E H Williams, Tucker,
Portland.
Ar at Cardenas lGth, barque Palestine, Ford, from

Baltimore.
At

Sy lney CB.

the

THE

Antwerp

Apply

on

the Premises.

eep25sntf

_JAMES A. TENNEY.
DrTjaMES a. SPALDING,

See’y.

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles anti Eruptions from the ;
Skin, rendering it soft ami fresh and imparling to it
MARBLE PURITY.

301 1-3 CONGRESS
ST., Room No. 6.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

\

Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists. 303 Congress street, I
Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.
Hous«au26sntf

Residence Pretie
sellsnem

Tybee.

Manila for New York.

At Grand Canary Sept 4th, Corsica, Havener, trom
Callao.
Cld at Havre 12th, Penang. Patten. Sydney CB.
Sid 12th, Caribou, Wood,. Montreal; Jas'M Riley,
Boynton, Sydney.
Ar at Cuxhaveu 12th, John O Baker, Sewell, Phila-

all

Wc«t, Northwem,

Point*

Mouilnmi,

und

or

via the

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,
Fort Wayne A Chicago Railways
Southern Mail Route and
ATLANTIC COAST LINE.
The moat Direct and Short Linen »o Florida,
Cbar•raton, Muvaunab aufl all Boulbrria
Or the (treat

Through tickets to Now VorU, Philadelphia,
Itiiluniore ivnal \» ushiuglon via the
Stonlugver au'* ^’"rwtcti Steamboat t.iues or the
all Rail Route, via Worcester an.l
aid
Springfield
the Shore Linos.
Travellers who wish lor RELIABLE Information
are desired to call at our oitice and
procure Time
Tablet), Maps. *Xrc. Our arrangements ,<*» for the
pant twelve years) are such aw t enable hr to afford
every facility, and have no motive to deceive
1 ickets to Boston via Railroads and Steamers.

_se30_

dtf

la

hereby given, that the subscriber hat
duly appointed and taken upon himself

]\TOTICE
Ll
been

the trust of Administrator of the estate ot
GEORGE W. BROWN, late of Portland,
In the Couuty of Cuinberfaud,
deceased, and given
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE P. WESCOTT, Administrator.
Portland, Sept. 2, 1873.
te30dUw3wTa*

For Baltimore 1
15,- U

The

Clipper Schooner “Grace Dav-

new

oraec C. Davis, is new loa
[7\ T\ >8* Capt.Central
Wharf, amt will have
JLyfcA- IT'-’ atdispatch.
For freight or passage
“^^^““quick
to

apply
5

.-f

luf

CHARLES MERRILL,
Commercial St., (Up stairs,)
or to the Captain on board.

The annual meeting for the election of officers and
the transaction of other busin ss will be held WED
NKSDAY, Oct. 1st, 1873 at 7} o’clock P. M.
ai.0U«i2tC. A. WESTON, Sec’y.

Lost.
SATURDAY, Sept. 27th, probably
ONchangers
Middle streets,
POCKETBOOK

werp for Swansea.
Ar at Falmouth 15th,
Ent lor ldg at Cardift*
for Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Greenock 16th,

Mogul, Freeman, Bassein.
13th, Harry Morse, Wyman,
Carrie Wyman, Cochran, for

Boston.
Sid tm Dublin 13tb, Homeward Bound, Gilmore,
New York.

Queenstown

16th.

Resolute.Campbell. Callao;

17«h, Mary Gibbs, Upton, Porto Rico; Matterhorn,
Arey. San Francisco.
Ar at Gibraltar 8th, D R Stockwell, Harding, from
Philadelphia.
Sid fm Flushing Roads 13th, Pacific, Blanchard, for
Cardift.
SPOKEN.
36 14 S, Ion 23 E, ship Gardiner
Colby,
Bombay tor Liverpool.
Sept 6, lat 45 30, Ion 26 20, ship John Bunyan, f om

Aug 2, lat

con-

n.

c.

n.

a.

STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable Media ic Aasociati »n. will be held at Library ltoom, Mechanics’ Hall, ou Thursday evening,
October 2d, 7* o’clock.
GEO. A. HARMON,

A

se30d*>t_

Secretary.
Portland Benevolent Society.

Annual meeting of the Portland Benevolent
THE
Society for the chie'cc of officers, will be held at
Directors Room of Trudt rs National Bank,
WEDNESDAY October 8tli, at 3 o’clock P, M.
se30dtd
THOMAS R. 11AYE ,Scct.

the

on

Boarding

and Lodgini; House
SALE, full of good paying boarders and lodgers always, great bargain will be given it
applied for immedi iteiey. Price $1800.
TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Boston.
Be30d3t

FOR

Blacksmith Shop and
for sale.

Business
No. 1 Customers
SHOEING
li vtures in

an

Horse

Splendid

1 Tools anil all

oi A

run

necessstry

good condition, satisfactory reason given

for

selling.
T Y LOR & CO., 3 State St., Boston.

se30d3t

Lost.
WALLET containing

A

The Under will be
It at this office.

a

small

of money

sum

suitably rewarded by leaving
se30d3t

To Let with Board.
LARGE FRONT ROOM at

A
seJO

31$ Spring street.
tf

_AUCTION
Furniture,Carpets,

SALES.
At-., at Auction

Sept. 30th, at tu o’clock,
shall
ONnellTUESDAY,
House of J. T. Emery, foot of Pearl st..
we

at

the Furniture in said house, con tat in
g of Parlor
Suit Marble Top Table, Drapery
Curtains, Brussels
and Ingrain Cat pets, painted Chambe r
Seis. To'let
\>are. Mattresses, Curtains, Hat Tree, Secretary,
Extensi1 n Table,
Korin Chairs, Crockery,
Glass and Sliver Plated Ware, Magee Cook St.
vc, tin
lot of Kitchen Fnrnllure.
gelhcr with a
F. O. BAILEY Sc
CO., Auctioneers.
5t

Dining

large

_f25_

Beal Estate at Aticlion.
TUESDAY, Sept. 30:b, at 13$ o’clock, we shall

sell the

property in rear of *15 Danforlh street.
proptrty consists ol a new 3$ story wooden
House, con airs 18 rooms with g od closets. 'I he
property is supplied with Sebago water ami thorough

Safd

drainage.

I ot SO front 3» feet

rent

deep.

It is

nw

under

to good tenants for *380
per vear. This is a rara
chance for investment. Title perfect. Terms at sale.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dtd
__

Choice

Plants, Kustic Baskets,
Ac., at Auction,
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 1st, at 10 o’clock, we
ONshall
Sell at office a large and line collection 0/
Winter Blooming Plains, consisting of
Camillas,
Azalias. Cajie Jessamine, Tea Roses, Wide and Red
Bouvardias, Red and White Finks, with many
ann rare
Also a

Plan

is

for window col ivati

new

in.

choice assortment of Rustic Baskets and
Hanging Plants.
The above is from the celebrated Conservatories of
D. L. Taylor, Melrose, Mann.
F O. BAILEY A C’O.

Auctioneer..

_4t_
Brick

House and Furniture at
Auction.
WIDNEtDAY, Oct. 1st, at 10 A. M.. we shal

ON

sell the Brick House and lot No. S8 Pleasan
stieet, (second house above High). The house contains 10 rooms, good closets, all in nice
order, ga s
waIer’ 80011 furnace. Ac. Good siable con-

nected*

Immediately after the above we shall sell the Furniture, onsisiing 01 B. W. Pail .r Suit. What
Not,
'' "<i
Tables, Lounge, B. W. ami
ro. “ni.
Ash Chamber
Sets, Toilets Sets, ferussels and
Carpets, Spi log Beds, Hair Mattresses, Hat ngrain
Extension Table, Crockery and Glass Ware. Tne
Cook
stove, together with the Kitchen Ware. One Parlor Organs. Terms on real estate
$ eash, balance in
1, 2, Jana 4years. Eor turtber particulars call on

V

F. «. BAILEY' Sc CO

Auctioneer.
lw

alnable Farm at Auction.
sold at pu1 lie auction, FRIDAY OCT
TOmiles
Farm situated in Gorliaiu!
•i’ Mc
V;
be

•

from Goihain Corner on the r« ad
leading
from Gorham Corn r to Bar
Mills, aud is on the line
of the Pori land & Roeheater Railroad.
The ‘-aid
Farm contains seventy-five acres of
gt>od land divided Into
tillage, pastumge ud w odland. It
Is well watered, ami lias an orchard and
good farm
°n
1111(1 18 k|,own M the
two

mowing,

Farm1’’^
The

gard

“MeKenney

above named properly will be sold without re
tair or foul weather.
se25dTS&T*X:wlt

to

Mlltvns Ai BRO..
Auctioneer* and famniiimiou
Alcrrlinni*,
give their special attention to selling Real Estate,
burniture and Meichamiisc ol all kinds. Horses Carriages, «xc. Adv nces made on consignments. Regular Sales of new and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday
morning. Communications by mailpromptlv ;»tttruled to
AB tA Usi A It KOI II KR,
125 Federal Sr., under the CJ. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on W aid es.
Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.
aP»-J
drf

BONDS

Ar at Swinemunde 10th Inst, Lorena, Patterson,
New York.

Ar at Liverpool 16rb, J B Lincoln, Musaus, Callao.
Ent out 15th. Ella S Thayer,Gilmore,^sew Orleans;
14th, Kentuckian, Foster, do.
Arat London 18th, Ne Plus Ultra, Hager, New
York.
Ar at Deal 16tb, S A Blaisdell, Matthews, fm Ant-

Ex-

on

a

taining a sum of money, a Riilroau ticket, and visiting cards with the owner’s name. The tinder will be
suitably rewarded by leaving it at
BAILEY & NOYE.S,
sep30*3t
7u Exchange Street.

delphia.

Portland
Bath

<•>.

!,*

Belfast
Bangor
Cleveland 0.,
“

7>!

Toledo

•

Cincinnati
Chicago

g>g
7 3.j0
7>„

_

Cook Conntv

Louisville Ky.,

7’s
8’s

Marion County, Ind.,
“
Alton County,
Maine Central R. R.
L. & >. Araeri an R R.
Gold

8

a

7 9
7’s

FOR SALE BY

SWAY & BARRETT,
scp24

100 HUDDLE STREET.

eod ieb!8 74

from

820,000

Havre for New York.

SAFE INVESTMENT
HOME

SECURITY.

The Rabicribera offer for Rule

$100,000
fITV OF
6

r E II

A

To loan oil first rlsiss Hlorlgncrrs in
Port!:iii<l and Vicinity In
sums to suit.

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, fuel rest tree «t Taxes. Investments is Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest mode* of employing capital. FlK-T class securities always ou hand. Iutei est
and rincipal collected without chat go. Guarantees
am, le security in a 1 its Real Esperfect title and Real
Estate invESTHER if and
tate loans.
improvements made on coiumi»siou and on shares.
and sold.
bought
Haukaole paper

LEWISTON,

CENT.

«. R.

BONDS

The Bonds are payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure o
the City after ten years.
A

OCULIST.

for

Sid fm Cardift 13th. Francis B Fay, Osgood, lor
Rio Janeiro.
Passed St Helena Aug 13, F C Clark, Metcalf, from

on

& etc.

C F Young, Richardson,

[Latest by European steamers.l
Sid tm Liverpool 13th, Scioto, Mitchell, for New
Orleaus.
Passed Dover 14th, Henry S Sanford, Dunphy, fm

FOR SALE.
Emery Street, Just finished with all
modern improvements; Bath Room,
Sebago, Gas,

19tb. sch

for New York; ami others.

an2___8Utf
•New Houses

Line,

For Chic 'tfo. iTIilwnukee, Ml. Paul, Ml.
IaOuIh, Omaha, Man Franranco, and

At Singa.*ore 25th inst, ship Western Chief, tor
Boston, ldg.
At Calcutta 19th ult, ship Garden Beach, Gilmore,
for Boston, ldg.
Cld at Smyrna 30th ult, barque Mary Edson, Spar-

Ar at

wanted,
thy trembling footsteps sought,
gloomy shades, for aught
Among
That would a slight resemblance bear,
To him, who is honorable and fair,
An honest
Than when

man

Instrtuctor in French at the High
School.

a

La

19.50 per lOO

B^“By the purchase of 10 Cigars

13__sntf

Machigonno

STEAMER. EXPRESS heieafter will make
tw0
trips daily to Peak’s Island, leaving end of Custom
House Wharf at 8.45 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. and Jones
Landing at 9 A. M. and 3.30 P. M.
sep30Su2w

11.50 per lOO

...

Cabana Regalia,

Eastern and Maine Central Rail-

NOTICE!

911-00 per lOO

Henry Clay Concha,

96

aa-5___

now

own

houses in Havana to ship by every Steamer some of
the choicest brands. Those I have now on hand are

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
BEAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

NOTICES.-

CIGARS!

via

CENTRAL

MICHIGAN

SAN

row, New York.
Ar at Palermo 2d

manufactured Cigars,
made arrangements with one of the best

In connection with my

REED ORGANS.

FRENCH

ST.

sntf

HAVANA

Music, Music Books Violins, Guitars, Accordeons, Strings of the best quality, and all kinds of
Musical Instruments and Merchandise, Wholesale
C. K. H YWES.
and Retail by
T Middle St.
to
orders.
Particular attention given

justice.

E

but a dead calm set in and was unable to do so. Ou
the20ih. lat 33 30, Ion 71 50 W, took another severe
hurricane from SEloSW, and lost and split sails.
The sea run nmuutaiu high and completely submerged the vessel, Hilling cabin wiih water and destroying furniture and provisions, washing everything
mavable oft the deck, &c.

Ar at

IMPORTED

WOOD’S, ESTEY’S and SWITH’S

un

CONGRESS

seplO

tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
V-cnelor. Sold bv all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. Y.
Ivrsn
1Aii

j

Frazer, Gardiner, at New York
from Havana, reports having encountered a furious
with thunder and lightuing,
Sent
17,
accompanie
gale
and a short time after sighted a vessel on fire, which
was probably struck by lightning ; tried to reach her

Boston.

splendid Hair Dye is the best In t\e world.
The ODly True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappomtment; no ridiculous

PORTLAND,

sn2t-

BROS,

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

sel2

JIEJIOKANDA.

Barque Sarah

New York.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 32d.

Falls.

CHICAGO,

Handy. Calais—Nathl Blake.
Sch Adelaide, Chase, Machias.

DANVERS—Ar 28tb, sch Anaconda, Wallace, fm

DENTIST

to

Porteous.
Sch Mayflower,

Calais.

A. FAKSOXS, HI. B.,

12

Only 3* HOURS from BOSTON

Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Henry
Foi.
Sch Water Lilly, (Br) Waycott, St John, NB—John

ver, New York.

OPEMKG

FALL

ROUTE,

Bo-Ion, Albany and .Niagara

117

WiCKFORD—Sid 26th, sch Owen P Hinds, Clendenin, New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 26th, sch Winslow Morse, Oli-

-3

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will ofoccasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging tbe action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-tbiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the
side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sura dines
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condition of
the Stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these eases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liver and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sore?, and ulcerated, and death is tbe
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easilv,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,

Foreale by Druggists generally.

to J S Winslow & Co.
Sch John Tvler, Cook Beverly, to load for Calais.
Sch John A Dix, Pinkham.Cape Porj>oisc—dry flak
to I)aDa & Co.
Sch Advance, (Br) -, Long Cove NS for Boston.
Sch Dolphin, (Br) Snow, La Have, NS—dry fish
tor a market.
Sch Florida, Jones, Bangor lor Boston.

dence

Pu’ nonary

cure

Brig Xagua. (Bi) Goudy, Fajardo, PR—257 punch30 tes molasses, to E Churchill & Co.
Brig Geo S Berry, Keazer, Georgetown DC—coal to
Rolling Mills.
Brig Wm R Sawyer, Mitchell, New York—coal to
P Prince & Son.
Sch Alice T Hoard man, Boyd, New York--corn to
Geo W True & True.
Sch James Henry. Trneworthy, New York.
Sch Ocean, Day. Boston.
Sch Leocadia, Deland. 1 uston.
Sch Mnriel. Anderson, Boston—cables and anchars

do for Bo.

THE BEST GOODS,

PULMONIC SYRUP,

medicines that will

Winslow & Co.

ville; Susan, Dearborn, do; Carrie S Webb, Homan,
Georgetown.
Passed through Hell Gate 27th. «chs Hattie Ellen,
Ashford, New York for Boston; Forest City, Davis,

THE LARGEST STOCK,

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CU3?ED

Are the only
consumption.

Jl outlay, Sept. 30.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New York, Winchester, Boston for Eastport and St John. NB.
Brig Lije Houghton, (of Portland) Rose. Bonaire,
Vessel and cargo to J S
with 12.000 bushels salt.

sou.

L^'Unabatteil interest still continnes at

prove the efficencv of anv‘ medicine, and that the
PAIN-KILLER is deserving of all its proprietors
claim lor it. is amply proved by the unparaldlled
popularity it has attained. It is a sure and effecIt is sold in almost every country in
tive remedy.
the world, and is becoming more and more popular
every year. Its healing properties have been fully
tested, all over the world, and it need only to be
known to be prized. Be sure you buy none but the
geuuiue, manufactured by Perry Davis & Son,
Providence, R. I.
se30sneodlm&w
VSold o> all Druggist.

HCHENIK M

ot all

including the productions

ever

are

prices.

unusually lull and attract-

an

ive line ol

to express my obligathanks for their successful ef-

SPECIAL

Domett, and

White,

Wool,

Shaker, Plain

1873.

occasion

scpSO

selected Stock ol

striped
PERRY

GREAT CENTRAL
Via

CLEARED.

The Pnueiigrr Train, nil both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Knatern Railroad
tion and most hearty
| Htntiau, Commercial Mtrrct. foot of State
forts in saving my property from destruction
GEO. BACHELUER,
by fire Street.
on the night of Thursday last, 25th September
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
near
Morrill’s Corner, Deering.
Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.
aul5sntf
se30snlt
F. O. J. BODGE.
To Let.
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
S. P. C. X.
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
There will be a regular business
No. 90 Commercial St.
meeting of the
Orof
W.W.
Canal National Bank.
ion
THOMAS,
the
Proven,
ol
for
Society
Cruelty to Animals at
sentt2sntf
the Common Council room. Oct. 1st at 8 o’clock P.
OCTAVIA C. CAKBOLL,
M.
Sehlottcrbeck’s Moth anti Freckle Lotiou

take this

complete and

a

Extant

Medicine

SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF

To my friends and neighbors in Dcering and to the
members of Steam Fire Engine ^Co.
of

Portland, I

at the Lowest

offering

CO..

Exchange Street.

Point*.

eons

—

FLANNELS,

sdlm

The

prospect of prolonged life.

SPECIAL

uow

am

carefully

KOHLING,

Sh et

YORK COUNTY.

goes

I

Market Rates,

This

COUNTY.

ever

AND

—

BLANKETS*

NO.

The problem of human existence was discussed at Machias Sunday morning. We don’t understand that it was solved.

beneficial revolution

REPELLENTS

•

w.

ifliniatnre AiinnuHr..September 30.
Sunrises.5 56 I Moon sets.11.40 PM
Sun sets.5.43 I High watei.5.30 PM

PORT Or PORTLAND,

FLANNELS,

&

Great Western Railway

In this city, Sept. 29, Mrs. Flavclla A., wife of Geo.
W. Eddy.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 24 o’clk,
at residence. No. 43 Biackett street.
Burial at the
conveniences! the family.
In Bowdoinham, Sept. 20, Mr. Joseph Jack, aged
63 years.
in Gardiner, Sept. 19. Sarah, daughter of the late
George Byraui, aged 27 years.

NX/V TITTLE]NTKWS.

DRESS GOODS.

LI T T L E

Procure Tickets by the

DIED.

that

Hgg^These goods will be made up in a manner to
give style to the young and comfort to the older, to
please the wearer and delight the beholder.

Rips.

No

plcasnre, knowing

KOHLINH is confident that even his
critical customers can find no fau t with
the goods he offers for their inspection
this Fall, knowing that they are satisfled that the hist articles arc the cheapest.

the New York

The K?nnebec Journal says among the railroad rumors in circulation, is one that the people of Fairfield are to serve an injunction on
the Maine Ceutral Railroad Company te restrain them from buildiug a bridge at College

A Good

variety ol British, Continental and

present better.

none can

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

largely augmented

a

teu

at

Thomaston. One would think him better fitted
for a blacksmith.

adopted

gether with

SUITINGS,

SC HE NCR'S SEAWEED

Wagner is learning the harness trade

The Bath banks have
plan of suspension.

Embracing all the latest Novelities of European Productions to-

American

COUNTY.

The Journal notices that among the American capitalists who have subscribed to tbe Canadian Pacific Railway is the name of Judge
Rice, who is down for $230,000.

FABRICS.

D.

the

—AND—

eleganl assortment of Fall and

DRESS

than he has before displayed. Also Pants
Hoods, which for beauty, strengh and
stylishness arc the admiration of all.
In displaying these Hoods and his

Thirty Years

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

an

a.

W.

city. Sept. 29. by Rev. D. H. Hanaburgb,
Poor or Portland and Miss Lucy E. Mans-

Winter

OVERCOATINGS

FALL

opened

Has just

Lo» a. (he L.wai at
OLD UNION TICKET
OFFICE OF

XTo. 4-0 1-3

Held of Cumberland.
At Cumberland Mills, Westbrook, Sept. 28, by Rev.
A. Blanchard. R. J. Cash ami Miss Lucy E. Patrick.
iu Brownfield, Sept. 28, by C. B. Bean, Levi J. Milliken of Baldwin and Miss Irene S. Leavitt "f B.
In Augusta, Sept. 18, Jas. S. Little and Miss Mary
E. Richards.

L-E-A-C-n

attained such unbounded popularity. As an external and internal medicine, the
Pain-Killer stands unrivalled.

NEWS.

There must he rich living

In this

that can be found in Portland. His selections are from the Choicest Samples
in Boston and New York. He has just
recei.ed a larger and Better assortment;
of superior

cine.

STATE

Bale.

Benjamin

GOODS

COMMON SCHOOLS.

er.

STREET.

MIDDLE

SALE BV ALL OBLOGISTS.
HttJ&w3m39

FOB
gei7

save time and money i

married.

RAILROAD

mor

84

NEWEST AND CHOICEST FALL

alive to the

MEDICINAL.

PURELY

stock of the

a

forms, yet they will denounce the salary grab
and*kindred abominations, and just now are

of

National Tonic Bitters,

KOHLING’S,

have invested in
patents until they are a little shy of innovavatiens, and a little distrustful of so called re-

dependent thinkers. They

keenly

BUSINESS,

OF

| new advertisements,

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

public opinion

A Card.
this
The

NOTICES.

EVERYBODY SATISFIED

who is curious to know the general drift
on current topics,
for there
you will find the most intelligent aud practical
of what may with pride be termed our yeomanry. These men are keen observers and inman

of

FAIRS..

first
class who does not have a yoke of “seven footers” for the town team. In this section the
fafmer holds to the Durham, though the Hereford contests the field for excellence for oxen
and beef. There are a few of the Dutch varie-

ty, but the smaller breeds,

SPECIAL

pur-

as

AGRICULTURAL

would have

stock breeding is not quite
as a few years ago.

sued

a

The present week there has beda one at
town and as usual it has been successful.
towns round about here are famous for
oxen, and the farmer is uot put down as

cheerfully sacrificed every dollar of his surplus
aye, mortgaged his future earnings if he could
have kept that more precious treasure, com-

drafts and whose assets are locked up in
ities utterly iuconvertiole oa any terms,

not

tonic,

existence is

mere

temporary eclipse, that his pride, his sensitiveness should be touched by the bitter necessity
of failing to meet his obligations on demand,
occasions genuine sorrow to those who know
I havn’ta doubt that he

to

thus place ourselves on a commercial plane
with the most favored natious of the world.
There is this solid source .of consolation in
our reflections upon current events, that nothing has been lost. There is just as much wealth

with almost all

him.

see

staples of the soil. The exports will be unusually large and the wholesome lesson of adversity we have just been learning will tend to
check importations especially of useless stuffs.
Then we shall have abundant and cheap food,
the indispensable concomitant of genuine prosperity. If we are wise we shall return with
all possible celerity to specie payments, and

nave no uesire to underrate tue gravity oi
the revulsion. It is not only painfully serious,
but its ramifications extend far beyond tlieeonfiues of our own continent. It has already
brought down several enterprising and honorable houses, whose stauding hitherto has been
high, and whose commercial integrity was
dearer far to them than money. In common

into

as

market.
Since this disturbance of values was sure to
come, its arrival may be pronounced in many
respects opportune. It finds the country enriched by a stupendous crop of all the great

between men who, scared by rumors they themselves largely help to circulate—many of them
false, and all exaggerated—fan the flame they
would fain allay.

should go

every uuuy.

an end, except iu cases where the stockholders
subscribe cash and build on principles of sound
economy. This floating of bonds at 80 and 90
Crnts on the dollar will now be a thing of the
past, and railways will not cost so much
through high rates of usury, and extravagant
co ntnissions
paid to procuro loans, that they
will eat up a cargo of wheat in carrying it to

move all the time, and he is sure to be predicting every species of disaster. He sees the dark

a man

iur

several millions in an enterprise so quixotic
and chimerical as the Northern Pacific. Other
projects of like character though of less magnitude have engulphed smaller fortunes, until it
is safe to say that for some years railroad
building in the United States is practically at

as

That the star of such

ueu-er

what an infaiuation that firm must
have been carried when they could invest

to

chequer, calls of loans threatening suspension,
or a fall in prices wiping out the last penny of

a

cue

security or there can be no safety in it
In respect to the projectors and promoters of
new railway routes, it must be said that they
have displayed a degree of imprudence, nay,
of recklessness, of which their present strait
is the legitimate consequence. One has only
to look at ths statement of Jay Cooke & Co.,

as

instance made

u>eiui,

to take second rate collaterals for their
funds. They are very apt to adopt the latter
alternative, and then, wljen they need their
money in light times, they cinnot collect it.
Even the banks which pay interest on individual deposits are unable to respond to all the
claims of their dealers in times of stringency.
The business must be subjected to limitations
and regulations, and prosecuted with the nicest
skill, rate being always secondary to absolute

to expect a
banker, broker, or speculator to preserve bis
tranquility with drafts at sightdraiuing the ex-

one

They are drones upon soget rich quickly by gaming’

or

travel, the rotting of the cereals of the country in the granaries, and a perfect Pandora’s
box of evils more appalling than ever before
threatened a doomed nation.
Much cousideration of course ought to be
felt for those whose fortunes aud solvency
It would be as
are imperilled in such a crisis.
unreasonable to ask a man to be stoical and

than

is wasted.

high as four per cent. At such
times the private bankers receive enormous deposits. They are obliged either to.lose interest

the most opposite and irreconcilable nature
and bearing no resemblance to each other, save
in their futility aud absurdity.
The truth is, people have got frightened, and
have lost in a great measure their reasoning
faculties. Men, ordinarily sensible and clearheaded, have been rushing around for the past
ten days, predicting all sorts of calamities,
such as an entire suspension of business, universal bankruptcy, a discontinuance of railway

more

the

sympathy

ment bonds

the hotels, at the lunch rooms and other places
of resort and discuss with anxious faces and iu
excited tones, all the phases of the situation.
Hundreds of plans of relief are proposed, of

He has in

ot

Upon the first of these classes all

Of the second class, it may be said that while
their objects are good and any proper exer"
tions to find employment for the capita! of the
country ought to be encouraged, the system of
borrowing on call, and lending on time will
never work, where the call rates are as high as
five or even four per ceut. There are times of
year when money can pot be lent on govern-

New York, Sept. 28, 1873
The “panic” continues to be the theme of
universal conversation here. Men gather on
the corners of the streets, in the corridors of

ity, his

the

an un-

country.

tiling

Revulsion—Analysis of Victims—Nothing has been lost.

calm in the rapids of Niagara,

gradually absorbing
circulating medium

were

ciety who try to
rather than slowly by honest industry. The
all
cleaned
out
and
sooner
they are
scattered to places where they can do some

New York Letter.

■i'lcwR

suggestions,expressed

a

I have never seen Gen. Grant under fire, but
if he is as self possessed aud cool in battle, as
he proved in the face of this battery of impor.

it said: “It is an effort ol fiscal system to
get rid of its dishonest elements;” and the
Western thunderer adds “It is, then, an honest and earnest reponse of the fiscal system
to the farmers’ movement, which is an effort
of the political system, that includes the fiscal system, to get rid of its dishonest ele-

Financial

views with

ty.

mysterious
granges are now held responsible for the
financial crash. The Chicago Times says its

The

owu

banished all fear that he could he persuaded to
violate or evade the statutes of the land in any
emergency or under any possible plea of necessi-

Those terrible and somewhat

accuses

attention to all

clearness and force that
must have surprised some of his visitors, hut
exhibited a firmness and inflexibility which

government. It says one man has it in his
power by the aid of capital and courage to
check the business of the country at almost
any time.

ment.”
Senator Morton

he will soon
and resume
made himself

a

and directors.

denounces

legion of friends that
liquidate his liabilities

the business in which he has
respected and popular.
Iu the midst of the consternation and despair
which prevailed a week ago in monetary circles
the President of the United States and the
Secretary of the Treasury appeared upon the
The former came quietly nn the evescene.
ning of the 2ftth, but his presence was instantly bruited about, and his rooms were invaded
by eager visitors till a late hour of the night.
The next day Secretary Richardson arrived,
and the President and himself gave audience to

dictate to them to what markets and through
what channels they shall ship their produce.
—St. Paul Press.

Port'and

was

by peripatetic busy bodies and news mongers,
and bandied about in such a way as to precipitate the event falsely chronicled.
With the exception ot one or two disreputable persons who degrade and disgrace “journalism” through their connection witli the news-

Sunday evening,

sermon, last

preacher's

hut one

and the men from

York.

The Nation says no dog
alarmed by the clatter of the saucepan as
hundreds seemed to be by the possession of
really valuable and dividend paying securities ; and no horse was ever more reckless in
was ever so much

and the last forti-

had been

fied

for the moment succumb to the
pressure, if his
oustomers demand their funds, as in such contingencies they are morally certain to do. The
wonder is not that Clews & Co. closed their
doors but that they held out so long. For nine
days their cashier was redeeming sight drafts
with uninterrupted steadiness.
The flow of

Current Notes.

strictly first class security, as good as the best
chance for Savings Banks anil Trust Funds.

rare

Real
sel6
A

DAVIS,

and

Loan Atrency
Brown’s lilock.
Estate

2d p eodly

FELL AMS.OKT t.KNni OF IlKMIH.Altl.i: AND US* A. FUI.

DRY

can

GOODS!
be

iouiitl at

II. ML PAYSOY & ( O., VICKERY &
LEIGHTON’S
33 EXCHANGE STREET
apS

PORTLAND.

dtt

153 MIDDLE STREET.
gep27

•

d2w

THE

PRESa

TllfC PKEM

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Branell & Co
Andrews, Went worth, Glendenning Moves, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out ot
the ity.
At Ciddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L. Hodgdon.
At YVaterville. of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J.O. Shaw.
Af Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebuuk. of C. E. Mider.

Board or Trade —Last evening the Board
of Trade held a meeting at their room to discuss the resolutions to lie offered at the meeting
of the National Board of Trade soon to be held
at Chicago. The met ting was called to order
b.v President Hersey, and C. H. Haskell, Esq.
appointed Secretary pro tern. The Secretary
theu read the resolutions to be discussed, which
have been passed by the various Boards of
Trade in the country.
Mr. C. H. Barker inquired in regard to the
resolution referring to the shipbuilding interests, and called upon Hou. John Lynch for an
expression of his views upon tbe subject.

Mr. Lynch responded at some length, of
which the following is an abstract:
The National Board of Trade urged upon the
•ammittee in Congress of which he was a memNew Advertisement* To-Day.
ber, the passage’of a law transferring foreign
built vessels to the Amerieau flag, as a measure calculated to increase American
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
tonnage.
This had weight with Western members of the
Fair and Festival—First Baptist Society.
committee who represented sections wanting
SPECIAL NOTICES.
cheap freights aud having no interest iu shipPerry Davis' Pain-Killer.
building. It was with difficulty that the'com
S. P. C. A.—Bu-iui-HH Meeting.
mittee -were induced to take adverse action
Special Notice—S’earner Express.
against the iullueuce of the National Board of
A Card-F. O. J. Bo Ige
Trade. But after full discussion, the policy of
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
aiding American shipbuilders to rebuild AmerEverybody Satisfied—W. H. Kohlinjr.
ican shipping, and the adverse policy of patronAdministrator's Notice—George P. Wescott.
izing foreign shipbuilders and employing them
Lost—Baiicy & No>es.
to replace the shipping which
Lost -Wallet.
they had deFor Baltimore—Charles Merri 1.
stroyed, was defeated, and our shipbuilders and
Save Time and Money—W. D. Little
Co.
our shipowners took courage and
again comPortland Benevolent Society—Thomas R. Hayes.
menced the restoration of our shipping. It is
Taylor & Co.’s Announcements—2.
not
so much the relief afforded
by the remisY. M. C. A.—C. A. Weston!
sion of duties as the confidence created by the
To Let with Board.
defeat of the free ship policy that has revived
M. C. M. A.—Stated Meeting.
shipbuilding in our State and through tbe
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
country. No American shipowner, having no
The Steamer Chase.
interests in foreign shipping, favors ihe admisClothing—Orin H awkes & Co.
He
sion of foreign ships to American registry.
Vindication of Mr. Sheppard Homans.
referred to A. A Lmve, Mr. Buck of Maine,
•and others, who appeared before ihe special
Nnprrtor Court.
committee of Congress, and who thought that
SEPTEMBER CRIMINAL TERM, SYMONDS, J., PREthe policy of admitting foreign ships to the
SIDING.
privileges of our flag would destroy the AmeriMonday.—In the report of Saturday we omitted
can shipping, because the controlling interest
the report of State vs. Timothy Reardon, who api e«lwould be owned abroad. The whole interest of
ed from the Municipal Court upon a con plaint for
building a ship, said Mr. Lynch, is divided
search aud seizure ol intoxi ating liquors. Timothy
among a large uurnber of men, owners, mechanics and others. The Williams & Grow
is apparently about seventy years of aee, sick, infirm
line has but one American owner, who is the
and decrepit; he said that the liquors found there
agent. It is the same with the Cuuard line.
his premises wero for Ids own use “to keep up his
©
Our own builders have been ihe sufferers. Let
spirits in his old age.” Verdict not guilty.
such measures pass as will transfer foreign vessels to our [jflag a; d our own ships will be
Fox, Asst. County Att’y.
crowded out of the business, especially coastWilliams for defendant.
wise, which Itheyjuow do, within a year. As
State vs. John W. Anderson. Appeal from the
He did not
one r-sult, freights would godown.
Municipal Court upon a complaint for search and believe
the Bsston Board of Trade resolutions
seizure of intoxicating liquors.
of
the
mercha
.ts of
the
sentiment
represented
Defense—that the respondent was not at the time
that city. All Amerieau shipowners were opo? this seizure the proprietor of the premises where
posed to it.
the liquors were seized. Verdict guilty.
Hou. C. P. Kimball coincided with the views
Bradbury.
Fox, Asst. County Att’y.
of Mr. Lynch, and gave an able review of the
State vs. Neal McCafferty. Appeal upon a comeffect of the passage of such a bill upon the
plaint, for search and seizure. Defense—that tl e
in our own
liquors seized, and which the officers call ale, was shipbuilding interest, especially
State. Maine cannot prosper without shiphop beer. Ou trial.
Williams.
builaing.
Fox, Asst. County Att'y.
Mr. Hersey, A. K. Shurtleff, Esq., and C. H.
Nelson Leighton, who was found guilty of an assault upon a police officer last term, was sentenced
Haskell, Esq., expressed their views upon the
to three months in the County jail. Leighton was
subject.
indicted for an assault and battery upon the officer
v/u motion oi i»ir. juyucu, me umuwiug a*w
but the jury found him guilty of a simple assault onlutions, adopted by the Portland Board of
ly.
Trade, March 17tb, 1872, were reaffirmed:
John Audigee was fined $50 and costs upon a comWhereas, the oity of Portland abides with
plaint for search ind seizure, and in default of paythe State of Maine in protesting against a polment to imprisonment in the County jail for sixty
icy so fatal to not only the interests of this city
days.
and State, hut disastrous to the real interests of
James L. Dresser pleaded nolo contendere to nn
the whole country, as that proposing the pasindictment against him for keeping a gambling
sage of a law admitting foreign ships to Amer
ican registry, believing that nothing could be
bouse and was semenced to pay a fine of twenty dolmore disastrous to the shipping and commerce
ars and costs.
of Maine; therefore.
The civil docket will be called at tbe coming in cf
Resolved, That the Board of Trade of the city
the court to-morrow (Tuesday) morning.
Members
of Portland, representing the business interests
of the bar are requested to be present.
of the chief commercial metropolis of the Stale
In the case of State vs. George Brown, indicted for
of Maine, hereoy enters its solemn nrotest, so
compound larceny, a nolpros was entered as to tb* calculated to prostrate one of the largest aud
breaking and as to value of the goods above $100 aud most important business interests of the counand which would be a virtual surrender of
respondent was sentenced to eleven months in the try,
our National commercial aud maritime indecounty jail.
pendence, and a humiliating confession of NaJames Stanton, who was indicted at this term for
tional weakness that we as a patriotic people
are not prepared to accept.
breaking and entering, was sentenced to two years
Resolved, That with such National relief as
imprisonment, in the States prison.
cau be afforded by judiciary legislation of ConJluuicipal Court.
gress. in arranging for a drawback on materials
entering into ‘the construction of vessels, we
JUDGE MORRIS l'RESIDING.
can compete with any other nation in the buddSaturday.—Erastus Goodale. Intoxication. Sixty
ing of ships, and with such relief our depleted
days.
merchant marine will soon be restored.
with
Fined
Intoxication.
$5
Haney.
Bridget
The subjoined resolutions were also passed:
coots. Committed.
Resolved, That the Board reaffirms its convicJohn Mulherii aud Doltey McCallam, for an aftion that all capitation taxes collected from or
costa.—
each
with
Fined
in
a
$5
place.
public
fray
upou immigrants, whether imposed directly or
Paid.
indirectly, w ith or without color of law, ‘are unMosday.—Henry M. Wliealock vs. John Starkey.
just aud odious, and ought to he abolished.
Resolved, That we recommend the renewal of
Assumpsit for rent ot sewing machine—810. Judgtrade relations, on a reciprocal basis, between
ment for plaintiff for amount claimed.
the
United States and the Dominion of Canada.
Strout & Holmes

CITY AND VICINITY.

Larradee.

McBrady. Assault &
battery. Judgment for plaintiff' for the sum of $1U.
Larrabee.
Motley.
John

Murphy

vs.

Thomas

Brief JolliuRS.
“Grissie” of Salem, having on
party of ladies and gentlemen, is in

yacht

The

board a
the harbor.
The fourteenth anniversary of the Macbigonne Steam Fire Engine Company occurs

Wednesday.

on

The horse chestnut trees are budding, as a result of the recent warm weather.
L N. McGovern has purchased the brick
bouse on Cotton street of N. P. Iticbardson, for

$2500.
The number of arrivals at the Mt. Pleasant
House, Bridgton, during the season ending
Sept. 15th, has been 4000. The success of this
new summer resort, iu every respe"t, has far

meeting

The

then

adjourned.

City Allair*.

Yesterday afternoon, at 5 o’clock, at a special
meeting of the Mayor and Board of Aldermen,

following business was transacted:
Petitions Presented and Referred: Of W. A.
Barrett to he appointed a special policeman,
without pay, at the Eastern Railroad station.
Orders Passed: Directing the City Treasurer
to deliver an installment of bonds to the amount
of $50,000 to the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company; that the Mayor be and he herethe

notify the Directors of the
Ogdensburg Railroad Company that

by is directed
Portland &

to

the progress being made in the building of said
road is not satisfactory to this Board, and that
they be urged to use more activity iu its construction, especially iu the “Notch” part of the
route.
The

by

the

exceeded
following
sanguine
friends.
Mayor:
Expenses detailed in drevious statement
The night porter of the Falmouth Hotel was
passed upon and accepte 1 by tlie City
assaulted on Centre street, Sunday night, it is
Committee.$ 17,507 29
! Ee miates to Fuller & Harding to last
from
the
hoys rejentlytlischarged
supposed by
of August. 393,381 79
that hotel.
$410,949 08
Beuben Kuby has a strawberry plant conI hereby certify that the sum of $410,taining both iruit aud blossom. It is grown in
949.08, as above shown, has been expended for
the open air.
the extension of the said Portland A Ogdens
A series of entertainments are to be given in ; burg Railroad beyond the station at North
John F. Anderson,
St. Stephen’s Vestry, commencing iu DecemConway, N. H.
Chief Engineer Portland & Ogdensburg Railber and continuing till May.
road.
The Chestnut Street Church is to begin next
Portland, September 5tb, 1873.
Sabbath the plan of voluntary contributions for
The Joint Standing Committee on Streets and
the payment of its annual expenses.
Bridges, reported the following recommendaSunday two young men stole a livery team
tion in relation to
of
with accom-

hopes of

tne

its

most

and started on a ride over the Portland bridge,
but were overhauled by the owner of the team
and dislodged.
The sale of tickets for reserved seats for Barmum's Aggregation begins at Stockbridge’s this

morning.
The Grand

Jury

for the Circuit Court came
were paid off-

in and reported yesterday and

The Court then adjourned.
The horses are detached from the Congress
striet horse car wh ile descending Munjoy Hill
aud the car allowed to run by its own
The street is being repa.red.

velocity.

Police Notes.—Yesterday Deputy Marshal
arrested a young woman for the larceny
of a dress from the lady of the house where

Bridges

she worked.
A man named Dyer rushed into the police
station yesterday barefooted, with his head
bleeding, aud wanted an officer to go up to his
bouse on the hill and arrest his brother-in-law.
named Murphy, who had assaulted him aud
frightened almost to death his wife, who bad
been confined. Officers Barbour and Stevens made the arrest.
There were only three drunks at the police
station last night.
Nelse Leighton, who was sentenced to three
months In jail, yesterday, gave “Gentle Annie’
before the officers locked him
a bit of advice

just

up.
or

said he, “Do not keep any rum
the house while I am absent from

“Annie,”
men in

home.”

_

Masonic Monument.—Messrs. Gerry & Turner, marble workers oa Congress street, Lave
just completed a monument to be placed over
grave of Edmund Libby, at Evergreen
Mr. Libby was a prominent Mason,
a member of the firm of Sawyer, Webb & Co.,
and died Oct. 21, 1872.
The tablet was designed by Mr. W. H. Turner, and is original, unique
and very beautiful, ft consists of a tablet with
columns supporting an arch representing the

the

Cemetery.

statement

change

was

read

grade,

Pearl street, from Congress to
Commercial; Congress, from Temple to Elm:
Danfortb, from Vaughan to Commercial; Wot

panying Older:

Commercial,

from Emery to Danfortb; Salem,
rorn Orange to Emery; York street extension.
The report was accepted and the order tabled.

Adjourned.
St. Michael and All Angels —Yesterday
this festival was celebrated in the Catholic and
Episcopal churches in this city.
At the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception
solemn mass was said in the morniug and
prayers were offered invoking the guiding influence of the holy angels.
At the Cathedral of St. Luke’s, Bishop
Neely7 administered the Holy Eucharist, with
appropriate services. The altars were clothed

yvith yellow and gold.
Th is festival originated in honor of St. MiThe
chdel and all the nine orders of angels
Catholic Church recognizes only three angels
by name, Michael, Raphael and Gabriel. It is
also called Michaelmas, in remembrance of the
day in the year 606, wheu Pope Boniface III.
dedicated

a

church in Rome to St. Michael.

Unitarian
Unitarian Conference.—The
State Conference meets at Kennebunk this
evening and continues its session until Thursday morning. A large attendance is expected
as the meeting will be one of Unusual interest.
Free return tickets are given by the railroads.
Rev. R. H. Shippen of Boston addresses the
Conference this evening, and Rev. Dr. Hill of
this city speaks to-morrow evening.

Deerino.—The committee appointed to purchase a fire engine, to be stationed at Woodford’s Corner, have male a proposition to Bostou parties to purchase their engine provided
The extrial, it gives satisfaction.
if, up&n

pense of transportation will be given by Capt.
The engine
Coyle of the Boston steamers.
F.
will cost $400.

B'ue Lodge architecture, and surmounted by
the Royal Arch Keystone emblem. In the centtreof the tablet is a crown and a cross, emblematic of a Sir Kniglit Templar. Surrouuding this emblem are the words, “-Be thou faithful uuto death aud 1 will give thee the crown of
life.
Surmounting the arch are the words,

Street Improvements.—Commercial street
in front of the Eastern depot is to be paved
the portion 18 feet wide nearest that depot to
be of wooden pavement, to be put down at the
expense of the Eastern Railroad company.
The balance of the street at that point is to he

“Holiness unto the Lord, for his

poved

mercy eudur
tth forever.” The marble used is kalian, aud
the monument will cost 8250. Prominent members of the order have pronounced it the finest
tablet ever made in this city.

masonic

fellow
A Co ntemptible Act.—Saturday
who is painting the
the
gentleman
employed by
churches, went to the
steeple of one of our city
and it formed his wife
liou*e of his employer
from the steeple
that her husband had fallen
that he wanted
aud
and was severely injured,
dollars. In
hi- pay, which amounted to four
liis
corroboration oi hi* story he exhibited
hut whtch loo
red
witi.
covered
paint,
frauds,
edliks blood.
Immcasureably shocked and
not having the change in her purse she hunted
up her son, who paid the man his bill. The
whole story was false.
No such accident occurred.
a

Festival.—The First Baptist Church and

Society

propose

to

hold

social festival in the
Wednesday and
Thursday, October 1st and 2d. Fancy articles
will be offered for sale. Admission free.

vestry of their church,

a

on

PERSONAL.—Rollius & BoDd, the well-known
clothing dealers, have closed their business
here aud started yesterday for Denver, Colorado, where they propose to establish themselves
in the same line of business.

with cobble stones.

Samaritan Association.—The ladies

con-

nected with this Association are to hold a fair
in the vestry of the Congress Square Universal ist church on Wednesday evening.
Supper
The proceeds
will be served at G o’clock p. m.
of the fair are for the relief of the poor the
coming winter. Admission free.
Splendid music to be performed at City
Hall on the evenings of Sept. 25th and Oct. 2d.
Several grand chorus selections; six choice
band selections; seven classical solo and duet
selections. A Mozart Sonata for violin, violin-

cello and piano. Only 50
certs with reserved seats
Hawes’ music store.

for both conbe obtained, at

cents
to

JUDCEUANEOl'D

NOTICES.

leave for New York
The Steamer Chase will
this aiternoon. ________
& Co. sell
At 10 o’clock to-day, F. O. Bailey
of Pearl street.
at house of .1. T. Emery, foot
&e. At
Chamber Set, Carpets. Parlor Suites
t salesroom, ti t
same time and at 3 o clock,
remainder of those Watches and Jewelry, every
article being as represented.
The finest stock of ready made clothing at
Orin Hawkes & Co., 290 and 292 Cougress St.

sep30-d&wlt

Sheppard Homans
by the Mulunl
I.ife Iusuranee Company of New York.
The undersigned, at the joint request of
Messrs. Frederick S. Winston and Sheppard
Homans, have, as. arbitrators, considered the
questions referred to them raised by the letter,
dated August 21st, 1873, from the
utnal Life
Insurance Company of New Yolk, in regard to
the relations of Mr. Homans with that Company while lie was its Actuary, and they do
find and determine as follows:
First. That the audit by Mr. Homans of the
accounts of the Company subsequent to the
quarterly account ending November 1st, I860,
being the five subsequent audits referred to in
said letter, were so made after the chaugeof
policy by the executive officers in regard to the
non-payment of post-mortem dividends.
Second. That the tetter written by Mr. Homans iu regard to the St. Louis Mutual Life Insurance Company, was an act of courtesy in
reply to a request for information, and that said
letter was private and confidential.
Third. That the “similar letter” referred to,
written by Mr. Homans to Hon. William
Barnes, was not directed to the case of auy
named life company, but was simply an opinion on an actuarial question.
Fourth. We ascribo no blame to Mr. Homans
in the matter of performing services to other
Viu<licntion
from

the

of

Mr.

Charges

Mode

companies.

The foregoing cover the charges in the letter
of Mr. Stuart, and are found by us as above.
E. H. Owen,
Wm. A. Sea veil
New York, Sept. 24,1873.
Cholera and Pain-killer.—The efficacy of
Perry Davis’ world renowned Pain-killer in
all diseases of the bowels, even in that terrib e
scourge, the Asiatic cholera, has been amply
tested by the most convinciug authority. Mis-

sionaries in Chiua and India have written
home in commendation of this remedy iu terms
that should carry conviction to the most sceptical, while Us popularity in communit'es
nearer
home is
ample proof that the
virtues
claimed for it
are
real and tanThe
has been bePain-killer
gible.
fore the
public over thirty years, and
won
a
has
deservedly high reputation
as an alleviator of pain and a preserver of
health. It has become a household remedy,
from the fact that it gives immediate and permanent relief. It is a purely vegetable preparation made from the best and purest materials,
safe to keep audio use in every family. It is
recommended by physieiaus an'1 persons of all
classes, and to-day, after a public trial of over
thirti years—the average life of mau—it stands
unrivalled and unexcelled, spreading its usefulIts large and inness over the wide world.
creasing sale affords positive evidence of its ea
fame.
during
All of

my

own

plate and warranted.

Ice

Pitchers, Castors, Tea Sets, Urns, plated steel
Knives, Spoons, Forks, &c., also old Table

manner and at very

Ware replated in the best
reasonable prices at
Atwood’s, 27 Market Square,

jySeodtf

_up

one

flight

46 Dozen Ladies Merino UuderveBts only 50
se241w
cents at Leach’s, 84 Middle St.
Meerschaums still at half
bins’ Cigar Store.

price

at Stebtf

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, wilh most
encouraging prospects, iu the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
je!4-dtf

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE,
gad Ending ta

a

Serenade.

The Bridegroom Fires into the Crowd.
29.—A party of young men
were serenading a newly married couple in
Brownville, Saturday night, when the bridegroom, whose name is Morrill, fired at them
with a shot gun, the charge from which lodged
in the abdomen of a young man named Kendall. whose, wounds will probably prove fatal.
Death of a W.l -Known C'itizc i.
Eastport. Sept. 29.—O. S. Livermore, a wellknown citizen of this place, died last evening,
aged 73 years. Mr. Livermore has for many
years been President of the Frontier National
Bank.
Death of Col. Strickland.
Lewiston, Sept. 29,—Col. Lee Strickland
died in Livermore, on Sunday, from the effects
of a recent accident. Col. Strickland was a
colonel of the Eighth Maine Regiment, and has
been prominent in the politics of the State.
Sunday was the hottest day for years for this
season of the year, the
mercury ranging from
85 to 90

degrees

in the sl-ade.
Disaster.

Bath, Sept. 29.—The three-masted schooner
Annie E. Kranz, Capt. Pervere, loaded with
about 1100 tons of coal, run un to the ledges op
posite Parker’s Head, this morning, while under sail, and remained till high water this afternoon. Two tugs went to her and towed her
up to this city this evening. A part of her
keel is gone and she is leaking.

MASSACHUSETTS.
ANOTHER DEFALCATION.

Ill

Massachusetts

This

Time.

Boston, Sept. 29.—The National Bank Ex-

has discovered a defalcation in the
Hingham National Bank of 810,000, and has
The failure of this
closed that institution.
bank is in no wise connected with the panic.
It is solely from the defalcation of Mr. Lovett,
the cashier, who has appropriated more than
§40,000 of the hank’s money for speculative
purposes. Under ordinary circumstances the
bank could get rediscount and proceed with
their business, hut at this time that is an im-

aminer

possibility.

Hank Examiner Needham, at the request of
the directors of Hingham National Bank makes
the following statement: The loss by the defalcation of J. C. Lovett, cashier, will amount to
about §41.000. To meet the liabilities of bill
holders and depositors the bank has deposited
at Washington §140,000 and holds notes and
other securities to the amount of §238,000, a
large per centage of which will ultimately be
The deposits and circulations
realized on.
There can be no question
amount to §211,500.
but that all the creditors of the bank will be
a
and
large per centage of the original inpaid
vestments returned to stockholders.
Daniel Needham,
(Signed,)
Natioual Bauk Examiner.
Lovett is about 05 years old, and has been
cashierever since the bank was established.
A'alal Accident.
W. H. Downes, freight conductor on the Boston & Albany Railroad, was killed and terribly
mangled Saturday night near Sjuth Framingbarn, by falling from the train.
Fire.

This afternoon tire was discovered in the
lumber drying house at llult & Bailees on East
Cambridge. Amount of lumber injured by fire,
water, steam and smoke will reach over 50,0U0
feet. Loss nearly $5900; covered by insurance.
Tnrniag the Tnbics.
Worcester, Sept. 29.—Eliza Hill shot and
wounded her husband, Euricli Hill, on the road
between this city and Leicester last evening
The bullet euteied his back but the wound is
not serious
Jealousy prompted the act. She
District Court
was arraigned in the Central
this morning, and pleading not guilty was held
in $10,000 hail for examination on the 7th piox.
The injured man lias recovered from the shock
but as the ball cannot be found may yet die.

NEW YORK.
Fraticide.
New York, S?pt. 29.—Michael Hoban was
arrested for fatally shooting his brother Joseph
this evening, during a quarrel.
Gored

to

Death.

Two children were killed .near the school
house in Jersey City to day by wild steers, who
gored them to death. The animals were being
driven to the slaughter bouse.
Probably Fatal Accident,
Wm. Pilgrim, aged 18 years, was caught in
the machinery of the drug mills at 35 JefferHe was whirled round sevson street to day.
eral times; his legs were broken and he received other injuries which will probably prove fatal.
Hire Little Fain'Iy Quarrel.
The Tammany and Apollo Hall delegates to
the Utica Convention have already left the city.
A large number left this morning and the remainder this evening. A bitter quarrel between
the delegates of the rival Democratic factions
is expected.
The prevailing impression here is
that the Apollo Hall delegation cont ains the
la st
number of men of ability.
Vaiiouft blatters.
The corner stone of St. Paul’s Epfscopa Cathedral at Newark, N. J., was laid to-day by
Bishop Odcnbeimer with appropriate ceremonies, in the presence of a large congregation.
The Newark Industrial Exposition was opened by Hon. F. T. Frehnghuyseu, who made an
Hon. Geo. O, Halsey is
inaugural speech.
The building
President of the Exposition.
covers over an acre of ground.
Bark Eolus arrived to-night from Stettin, and
has on hoard Capt Walsh and crew of the bark
Mary Ann, from Cork for Miramiebi, abandoned at sea on the 18th inst., water logged.
Seaside.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 29.—The large
new boarding house of Abram Drake at Rye
Beach, near the Sta View House, was burned
Sunday evening, with the outbuildings and
most of the contents. All the occupants were
away and the house was closed. The loss is
said to be $8000; insured for $4500 in Hartford
offices.
Fiie

at

the

Horrible

Death.

New.Haven, Ct., Sept. 27,—Cbas. R. Burritt, a workman in Wilkinson Brothers paper
mill in Perley, met with a horrible death this
afternoon by being caught and whirled around
Nearly every bone in his
a piece of shafting.
body was broken. He leaves a wife and one
child.

PORT La TOUR, NS. Schr Dolphin—375
qtls pollock fish, 225 do cod do, 12 casks oil, 17 bbls herring
0

The

Light*

Horizon
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Suspended.

ing.

GETTING OUT
Tlic

Scare

OF THE

WOODS.

Believed to be Over.

Clearer 4kieo.
New York, Sept, 29.—Both Clew. & Co.,
ami Howes & Macv have done a good business
today, a large number of depositors having resumed business with them.
There is uotbiug new relative to Fisk &
Hatch or Jay Cooke & Co
It is stated that several heavy business men
of this city on Saturday last paid high as 4 and
5 per cent, a month to obtain money to meet
the pressing engagements.
One large dry
goods bouse issued a circular to its customers
offering 2 per cent, a mouth discount ou all paper due them for cash.
The Glenham woolen manufacturing compaIts
ny of Glenham, N. Y., suspended today.
President is uot prepared to make any statement.
Its capital is estimated at over $1,000,000.
The company owns 200 acres of land at
Glenliam, with large factories and dwellings
for 500 operatives.
The company was over 50
years old.
The suspension of B. Bullock & Sons, wool
dealers, in Philadelphia today, was caused by
the suspension of the Glenham company, which
owes the firm about $000,000.
At the produce exchange today there was a
decidedly improved feeling and the business is
working back into tbe old channels. The apprehensions as to difficulties in obtaining exchange is gradually being dispelled.
Exchange.
Governing Committee of tbe Stock Exchange met at 1:30 p. m. to-day and passed the
following resolutions:
Resolved, That nothing in thefaction of the
Governing Committee of tbe Stock Exchange
shall be construed as absolving any member
from obligation to the rules.
Resolved, That all parties to tbe existing and
unsettled contracts who were solvent at the
close of the Stock Exchange, but who shall refuse to surrender satisfactory priocipal or furnish a margin in cash or securities, shall he re
garded as insolvent.
Resolved, That so much of article 22 of the
by-laws as authorizes an officer of the Board to
close the contracts of parties in default he sus
pended. As to existing contracts, during three
days after the opening of the Exchange the
Piesident shall appoint a committee of three,
which shall he in session from 2:15 to 2:45
o’clock, to determine on an equitable market
price to which margins shall he made to conform, and also to determine the market price at
which the contracts of defaulting parties shall
be settled.
Resolved, That all contracts shall be settled
by a check certified as good through the Clearing House, but where a check is tendered upon
a bank which is not satisfaetorv. the people
must agree upoD what shall be satisfactory, hut
no demand for greenbacks or currency shall he
allowed.
Hnuk President, ill Ctuncil.
At the bank presidents’ meeting this afternoon, one plan was discussed which was referred to a loan committee.
The committee
has issued at different times loan certificates
as the emergency
It
was rumored
required.
this evening that the committee lias been authorized to employ loan certificates to any
amount.
Iti: certain that the committee was
entrusted
with additional powers, but of
what nature Mr. Camp preemptorily refuses to
make known.

Various Matter*.
29.—Michael McKane
to-day convicted of manslaughter with a
recommendation of mercy, tor killing his brother, John.
Two roughs who, while partly drunk, called
out to President Grant in a rude and boisterous
manuer as be was riding to church yesterday
with bis family
They were arrested aud taken
to the Central Guard
House, aud this moruing
linen $5 on a charge of loud aud boisterous
conduct on the street.
The patent office to-day refused to receive
paymentfeesiu certified checks except on banks
willing to cash them.
It >s supposed the falliugoff in internal reve
nue
receipts to-day, as compared with last Monday, namely, $200,009, is mainly if not altogether attributable to scarcity of currency for

Washington, Sept.
was

remittances.

A Visit of Oousultatiou.
It is said in official
quarters that the object
of the
Secretary of the Treasury iu calling upon
the President was not ror consultation but
merely to show the President telegrams from
the North giving a
hopeful view of future financial transactions.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today : Currency $2,440,437; special deposits of le
gal tenders for redemption of certificates of deposit $11,250,000; coin $85319,568, including
$34,240,000 iu coi n certificates; outstanding legal
tenders $356,000,u00.

Public Debt Increase.
New York, Sept. 29.—A Washington special
states that the public debt statement will show
an increase for
September The receipts from
customs have falieu off more* thau 50 per cent,
since the begiuuiug oi the panic.

The Plague Stricken City.
Terrible

Destitution at Shreve-

port.

Resolution* of the stock

vun|iruniuu.

Albany, Sept.

29.—The banks here are working under the New York plan.
Ford & Fuiler, brokers, have suspended.
The

Financial Outlook

at

Pittsburg.

Pittsburg, Sept. 29 The financial outlook
in Pittsburg was brighter today than it lias
been any time during the panic.
Confidence
seems fully restored, and
business is being
transacted as usual. At a meeting of the clearing bouse association this morning to consult
on the present monetary
situation it was resolved iu view of the brighteniug prospects
to make no change in the manner of conducting the business of the banks and clearing
bouse. The Lawrence Saviug Bauk commenced paying its checks today.
Embarranfing the Money Order Officers.
Washington, Sept. 29.—The refusal of the
National bauks in Philadelphia to pay drafts

upon them iu currency having threatened to
deprive the postal money order office in that
city of resources on which it largely depends
for remittances from country offices, the postmaster was today authorized to draw for a
limited amount on the department’s reserve
deposited in the sub-Treasuiy at New York.
Similar embarrassments were foreshadowed
by numerous telegrams from western postmasters on the situation but their generally report today is that the bauks have resumed currency payments.
Favorable Nignn.
This city is free from financial excitement.—
The recent statements leceived from the North
of the improved condition of affairs have had a
tranquilizing effect in Washington to such an
extent that several gentlem a connected with
the banking combination say that in the course
of a few days checks for small amounts will be
cashed at the counters of their institutions instead of being as now, merely certified. Another favorable sigu is that many large depositors in the Washington Savings’ Bank are
concerting with a view to the resumption of its
business.
Extensive Conflagrn on.
Cincinnati. Sept. 29.—A despatch from
Branham, Texas, Sept. 29th, says that a tire
last night consumed two and a half squares of
buildings in the business portion of that city.
The ioss is not yet ascertained.
Cincinnati, Sept, 29.—There is an improved
feeling here today. In several banks the deposits of currency equalled the demand for it.
The general markets are still quiet with a mollified tone.
A Fortunate

City.

Chicago, Sept. 29.—The financial prospects
in this city ibis morning were brighter.
The Union National, the York County National and the National Bank of Commerce re
There has
sumed business at the usual hour.
been no run np>u either of them, while there
have been considerable deposits made.
Influx of currency from New York and from
the country continues large, not less than $3.000,000 being received during Saturday and
Of this incoming cnrreucy a good
Sunday.
proportion goes directly iuto the ba iks, and
the rest into the hands of commission merchants for the purchase of grain by outside
parties,bnt all tends to relieve present stringeu
cy.
So far as can be learned there is no urgent
demand from countiy banks upon their correspondents here, and iu all quarters coufidence
is returning.
This view ot the situation is
based ou an interview with a number of prominent bankers and business men.
jiorc ummiHKau*

Jeffersonville, Ind., Sept. 29.—It is reported the Ohio Falls Car Company will suswend work, throwing 700 men out of employ-

A Cry for Aid Scut Forth.
Shreveport, La., Sept. 2!).—'Within the last
four days several of the most prominent and
useful citizens of Shreveport have fallen victims to the epidemic. The population is fearfully thinned out by sickness and death. We
uo longer have funerals.
The hearses followed
b.v one or two carriages dash through the streets
like a section of artillery in battle, seeking a
position. Then a few more hearses are drum
med np, coffins shoved into hearses and driven
rapidly to the cemetery. This is the case even
with tlie most promiuent citizens. The Howards have opened an orphan asylum and are
feeding about two-tbiids of tlie resident popu
lation. Tuere are fewer deaths and new cases
because there are fewer people. The physicians
appointed a committee last week to investigate
tiie origin of the epidemic, aud evidence has
already been collected showing beyond a doubt
that the fever was imported here
a question
from Cuba. Drs.Chapin, Hurmaud Davidson,
who are here from New Orleans, are fully satisfied on this point.
The Shreveport Times of to-morrow will contain the following appeal, which the Howard
Association earnestly requests the press of the
country to publish:
To our fellmv citizens:
Yellow fever, ar. epidemic which has already
swept away more than 400 of the community,
is still raging with unabated tury in our midst.
We have now at least 700 sick, of all ages, sexes
colors and nationalities, all or whom from the
peculiar character of the disease require constant and skilful nursing.
In addition to this
there are hundreds left without a cent aud without employment.
Amongst these are many
women and little children.
All must for the
present be provided for and fed by the Howard
for
there
is
no
work
to do and no
Association,
The destituliou in our midst is as
money.
heartrending as the disease itself, and there is a
fearful number of deaths. The drain upon the
funds of the Association has thus far been
enormous, and tbe liberal aid sent us by our
Under these
sister cities nearly exhausted.
painful circumstances we are forced to make
this general appeal to the country for aid. We
have people amongst us suffering in wart aud
dy;ng, from all sections of tbe Union and from
all nations, and we feel that tbe great heart will
respond to this appeal, extorted by a most dire
necessity. Our own resources a:e nearly exThe wealthy are broken down aud
hausted.
tho poor are threatened with actual starvation.
The sick that are dying are about to be deprived
of the commonest comforts humanity can offer
them.
We a ppeal not to our fellow country,
aut to our fellow man for aid.
L. E. Simmons,
(•Signed,)
President Howard Association; D. P. Martin,
Vice President; D. C. Fenner, M. D.; Thomas
G. Allen, M. D.; J. S. Cutleff, M. D.; Nickerson Dalsell, M. D.; George A. Pike.
Eight deaths occurred to-day.
275 Employee* Discharged.
Patterson, N. J., Sept. 2D.—Owing to the
difficulty of getting ready money in New York,

the Grant Lock Works have determined to discharge 175 men this afternoon aud the Danforth Works about 100 more.

K1 O K E1GN.

Spanish

Affairs.

Insurgent Frigates Worsted*
Madrid, Sept. 2D.—The insurgent frigates

Numencia and Mendez Nunez have left Alicante for Garth age tia.
The commander of the
Numeacia admjts that there was serious loss of
life on his vessel during the bombardmeut of
Alicante last Saturday. Jt is believed that the
failure of the insurgents will cause the immediate surrender of Carthagena.
Demoralization of the Carliats.
The Carlists in the north recently met with a
series of damaging reverses. Discontent and
demoralization are spreading in their ranks.
Tt is reported that the famous chief Seballos
has been deprived of his command aud General
Tristaug and Miret have resigned. In the
meantime the enthusiasm for the national
cause is increasing in the northern provinces.
Eight persons were killed in Alicaute during
the bombardment.
The police have closed the gambling houses
of Madrid.
Kate of Dincoaat Rniacil.
London, Sept 29.—The directors of the
Bank of England, at their meeting to-day, fixed the minimum rate of discount at the bank
The announcement of the inat 5 per cent.
crease in tbe rate of discount caused much
in
financial
circles.
surprise
The failure of vtliree brokers in consequence
of the fall in the price* of Erie railway shares
has been announced in tbe stock exchange.
*
The demand for discount at the Bank of
England to-day, as well as in open market, lias
been heavy at the rate of 5 per cent.
One
hundred and twenty-four thousand pounds of
the £(i.‘38,000 drawn from the bauk of England
on balance to-day, is for shipment to America.
The remainder &'*es to Germany.
Typhoid Fever.
Cases of typhoid fever in this city are daily
increasing and alarm is felt iu some of the infected quarters.

ment.

more Rank

Suspensions.
St. Louis, S-'pt. 29.—The express lines cenhere
are
treing
bringing to this eity a much
larger amount of currency than they are taking
away.
The banking bouse of Curry •& Kirby at Jefferson City, and two at Chillicothe suspended
on Saturday.
They are all regarded as solvent.
money Wanted.
Charleston, S. C., Sept. 29.—The Cha nber
of Commerce have adopted a resolution asking
for the deposit of $500,COO with the Assistant
Treasurer, to be used in the purchase of Ex-

change.
Following the General Example.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 29.—A majority of
the banks formed a Clearing House Association yesterday, and resolved to suspend payi ng
currency in large amounts
Seven German and two other banks have
been received into the clearing house, maki.ig
21 in all.
A limited amount of currency was paid out

today.

Resumption.

Salt Lake, Sept. 29.—There is an improved
financial feeling today.
The First National will resume in a few

days.

Gold Com ng In.
29.—The Leader says it is
authorized to state that the government has
ordered half a million sterling in gold from
England, also that a million sterling has been
shipped for New York, and considerable sums
for Canadian banks. The feeling in England
is confident and hopeful.
Foreign Failures.
London, Sept. 29.—One failure is reported
from Hamburg. It is expected additional suspensions will he announced in London to-rnormere

Toronto, Sept.

rnoiTow

morning.

Various MnUrrs.

Halifax, Sept. 29.—The British gunboat
Swallow arrived from Havana to-day with a
mild case of yellow fever on board.
The schooner Ellen, which arrived from Sydney yeesterday, reports having passed a schooner bottom up aud painted greea, off
White
Islaud. Her name was not ascertained.
The four oared Logan crew of St John have
challenged the R ss Far ey crew of this city to
r >w at Halifax or St. .John for $200 or $400 a
3i de.

Houghton—12,100

bush

salt

The f'amily of Mrs.

Silvers,In Lexington, Mo.,

poisoned recently b^ driukiug coffee iu
which strychnine had been pat by a colored
hoy. Three members of the family are not expected to live. The pois m was given to the boy
by a negro who had a grudge against the fa miwere

iyThere

was a

land, Sunday,

large meeting

at

Drogheda, Ire-

in favor of the release of Fenian
Several members of Parliament
weie present aud participated in the proceed-

prisoners.

ings.

A Frenchman, Joseph Therman, was kicked
to death during a drunken melee at the central
shall of the floosac Tunnel Saturday night.

—

EASTERN

Flour.

of

Rnilrond Accident.

Pittsburg, Fa., Sept. 29.—The Southern

ex-

press train on the Pennsylvania Central raliroad which left Easton on Sunday morning ran
into a number of freight cars standiug on the
main track near Bolivar station, and one passenger a negro was killed and several others

bruised.
mETEOROI.WGICAE.
NEXT TWENTY-FOUR

PROBABILITIES FOR THE

HOURS

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal!
>
Officer, Washington, n. C.,
Sept 29, 0.30 P. W.) I
For New Euglnud
and the Middie Slates, cloudy weather and rain
will prevail to iiigl.t, winds gradually veering
to fresh and brisk north-westerly, A decidedly
lower temperature aud very generally clear
weather oh Tuesday.

Josiah Bigelow of Saxonville, who recently
shot and dangerously wounded his wife, has
beeu held in $10,000 for trial.

with the scuooner L Wilson.
There are fifty entries of babies at the New
Hampshire State Fair which opens lo-Jav.
The fuueral of the late Dr. Crosby took place
at Hanover, N. H., Monday.
A train on the Midland railroad is being run
w ith a sheriff on hoard, it being seized for debt.
Nearly 2000 immgrauts arrived in New York

sion

Mouday.

Base ball at Philadelphia—Athletics 7, Phil-

adelphias6.
.Au unknown schooner, from Baltimore with
Pig iron, is in a dangerous position off Bgtekiau’s beach, Newport, R. I. The captain and

have ahauiloued her.
It is reported that Pere Hyacinthe has abandoned tlie clerical garb.
The Grand Chapter room in the new Masonic
Temple at Phi'udelpliia, was dedicated Mouday.
crew

U9IANCUL

AAI)

GIVE* TO

Bbls.
Consignees.
Holway & Robinson 6i*0

B Is.
& G.100
Wood.300
3ar1 lett &
'Jortou & Chapman.. 400
}obb, Bates & Co.100
darr, Truo & Co.100
1 <& Wood.100
?onianees.

Longshore

J Randall & Co. 200
D Keazer.500
C B Varney. 200
Geo H Hunt.100
Gilletifc Hall.100

—

TIIF. L4DIES OF THE

First

GRAND TRUNK

R. R.

Norton,Chapman

Ilolway & Robinson..100

& Co.100

Total.200

Receipts
GRAND

ot

Grnin,

Afternoon*
and

Ponsiffnees.
Consignees.
Keusell & Tebor.corn-2
J McGowan, 1$ bbls oaimeal.
No.

cars.

EASTERN

R.

John Dennis, 65 bbls beef,
rwitchell vV Co, 100 bbls oatmeal.
Ken*ell & Tabor, 15il sacl«s hi an.
3eo W True & Co, 153 sacks bran.
Waldron & True, 150 sacks bran.
Stevens &.Co, 150 sacks bran.
Boston mock List.
the Broker’s Board. Sept.

(Sales

at

Oct. 1, 1873.

Lectures and Concerts.

PepDercll Manufacturing Co.•..725
Laconia Manufacturing Co.450

The Annual Show and Fair
—OF

Honey Market.

New York. Sept. 29-6 P M.—Wall and Broad
streets have been comparatively quint to-dav. There
have been the usual gatherings of outside dealers m
stocks on the wal' s and in ihe street, and some few
sales have l>een made.
There has been no excrement however.
The regular brokers have been arranging their affairs a' their offices and countinghouses preparatory for to-morrow’s opening of ihe
Stock Exchange. The feeling general y i> hopeful
and cheerful. It isantiipatel however thattlieie
maybe quite a numkr of small firms who will be
unable to meet tliiir obligations.even under the rules
adopted by the govern;ngcommittee, and doubtless
several within the next three days will be sol out
under the rules. There is, however, no panickv feeling, and there appears to be a eneral disposii ion to
make all sett lemen-s as easy as possible under the
circumstances
Money could be obtained this afternoon on stocks at 7 per cent, per annum.
The highest rate was $ j*er cent, per day.
The premium «-n
legal ti nders over certified checks declined from 5
per cent, to 2f per cent. There were but few transactions n discounts at 13 @ 20 j*er cent. Gold lias
been active and tiu fuating all day; owning at 1 3|,
declining to 111$, advancing to 112$, and closing at
112$. Borrowing rates have been fiat to 1-32, 1-16. 7,
$ and 1-64 per cent., and closed fiat. The op rations
at. the Gold Exchange Bank o-day were: Gold balances, $994,105; currency balances, $1,201,994; gross

WILL

This action

was as

follows:

Messrs. Dows & Humphreys, ill behalf
of the Produce Exchange, made the following proposition: That the Clearing House Association appoint
a committee of five, representing as many different
ban* s, to buy commercial bills with bils of lading
attached and make a requisition on the loan committee for the issue of Clearing House certificates for the
benefit of shippers. The propo&ition was referred to
a loan committee, which will probably report to-morrow morning.
The stock dealings to-day have been
as duriug last week, entirely of an irresponsible char
acter, but the following are the closing street quotations:
New York Central 91$ ® 93; Western Union 68 @
69; Pacific Mail, 34$; Erie, 51 @ 52; Ui ion Pacific 21

Friday and Saturday,

FT

CHARL

Largest

MISS KITTY

HENDERSON,
The Champion

MISS ERNESTINE MAY,
Nat. Rogers

CHARLEY MONROE,

Two fuil Kaudi* of .Humic. 2
1st .John Kelley’s Grenadier Brass Band. 2nd,
ry Braham's Opera Siring Band.
Sd^'Fcu. Particulars in Large Bills.

4l|.
The

dullness in the market for American securiErie Railway shares

failure of three brokers, in consequence of ’he
fall i the price of Erie Bailway shares, has leen «nnounced iu the Stock Exchange.
Liverpool, Sept 29—1.00 P. M.—Cotton market
uplands 8| @ 9d: do Orleans!*®
istirm;
9Jd; sales 12,000 bales, 2000 of which were for specu
lation ami export.
LONDON, Sept. 29—4.30 P. M.—Consols at 92§ for

and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’» 1S65, old, at C45:
new 5s at 90|.
Erie 42.J.
The rate for mouey at the Stock
Exchange on government securities is 3 per cent.

Har-

Still in addition, the peerless Basso of America,
WHITNEY", well known both in England and ibis country as one of the best concert and
M. W.

oratorio

of

r.s.ialed by tbe distinguished vocalist,

MRS.

and Proprietor
LOWELL.General Suprinten ieut

at Stocifbri Ice’s.
NATURDtV MATINEE, Oct. 11th, at 2
o’clock. Evening—Doors o; en at 7. commence at 8.
»o29.7tH, !■:, PAUMELEE. Agent.

M. L.

A.

ANNUAL

24th

COURSE.

The
Mercantile Library Aanociation *’
respectfully announce their course of Entercainfor this

mems

season to oommeuce

CITY
—

With

a

at

HYLL
ON

—

Hon. Daniel

ANNA E.
A

new

new

to be

annenneed.

Prof. Edward S. Morse.
A

scientific lefture upon

some

>ubiect of Natural

History—illustrated upin the black board.
January 31.1,

WENDELL PHILLIPS
will

]
1

!

deliver his celebrated lecture upon ‘‘Lost Arts.’*

lhe rull PORT! AND BAND wi'l furnish
music
before each lecture.
Season T ckets, admitting to the entire course of
lectures and concerts, $2.00, for sale at usual
place".
Member’s Tickets, $1.00, (e„ch rnemter entitled to
two) to be obtained of the Treasurer, Thou. .1. Little.
Evening 1 ickets from 60 cents to $1 00. Reserved seats lor the course at $1.00 each. Sale to com
mence on Thursday
Eveniug, Oct. 23. at 8 o’clock, at
Army and Navy Ball, after which date the plan
of seats can be foun I at Rand Jt
Thornes', next door
to Music Hall entrance.
Encouraged by the liberal patronage and unprecedented success of the past, the Comroi tee have
secured at great expense the above combination of
musical and

literary celebrities, believing

that the

public will fully tislain their efforts to make the
Lyceum as attractive as possible.
Sale of course tiekes will necetsaiily be limited and
a large por, ion of the Hall will be retained for reserved seats.
LECTURE COMMITTEE.

A.

A. L. HODS HON,
WM. E. THOMES,
F. G. RICH,
JOHN O. ltlCE,

BROWN.

SIMMONS,
K. PAUL,

se-’7__3t

Lecture.)

WEDNESDAY EVENING, OCT. 15th,

THOMAS NAST.

For Lake

Winnipiscogtc

EXCURSION TICKETS

Tlie Most Celebrated Caricaturist of the Age.
Subject: “Caricatures, (with illustrations.)
WEDNESDAY

DICKINSON,

Lecture—subject

WM. E.

Subject: “Now and Then.” (A

Dougherty,

January 8ih,

GEO. E.

JOHN B. GOUGH.

»

December 33d,

EVENING, OCT. 8tl>,

Lecture by

SMITH,

the “silver-tongued orator” or Philadelphia. Subject,
Orators and Oratory.

in

advance

«

November I8<b,

internro'ed by a corps of Artists each one of whom
is ot especial and world-wi le repute, while conjointly they cons ilute a veiitable GALAXY OF STAGS,
unequalled by any other conbinatiou in EUROPE
OR AMERICA,
Iu organi-ing and nerfecting this association of
elite performers, Mr. P. T.Baruum ha* been actuated
by the desire of elevaiing *he t vie of PA KLuU ENTERTAINMENTS to a standard commensurate
v ith the demand of the
taste, intelligence and refinement of the large andrapi ly increasing iniolletnal
portion of the American pub ic. To this end, ns in
his other vast enterprises he has spaced no expense
for the engagement of professional excellence at
whatever cost, aud having in tills r* gard fulall d his
mission, his brilliant and confidently assured

week in

M.

LECTURES AND LECTURERS.

equally
REFINED, EXCITING. CHASTE & NOVEL,

Unrivaled Drawing Room Aggregation
fairiy Uunclied before a liberal anil disaiiuiuatinz
public.
Orchestra 51.00; Parnnette 73 cents; Galterv 50

H.

________

consolidated organization of the highest order of
professional and artist ic excellence, embodying he
Creme de la Creme of or»eraticaiid popular Vocalism,
Comic and characteristic Sketches. Gymnastic Miracles, ami Acrobatic tours de force, Colloquial hu norous wonders in VentrUnnuism.
Lightning-like changes and impersonations, Ethiopian delineations,
Songs
ami Dances, Selec ed and brilliant in-trunmnt.il Interpolations, constituting a comprehensive pot pound

one

artists:

WIlllATI NfHIT.TZE. Violin,
tHtlfUc 1UI1.TI, Second Violin.
THO:HAS* KVA*. Viola and Clarinnefte,
EDWARD IIM'DI.. Viola and Flute.
BliDIILPH IIKAAIG, Violincello.

ROOM

Reserved seats fur sale

Boston, (fflth season)

composed of tbe followlns

BABXUM.Manager

cents.

CONCERT...January 29.

Mendelssohn Quintettellub

A

|

singers.

FOURTH

Oct. 6 & 11

AGGREGATION!

offerings;

U. S. 5-2-ts, I860, old, 95.

RAYNER, Soln performer on tha
Clarionet—from fcllse Orchestra in Beil4n.
RUDOLF DARGEI/. Solo peiforroer on the
Cornet-a-Piston—from St. Petersburg.

HENRICH

MARVELOUS

WEDNESDAY

causes a

French Horn Soloist.
In addition to tne above the following eminent Soloists from Europe will make their first appeal atice:

P. T. BARNUM’S

164*%

European Markets.
London, Sept. 29—12.30 P. M.—Consols 92g @ 92J
and
account.
for money
At 12.15 P. M. the Bank of Enzlan'l directors posted their card announcing that the expected change
in the rate of discount liud n >t been made, which

I

MUSIC HALL-—Portland,

P. T.
B. F.

Soloist,

Oboe Soloist,
IIENRY 8CH1IIDT,

?

Prices of admission 75, 50. 33 & 25 cents.
Sears secured at" St ckbiidge's Music Store without extra charge. se27d6t
J. H. I.A1NE, Agent.

DRAWING

PERFORMERS.

Flute

"2

Saturday,

casi

CHARLEM ( AH'A
Trombone Soloist,
JOSEPH ELLFIl,

Etbiopean Comedian.

The Artistic Song and Dance Artists.
Messrs. Kelly & Bra ham,
The Cornet and Violin Soloists.
CHARLEY SHAY will appear in each performance.

13,00(1 bush oats.
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour,28,000 bush Wheat, 6,000

Havana Market.
Havana, Sept. 29.—Exchange nominal; on United
State' currency 58 @ 60 per ceiit. prem; short sight
65 @ 68 prem 00 days; gold 76 @ 78 prein; short sight
do 82 @ 85 ptem.

o

The following U a list of ihe eminent solo artiste:
BERNHARD LIMTEIIAN1V.
Violin Virtuoso,
8. E. JA( OBNOIIN
Violin Sol 1st,
ADOLPIIIM IiOCE« WOOD,
Hain Soloist fiom London,
EUGENE REINER.

Clog Dancer.

Dutch Dialect Comedian.

Me&srs. BOYD & SCOTT,

&

in

Wondeiful Posterings.

The Great
The Comic

Monday

and

Family,

Geougf Moore,

bush corn,

Orleans, Sept. 29.—Cotton—light
Middling uplands 174c.

and

will

SIXTY

4

The Charming Bal’adist.

In their

Lake Freights; Corn to Buffalo 7c.
Receipts—6,000 obis Hour, 146.000 hush wheat, 199,000 ush corn, 40,000 busb oats, 2,000 bush rye, 12,000
bush barley.
Shipments—6000 ohls flour. 82,000 hush wheat, 317.000 basu corn, 26.000 bush oats, 00,000 bush rye,21,000
bash barley, 0000 hogs.
Cincinnati. Sept. 29.—Provisi ns almost entirely
n mdnal; stock held tirnily,
nothing pressin7. Bacon
improved with jobbing inquiry; stmulders at 84 (g> 8c;
clear rib sides 9 f® 91c; clear sides 9J @ 94c. \V hiskey
saleable at 90c; held higher
xoL'coo. kept. 29.—Flou-is dull and unchanged.
Wheat closed firm at 3 @ 5c higher; sales of No 2
White Wabash 1 60; Am bei Michigan cash at 138;
seller Oct 1 3b. Corn is firm and 3 @ 4c. higher; high
Mixed cash 50@ 50$c; seller Oct 49 @ 494 i do* Nov at
534c; no g ade 464 @ 47c. Oats Him; 3c higher; No 1
at 38 (q) 38Jc; No 2 at 35 @ 3uc.
Freights— no. hing offering.
Receipts—0,900 bhis flour, 51,000 bush wheat, 70,000

Mobile, Sept. 29.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands

28

Ladv

ORCHESTRA!

give their only
this city upon this

“farewell’’ entertainment
>n.
This celebrated orchestra presents the grene-t coiubinnti' never offered
in any course of Lyceum Concert*, c< ntisiing of

Earth !

on

world renowned

THOMAS’

MISS VIOLA MORRIS,
The Beautiful Burlesque Actress.
MISS PETTI ROSA,.
The Queen of all Seri .-Comic Vocalists.

90c.

ties.

and B^st

Great Comedians.

4

—

New

The

•

142d.

164c.

GRAND CONCERT of the SEASON

SHAY’S

CELEBRATED STAR PERFORMERS.

Chicago, Sept. 29.—The market is generally more
active and prices advanced. Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat is in f ir demand and higher; No 1
Spring at 1 0 : No 2 Spring at 1 02 cash or seller Oct;
No 3 Spring 93c. Corn i< in fair demand and advanced; No 2 Mixed 37c cash; 3»$c seller Oct; rejected 33c. Cats active and higher; sales of No 2 at 294c
cash; rejected 274**. Rye dull and lower; No 2 at 61
@ 62c. Bailey active and higher; No 2 Fall at 1 26
Provisions quiet and unchanged. Pork at. 14 50 cash.
Lard at7|@7|c. vVliiskey is dull and nominal at

lands at

THIRD CONCERT.December 11

NEW

Mr.

Charleston, Sept.29.—Cotton firmer; Middling
uplands lGc.
Savannah, Sept. 29.—Cotton quiet; Middling up-

Oct. 3d & 4th

28

flnrbriN.

Detkoi’i Sept. 29.—Flour is quiet and unchanged
at 7 75 @ 8 25.
Wheat active and 1 jgher; sales extra
While 1 534 @ 1 54; No White 1 48 @ 1 494; Amber
Michigan 1 3t> @ 1 38. Corn steady; Yellow at 49c.
Oats are in go <i demand at 36c.
Lake Freights—to Oswego at tic.
Receipts -5,000 bbls flour, 13,00<> bush wheat, 2.000
bush corn, 1,000 bush oats.
Shipments—3000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat. 2000
Lush corn, 2000 bush oats.

performance of Prof. Wallach upon the
Hnrmouicon.
attractive

MUSIC HALL.

Tlie

New York. Sept. 29—Evening—Cotton |c higher;
sales 919 bales; Middling uplands 18Jc. Fl air heavy
and 10 @ 15e lower; sales 6400 bbls: demand chiefly
for local trade with export inquiry; sales of 4000 extra
mill Flour at 6 60 @ 7 25 for export; State at 5 10 @
7 00; Round Hoop Ohio 6 10 @ 8 00: Western 5 10 @
9 00.: Southern 6 43 @ 10 75. Wheat heavy, prices
lower and without decided change. There is little
more doing in Sterling Exchange, and this has caused an increased demand for export; sales 185,000
bu-h; Winter Red Western l 58 (g> 1 00; No 2 Milwaukee 1 39 (a) 1 43; No 3 at 1 35 @ 1 36; No 1 and No 2
Milwaukee Mixed 146; No 2 and 3 at 135; Iowa
Smiug 1 37@ l 44; also sales of 32.000 bush of No 2
Chicago seller first half Oct at 1 40. Corn scarce and
lc beiter: sales 94,000 bush; steamer Mixed Western
at 50 @ 51c; old and new Western M»xed 50 @ 534.1Beef is quie*. Pork weak and unsettled sales of 2 .0
bbls new mes«* at 17 50; extra prime 14 75.
Whiskey
steady; sales 350 bbls a estern at 98 (cC 99c cash and
regular Lard higher; steam 81-16 @ 8£c; kettle 8|c.
Butler quiet end stea>ly8 Ohio 20 @ 28c; State 30 @
Sugar is qui t; s lies 5UG bbls; refining 74 @84; Cuba
8£c. Coffee quiet; Bio21 @ 23c. Molasses dull. Naval Stores—Spirit-Turpem ine firmer at 394 @ 40c:
Ko«in is dull at 2 75 for strained.
Petroleum lower;
crude 54 @
refined 1 4 @ 16c.
J allow is steady;
sales 75,U00 lbs.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Grain per steamer at

fair demand and 2c higher; sales of No 2 Mixed at
40c. Oa^s steady; No 1 at 33c: No 2 at 28c, Rye dull
and nominal. Bailey in fair demand aud higher; No
2 Spring at 113.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 10; Wheat to Oswego 15.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 126,000 bush wheat.

Mona. AUGUSTE SAUEE1, Pianist,

highly pleating

_

bush core. 8,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, Sept. 29.—Flour at au improved demand; extra Spring 5 50 @ 5 55 for medium: 5 90 @
6 25 for choice.
Wheat at a speculative demand;
prices higher; sales of No 1 at 109; No 2 at 1 03 @
1 06 for cash; 1 07 seller Oct; 1 12 buyer Oct. Corn in

2d.

and

the most populao Pianist of Paris.
Arrangements had been completed with the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad and $ebag<» Lake SteamSECOND CONCERT.December
boat Companies by which contributions to the exldbition were to have been cairied tree aud\ parties atat
the
b-n
to
discontinuhad'fare;
tending
owing
ance oi the running of the steamboats the arrange- j
mentis have been changed so that parties will be car- J In which he f d’owing
di.'iugiiished talent will apried by the railroad to Brownfield instead of the
pear: The beautiful English artist
Lake at half faro.
MISS
CL
ARIA
DOKIA.
Soprano.
Per>ons wishing to aticnd the Fair will be taken
(first appearance In Portland)
from Brownfield to Bridgton and return foi $1.50.
Mrs. FLORA E. PARRY, Contralto;
Sufi cient means of transportation will te provided
fr< m the Lake to Brhlgtoii by wiii h all contributions
Mr. W. H. FESSENDEN. Tenor;
will be carried free, provided they are delivered on or
Mr. J. F. RUDOLPH SON, Bas»o;
before Monday. Sept. 29th.
SAMUEL DINGLEY, Secretary.
HERMANN K0TSCHM 4R, Pianist.
sc2
d&wtd
19,1873.
Sebago Lake, Sept.
To which i< added a- soloi-t the
ard

Colossal Traveling Troupe.

meeting this afternoon of the Clearing House

Moiuemir

Mr. TOM KARL Tenor,
of the Pa^epa R'sa Opera Company:
Mr. J. R. THOMAS. Baritone,
the celfbra ed musical composer:

BRAND VOCAL CONCERT !

Association,

@22.

assisted by the eniwent artists
Miss FDITH AUELL, So mno,
of the Kichings’ English Opera Co.

AT

1st

following programme

MADAME CAMILLA PESO,

BlilDGTOUf
OCTOBER

13th with'he

FIRST CONCERT.November 13
This concert will Include the first appearance in
four years ol the cla-sical violinist

Society

BE HELD

Lectures and Concerts,

of

CONCERTS AND ARTISTS.

THE—

cultural

course

at

commencing Nov.

Cumberlnnd County Agri-

clearings. $33,842,000.
Clearing House Statement: Currencv exchanges,
$4l,U00,u00, including lad; Saturday; Gold exchanges,
here were no
$1,682,065; gold balances, $534,569.
sales of Governments to-day. Sterling Exchange
opened quiet at 105$ for prime bankers’ 1 ills 6U days,
and 106$ for short sight; some sales were as low *as
1041 (a) 105; commercial bills, 103; cable transfers, 107
107$. This afternoon theie was more activity, and I
an improvement consequent upon the anticipated action of the banks with a view to buy Sterling Exa

given

CITY HALL,

Cattle Show and Fair.

At

their filth annual
to be

d3t

Second Call.

change.

Lyceum Committee of the Portland Army
Navy Union have tie pleasure of informing the
public that tbey hive completed arrangements for
The

and

COUNT*

29T.

Boston & Maine Railroad.113$
Eastern Railroad.
95*

New York Slock nml

_

o’clock.

se29

1874.

1873.

1

at 8

»

COURSE

Tickets to the Floor SI. 0, to be had of the Managers uud at lhe door; Gallery 50 ceuts, to be obtained
at he door.

Clothing checked free.
Daneiug to commence

1st and 2d.

ARMY AND NAVY

Wm. O’Brien,
M. H. O'Donnell,
John Haverty,
Dawson ...cGlinchy.

John Sullivan,
J.H. Maher,
P. E. Deelian,

Evening* of Wednesday

Jbnrsday, Oct,

4th Concert I hurwlay Evening, Oct. 2d, the Haydn
Association, liorroann Kotzsclimar. Conductor.
tIK* CEO. O. CO**E, Piani.t.
Ticket. 25 cts. Reserved seals 35cts. sel2-dtod2

aids:

R.

CIIL'KCII

—

SHAW’S
MuMeal Entertainments
CITY HALL.

—

Robert Somers,

cars.

nnd

THE

ON

large variety of useful and fancy article, will he
offered tor sale. IIOI StPrKB at # o'clock.
invited.
are
All
Admittance Free.
«e30d3t

JOHN E. BRESLIN.
No.

THE—

A

FLOOR DIRECTOR:

Ac.

Society

A

OF THEIR
—

HALL,

TRUNK R. R.

HOLD

—IN

VESTRY

Ulusic by Cole’s Quadrille Baud,
J. W. RAYMOND, I’roinpKr.

STEAMER CHASE.

(hurch and

SOCIAL FESTIVAL

THE

Wednesday Evening,

King.100

iV B

AT

Baptist

WILL

Boat Crew

CITY

Total... ...2000

TO

—

—

Wolfboro and Centre Harbor ria
Alton

EVENING, OCT. 33d,

Hay

AND

DR. J. G. HOLLAND,
“Timothy Tltcomb.” Subject: “Elements of
sonal Power.”

STEAMER

Per-

MT.

—

WASHINGTON

$4 FOR THE ROOD TRIP.

money

WEDNESDAY EVENING

KATE
and

WEDNESDAY

New York City
“

“

Troupe.

g»

Enteitainment,

“Nine

EVENING, NOV. 5lh,

PARTON.

JAI'ES

y

“

OCT. 3»lh,

REIGNOLDS,
Dramatic

Points of Law.”

BONDS.

7’i
7’i

With

Canada Southern R. R., Gold,

7’s

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 36th,

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

7’s

REY. NEWMAN HALL,

-FOR SALE BT-

R.

A.

97

BIRD

Exchange St.
__teb26

Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED
—on—

Dyed Brown. Black. Blue-Rlack
and Blue,
Pressed Ready for Wear.
ye Ripping required. Warranted not to crack.
AT F NTJER’tt RYE HOUSE.
au35MTh&Stl
Uniou Street,
an

I

TUR'ER,'

Intend.-t.

Custom Coat, PaiiFand
Test Makers wanted im-

EVENING, NOV. 12th,

Jersey City
Elizabeth City

7-3<T

W. H.

Portland. July 15, 1873.

mediately. Highest prices
and Steady EmployHENRY WARD BEECHER paid
ment given.
Lecture, (to )» announced.)

WEDNESDAY

0’s

Northern Pacific R. R., Gold,

Pnsser.pcrs from Portland can go and return the
day, an<i return tickets good until urn d. Tram
leave the Portland & Rochester dei-otnt 7 4fl A m
same

Subject: “Our Scandalous Politics.”

Brooklyn City

COjTlftlfciKt'IAL

Foreign Exiiorm.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Water Lily—500 bbls flour,
1400 busli oats, 10 tons feed.
I^orriun Import**.
TA JARDO, PR. Brig Xiigua—257 pun 30 tes mola»setj to E Churchill & Co, 2 bbla sugar 2 do molafsto order.

Fair and Festival.

RAILROAD.

iVoodburv, L

count

inst.
The schooner H. B. Gove put into Boston
yesterdav with her port side stove in by colli-

LL,

Complimentary Rcccptiou

Receipts

Putnam, D. D pastor of the
First Religious Society in Roxbury for forty-

three years, lias tendered his resignation on acof impaired health.
The Indians killed three white men at Little
Salt Creek, near Fort Richardson, on the 18th

LTA

Tuesday rvcniiiK Sept. Suili, in?:),

_

MINOR TSLKGRAMS.
The election of Lord Mayor of Loudon took
place Monday and resulted iu the choice of Mr.
Andrew Laniisk.

MUSIC

liNTERTA INM ENTS.

Kereipt* by Railroad* and Mirauiboala.
Dolly Bidwell,..,...Lexxee.
Grand Trunk Railroad—5 cars sundries. 1 do
.Buxines* Manager.
J. I'. Fanning,
iliooks, 2 do potatoes, 11 do iron, 2 do heading, 1
!
Return
of -be Portland Favorite A: S ar of tbe East,
do
do
4
53
1
lumber. do B & M Railroad,
lidos,
bark,
do for Haverhill, 3 do for New York, 15 do for St
DOLBY B1DWF.BB!
John, 3 do lor Halifax.
Steamer Ch*se from New York—17 bales
Supported by an entire new Company of Fiist Class
Dram ilie Artists.
The only legitimate Company
ags, 22 do elk skins, 6 do m ss. 70 bags tapioca, 30 do
1eo, 10 do rotiee, 6 do nuts, 70 rolls leather, 43 bags
travelling *>n the Eastern circuit.
ProducA powerful bill f>r ilie Ofiening Night.
hot, 205 half chests tea, 200 bbls flour, 70 do glass
tions of Victor Hugo’s star ling play entitled,
rare, 32 do eement, 10 do poiaoes, 31 casks linseed
ul, 150 boxes soap, 130 do starch, 170 do window
LUCRPTIA BORGIA,
'lass. 37 do c ocks. 25 do vanned goods, 200 do raisTbe Whole of the i ompany in the Bill
us, 29 do telegraph material, 5J do hardware, 30 do
100
DOLLl MDIVbliL,
crates
100
bills car
Irugs,
sewing machines,
1 luings, 30 coils wiie, 20 bils hay bands, to bbls ouAS LCJCRKTIA BORGIA, THE POISONOR.
50
boxes
4
200
ons,
pipes, pianos,
pkgs sundries.
Prices of admission as usual.
C£#~Ticketa ready Tuesday.
sep26d4t
DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Rev. George

Yellow Fever.
New Orleans, Sept. 29
Special dispatches
from Coeuham and Bryan, Texas, state that
there are panics in those places from apprehension of yellow fever, which has broken out in
Calvert. There is an exodus from Calvert and
adjacent points. Calvert has been quarantined
on all sides.
Montgomery, Ala., Sept. 27.—The board of
health reports one death from yellow fever and
five new cases within 48 hours.

were

The latest news of the progress of the Ashantee war is satisfactory.
The natives are in a
state of semi-st irvatioo aud it is supposed they
are waiting for the end of the rainy season.
They are unable till then to make any moveAu American vessel was discovermovement.
ed iu the act of selling them powder and hf*^
been seized by the British commander, a
blockade of the coast is declared to prevent
similar occurrences.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

order.

BON A IKE. Brig Lije
;o J S Winslow & Co.

The

/Kuuintr

Bangor, Sept.

WASHINGTON.

STOCK PANIC.

THE

new

Mr. Hall's reputation as a
pulpit < rator
and author, makes him one of the most brilliant
stars of the Lectuie Season.

GEO. W.RICH4 CO.,
173 & 175 Fore

of London.

Arrangement* for
meat

Cloning Entertain
Complete.

the

not

BT'Conceit by Porllnnd Bund previous to
each Lecture.
I ickets lor the course,
*1.30; Reserved seats (in
Gallon and on Flonr)$1.00 txtiu.
EveningTleke s
50 cents, at the usual places.
Vie nt txrM, ticket;'
(each member entitle,! to two) *1.0,, each to be ob-’
tal„ed nt Sioekbridgt’s Music Stoic,
Exchange street
where tbc sale of Reserved Seats will
commence on
Saturday. Oct. 4th. ai 0 oh loci a. m.
Djor. open at 6J; I.ectu,e at 7).
LECTURE COMMITTEE:
Ciiarlfs H. Haskell,
Chari.es E. Jose,
John C. Procter,
Henry Fux,
Henry Littli mi ld.
H. F. Furbish,
Jo n y. Twitchell.
IfJF" Advertiser en v._seIfi
> el. ,,,uiupi0 uuu neatly exeOH PHI v
cuted at this Office.

„
se26

Street,

PORTLAND.

islw

ANDREW MILMX,
DEALER IX

OFFICE

PARLOR,
AND

—

COOKING STOVES,
flanges & Walker Furnaces
39 CENTRE
BETWEEN
se29

FREE

STREET,
AND

CENTRE.
If

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STEAMERS.
__

BY JOHN W.

Come, list to

a

THE CHEAPEST & BEST.

CHADWICK.

song for the

in their

For pumpkins sc
They had lived upon sunbeams

so

And the buckwheat that darned on the
And blueberr es tempting the children
To wander and pick them at will.

“RATIONAL

St.,

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT
LOCATED

TARRVTOWIV ON TIIE
restoration to health by
hands guarante d to selected cases.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled

the
No

^SMITHFIELPSTPITTSBURGH

B-each-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150. SiDgle Guns, $3 to $20. Rifies,
$8 to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Guns, Revolvers, &c.,bou lit
or traded for. Good** sent by express C. O. D. to be
examined before paid for.
se3t4w

The United States of America and the
Orange Free State.

IS R FAT
NENSATI'N!
Agent*
Wanted. Cash Salary or Commissiov allowed.
Address F. A. ELLIS & Co.,
se3t4w
Charlotte, Mich.

A

Strictly honorable.
Friendship, Commerce, and Extradition

Agent*
se3

BUY THE GENUINE

—

OF

THIS

PROM

PRICE* RANGE

do

SI

PER

§15

ACRE!

Years’ Credit Given
When Desired.

Ten

—

ALSO

—

TOWN LOTS
AT

PRICE*
STATIONS.

RODE RATE
IN TOWN* AT R. R.

Government Lands
still to be had, under Homestead Law, along all
Lines of this Com pray.
ON THE MAIN LINE,
between Benson and Breckenridge, we also sell
WHOLE SECTIONS AT $0 PER ACRE,
On

Years’

Time, Free of lutcrcwt,

on condition that
seel ion withiu a

the purchaser breaks the whole
year from purchase and plants
in
acres
forty
timber, for wliicl: the Company will
furnish young trees or seed. For particulars, AdIIEBMANN

tained.

Laud

Article m.

Commissioner,

St.

TROTT,
Paul, Ntiunesota.

contracting parties
shall have power to dispose of their personal property witi.in the jurisdiction of the other, by sale, testaCanragsiiig Rooks Sent Free for the
ment, donatiou, or in any other manner, and their
heirs, whether by testament or ab intestato, or their
successors, being citizens of the other party, shall
OR
succeed to%the said p operily or inherit it, and they
FITE YEARS IN THE TERRITORIES.
may take possession thereof, either by themselves or
by others acting for them; they ipay dispose of I The only
complete history of that vast region between
the same as they may think
proper, payin no other the .Mississippi and the Pacific: Its Resources,
charges than those to which the inhabitants of the
Climate, Inhabitants, Natural Curiosities, etc. It
country wherein the said projierty is situated shall
cont;«ins 240 fine engravings of the Scenery, Lands,
be liable to pay in a similar case. In the absence of
People, and Cuiiosities if the Great West. Agents
such lieir, heirs oi other successors, the same care
are
selling from 15 to 25 copies a day, and we send
shall be taken by the authorities for the preservation
a canvassing book free to anv pook ageut.
Address,
of the property of a native of the same country,
stating
experience, &c.t NATIONAL PUBLISHING
unt il the lawiul proprietor shall have had time to
CO., Philadelphia. Pa
sel3t4w.
take measures for
himself of the same.

UNDEVELOPED

;

WEST

Sregional

Oil O CH It* Four WVeltM CauvaiNiua
**P"x:-4 WiCjvwas one agent’s profit on Bryant’s

Library

of Poetry and
in one we»k
on The A etc Houskerper's Manual, by Miss Beecher
and Mrs. Stowe. Any active man or woman cau
have an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York,
Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
sel8t4w

v.

The contracting parties give to each other the privilege of having, each in tlieir respective States, consuls and vice-consuls of their own appointment, who
shall enjoy the same privileges as those of the most

Article jx.

by

Article

x.

The surremler shall be made by executives of the
contracting parties resjiectively.
Article xi.
The expense of detention and delivery effected
pursuant to the preceding articles shall be at the cost
of the party making the demand.
Article xii.
Tlio provisions of the aforegoing articles relating
to the surrender of fugitive criminals shall not apply
to offences committed before the date hereof, nor to
those of a jiolitical character

Article xm.
The present convention is concluded for the
period
of ten years from the day of the
exchange of ihe
ratifications; and 4, one year before the expiration
ot that period, neither of the
contracting parties
shall have announced, by an official
notification, its
intention to the other to arrest the
operations of the
saui convention, it shall continue
lor twelve
binding
and so on from year to
year until the
expiration of the twelve months which will follow a
Sunil ir declaration, whatever the time
at which it
may take place.

Si™,!"*/longer,

Article nv.
Tliis convention shall be
submitted on both sides
to the approval and ratification m the
respective
competent authorities, and the ratifications shall be
Washington as soon us circumstances
shall admit, in faith whereof the
respective plenipolenljar.es have signed the above articles,

a

Library of Poetry
Song; $70 in one week on
The New Housekeeper's Manual, by Miss Beecher

and Mrs. Stowe. Any live man or woman can have
an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York, Boston,
Chicago, or San Francisco.
sepl8t4w

!

Kentucky

1

ts^At.)

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and caused ihe seal of the United Sla'es to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this twenty-third
day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thou and eight him Ir d and
seventv-three,
LsealO an l of the Independence of the United
States tlie ninety-eighth.

By

,,

President:
J. C. Bancroft Davis,

the

U. S. GRANT.

Acting Secretary of State.

& Great Eastern

RAILWAY

!

The only Perfect Base Burner iu the
It gives perfect satisfaction,
market.
and with a saving in fuel of at least onethird. All in want of a First Class heating Stove should not fail to see the Morning Glory before pnrchassing.
Also, The Morning Glory Cook—acknowledged by all the best operating
Stove in the market.
We can show yon' more conveniences
and more advantages in these Stoves than
any other Stove or Range in the New
England States.

C. W.

*r Ml

7

Furnaces, Ranges, Stoves &c.
Tin Ware

Connection* by 1 P. HI. from Portland:
At Sebngo Lake with steamer for Naples, Bridgton
and Harrison; at Baldwin with stages for Cornish,
Porter, Kezar Falls and Freedom; at Brownfield with
stages tor Denmark and Brid ton; at Fryeourg with
stages for Lovell and North Lovell.
Stages for Crawford House leave Upper Bartlett
arrival of trains from Portland untd October 1st.

captain c. kilbv,
Will eave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

on

evening, at 10 o’clock,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,
Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving
s in Portland at

Connection* in Portland
by all trains with the Bos on & Maine Railroad to or
bom Boston and all points South and West; by 12.25
P. M. from Upper Bartlett with Steamers ot Portland Steam Packet Co., leaving Portland for Boston
at 7.00 P. M. daily.
Ticket office iu Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, wheie all trains of P. & O. R. R. airive and
depa t.
Fieight trains leave Portlaud at 7.20 A. M. for
North Conway, returning leave North Conway at 1.30
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
P. M.
Portland. Sept. 13, 1873.
aug30M

WING

&

o’clock P. M.

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,} Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasj>ort.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same e\ening, couuecting with the Pullman
Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.
For further particular* inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or

SON’S

\

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen Ag’t.
Portland. May 19.1873.
mvl9tf

PIANOS!

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP
Eastport, Calain

No. 3

4

Coupons payable February and August in
Gold in Yew York or Baltimore.
For $nle
at BO per rent, and accrued interest in cur
rency; secured by First Mortgage; executed to
Farmer*’ Loan anil Tru*t Co. of Yew
Yorit, covering Company’s Line, its Franchises,
Equipments, Real ana Personal Estate, at the rate of
$15,000 per mile on the Road, extending from
Cincinnati to Calleli*burfr. the terminus of
Chesapeake and Ohio Road, 140 miles.
Governments, State, City, Railroad or any other
marketable secarifies taken in exchange, at highest
market rates, without cominz**ion. and K. &r
G. E. R Bond* forwarded free of charge U>
purchaser. P:«mpliletN, Map* and full information will be furnished on application to

IVMI. FISHER & SONS,
3-1 South *«., BAIiir.ORG,
Bankers, Stock ami Note Brokers, and Fiscal Agents
Rail-

Washington Street,

LIFE AND

KIT

IUC uvn

sep27

D. W. C. Peters, Brevet
by bis comrade and
Lt. Col. and Surgeon, U. S. A
from facta dictated
by himself. The only TuttE and Authentic life ot
America’s greatest HUNTER, TRAPPER. SCOUT
and GUIDE ever published.
It contains full and
complete descriptions of tbe Indian Tribes of tbe
FAR WEST, as seen
Kit
Carson, wlio lived among
by
them all Mh life. It gives a full, reliable account of
tlie MODOC'S and the MODOC WAR. As a work of
HISTORY, it is invaluable. A grand oppoitunitv
for ageuts to make inonev. Our illustrated circulars
sepl»t4w

applicants. Write and secure terriDUSTIN, GILMAN & CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

ICE
An Official and

|if;? *
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Providence Tool

Co.

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nnt Co
READING BOEI'AND NET WORKS.
W.

GIFFORD & Co.,

Heavy Hardware and
road Supplies.

Rail-

lery.
THE “PROVIDENCE’’ CLOTHES
WRINGER
I. II' WORK, Agent,
44 Broad Street,

Ju21deowlyr_Boston

COMPANY.
MEETING.

THE

the forenoon.
Art. 1—To hear tie report of the Directors, Treasurer and Superintendent.
Art. 2—To elect nine Directors for the ensuing
year.
Art. 3—To see how the means necessary to provide
additional equipment for the road, to extend same to
fro.it side of the city, to build a branch irom Saco
River to Bonny Eagle Falls, and for other purposes
connected with the road, shall be raised.
Art. 4—To transact any other business that may
legally come before them.
By order of the Directors.

FREDERICK ROBIE, Clerk.
se16dtd

15. 1873.

IMPROVED

of

‘weed

Death.
n Floating I ield ok Ice.
iso, a History of all
the Kxpediti ns to tbe artit World form tbe
Earliest Times Profusely illustrated.
A gems
Wanted. Address,
Philadelphia Kook
seplOtiw
Company, Philadelphia.
..

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 percent,
interest, net, payable semiannually in New York,and
will garantee tl.e collection of all'leans made through
its tgency. All charges paid by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, for New York ami New England references, rod mil particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address

HARTWELL, See’y,

Draw 1G7 Des Moi-

sep20t4w

and
of tbe Age for the
cure of Klieumuii-.ro, chronic mid neufe,
Mprain*. BruiNCM, Pain in Chcftt, Barit, or
biinb*, *liir .Vointn. strain*, OlandiiLvr

Discovery

Nwrllitigs,
Inflammation,
Neuralgia,
Knot on*, f'ntai-rh. Arc.
Will not grease or
st-iin tbe most delicate faoric, which makes it a luxury in every family. Try it and be convince I ot its

HOYT, Prop
77:h

Price 25 cents per bottle.
r, 203 Greenwich St.. N. Y.

REUBEN
se20t4w

Thousand in Pre»f*-FirNt Month.

geean s

845s in 8 days, selling

Story.A'gZEX*™'™

Telegraphing, dc.

extremely tow
53

as s£a!‘r

••■45 spirited Engraving,
Nells amazingly fast
s*rikp'

13 Free

Jy2C-3ra

St.,

PORTLAND

To tbo Harbor Commissioners ol
the City of Portland s
Connty of Cumberland most respectfully aske
permission to extend the Piers at Portland
Bri Ige for the better convenience and safety of vessels
while passing the draw in said bridg ■.
CEO. E. CHADBOURNE,)
SMITH BARBKR,
} County Comm.
EDWIN C.
Sept. 26th, 1873.

TOWNSEND,)

published

iu

Portland,

for

seven

(lays previous to the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN. ) Harbor
ALBERT MARWICK,}
Com1 miss'.oners.
C. H. FARLEY,
dtd

se29

®g*

On

CLASS

860 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at
home,‘‘ay or evening; no capital required; full instructions A’ valuable package of goods scut free by
mall. Address, with six cent return stamp, M.
YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St„ N. Y.
se20t4w

band and sawed to dimen ,0ns.

Ilard Pine

I lank, hard cine Flooring

AND STEP

BOARDS.

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.
Utuoe, No.

an<1 Dock, First, corner of E Street
State street, Boston.
mj3eodly

conscientiously be’leve
a

most

Steamships

that your Piano

is in

“Independent’*
deservedly become

William
William,

Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded Irom Not folk to Petersburg a ad
Richmond, by river or rail; and by tlie Va. & Tei>n.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Ala-

bama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all point* in North and South Carolina
bv the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
II
places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger aecommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meal.r to Norfolk $15.05
hue 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time Go hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf. Boston.
iune2tf

Quality.

Responsible Agents wanted for unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f

JOHN

New

By Perkins, Bently,

Liraington, daily.

High

Schools.

therefor.
Portland. Me., April 21, 1873.

te’foiSiBWKrraftw

No

j

Offices,

—

AND

From Pine Street Wharf, Phila10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connectir. j lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
Jn23-1y70 Long Wharf, Bor
MAIL

DIRECTI

ONE TRIPPER WEEK.
a ue new

Cincinnati.
Louis, Om-ha,
St Paul, Salt Lake
City,

Saginaw,

Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

Making
Railway,

Northwest, West anil
J. C.

Southwest!
FURNJVAL, Agt.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendil
condition. Is well equipped with first-class rolling
is making the best connections and quickand
stock,
est time of anv route from Portland to the West.
G^TPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
THE

trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and net subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BltYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland, Sept. 12. 1873.
tf

RAILROAD.

Summer Arrangement
__——

Commencing July
lST.i
Trains leave Portland for Bancor,
Calais and St. John at 12:15
m- (sleeping and day cars on this

""■"train.)

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at 7:00 a. ni
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta,Readfield,
Winthrop, Skowbegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
m

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North
East at
2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5 :~5 p. m
From St. John Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland
bagcag€
cbeoked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John
fax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First Div.

anil

ni!
anil

Augusta, July 13,1873,

—
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Hali-

jy28tf

Iff8? 7L,nttr T28

BEST
in

HEATING

on,'Esq., and

many

APPARATUS

the maiket to the following well known citizens of

T.HonU?m. DeeringuHcn. Bion Bradbury^Capt.

John W.

our

city:

Peering. J. P. Baxter. Esq., Lewis

Whitney,

others.

N.

NOYES

&

SON,

EXCHANGE
SOLE

STREET,
FOR ALL MAGEE

AGENT

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Solut ion of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to hava
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It inct eases the quantity
of Nature’s Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures ,(athousand ills,” simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wondcrful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Biarrhoca, Boils, Xervous Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all tliseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or ac-

GOODS.

companied by debility or a loiG
of the system. Being freo
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Con-

J
& REMEDY!

*-wm*

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria-

bly cure the following complaints:—
Dyspepsia, Heart Bum. Liver Complaints, and
Loss of

stitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and womenj aiui
invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial„
See that each bottle has PERU,
V!AN SYRUP blown in the glass.
Pamphlets Free.
SETH W. FOWLE L SONS, Proprietors,
IVo.

Sold

at

cured

The Old Union

Passenger Ticket Agency!
Is

row as

heretofore at

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

WHERE

—

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA
And tue West, South and Northwest, mav procure
Through Tickets at tLe lowest rates, via the Michigan Central and Great Western (via Suspension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Centra) (via New York city),
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, or Itock Island, Chicago & North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pac ific Coast and all other points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency it

MAMJFACTT7Rshipments to

W. D. E1TTEK V CO.,
49 l-!i EXCHANGE STREET.
Jau30d3wistostf
HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriblias been duly appointed and taken
NOTICE
upon hereir the trust of
IS

NOT.CE

er

sent.

G. SCRIBNER,
SILAS D. ANDREWS.
All demands of the late firm will be settled by eithR.

an23dtf

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant ami thorough cireulatton of pure air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
inte’mingling of odors; purity and active air, the j
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, be- |
tween Cross and Cotton sts.. near Leavitt Burnham I

|

Administratrix of the estate of
CHARLES AVER1LL. late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands npon the estate of said
aro required
deceased,
to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make
payment to
PAMELTA F. AVER1LL, A Im’x.
D
Portland, 0Sept. 16, 1873.
se231aw3wTu*

Notice.
wishing to go into bnsiness will please
ANY
call at W. W. Carr & Co. fruit Store No.
Exof
one

change street where they will find an oppotunity
buying out a good stock on fair terms as he wishes to
retire from business.
se&i&wtf

bottles.
Sinking Sensation

and

once.

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches and all impurtie*
ot the blood, bursting thr* ugh the skin or
otherwise
cured readily by following the directions on the
bottle
For Kidney, Bladder and
Urinary derangements it lias no equal; one bottle will convince
the
most sceptical.
Worma, expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
Piles: one bottle has cured the most difficult
case
when all other remedies faileJ.
'mou. Difficulties, Neuralgia,
Headache,
&c., eased immediately.
Rheunintism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Afflictions removed or
greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.

Bronchiti*.Catarrh,
Convulsions,
or much

cured

and

relieved.

Hysterica
,

sS153EWJsr.e
|

Billions, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers so
prevalent in many paits of our country comnletelv
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Fitters pleleIy
Bitters jnst th
^in inlh,e
9«aker
article?>?■***
need of
in th ir
they ^tan>i
It quickens the blood and cheers the declining \ears.
mind, and naves
the passage down the plane inclined.
can.^main long unwell (unless afflicte
taki,,g a few t»t,ia

tt&SmSxr*af,er
Hold

by all DriiHsi.t* and Dealer* in

Medicines.
PREPARED BY

DR. II. S. FLINT &
CO..
Depot 195 aDd 197 Broad

u^&^b'l

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

W. F.

X Milton Place, Boston.

by

taking a few

Appetite cured by

Lassitude, Low Spirits,

state

,

Phillips & Co. &

J.W. Perkins & Co
PORTIASD. eodAwl2w3B

au-6

Druggists generally.

noy25

deod&weo’Yly

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

0 L D jn

^•GEoodhu^

~

WM. P. CLYTDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
jaull ly

their

jeJkltf

AND

Jr., Portland.

Dissolution of Partnership.
is hereby given that the firm of Scribner
iS Andrews is hereby dissolved by mutual con-

A Co.8 Ice House, Portland, Me.

preferred

«.

[iNCOtU’OBATED

IS

J. II.Chadwick &

1820.]

Co., Ag’ts,

Office 22, 24 & 20 OliTer Street,
BOSTOiX
MANUFACTURERS OF

Running between Providence
Philadelphia everv WED-

nseil within the past ten years, ■without complaint of loss liy Tag becoming detached. Ail Exp’eses Co’s, use them.
Sold by Printers anil Stationers every*
where.
se!8eod"m

parties.

and
tiiev

Agent.

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached »y the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE

11 |EBS
\ their dest inatin by nsing

of he above

originally

BITTERS,

and

S B U K G

Oiisiield. March 10th, 187*.

21I‘lSIS8liS!LrfIK>rt °£Scho°l

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers !

DENNISON’S
U 111
nTIjFATKNT SHIPPING TAOS!
A IwV’kerTwo Hundred Millions have been

er

_fthaamfaI2a■««.

PHILADELPHIA.

So. 80 Middle St.,

and
fk •MERCHANTS
will best insure

n

True Method of Jtui3iin.' Coal with the Greatest
Economy.

It has been discovered by actual experiment that Carbonic Arid daw will
pass readily through Cast
Iron when heated to a certain temperature. To obviate this
difficulty the i?l it.EE FURNACK CO
have made a Furnace of Heavy Wrought
Iron, riveted firmly together, after the manner o
a Steam boiler, and we
guarantee that no qas or dust can possibly escape into the air chamber.
Board of the City ot Chelsea concerning a testing
of the IRA HER frURNAUE with tnose of other makes:
“The Carter School House was
furnished with four furnaces by a Boston dealer, but it was soon
found that the rooms could not be warmed with them. It seems ihe
agreement was that n mot ey should
be paid till the furnaces were tested and satisfaction
given. Satisfaction was never given,
when it was
proposed to take the turnaces out it was discovered tha*> the city had paid for them and
must be a loss
to the city. They were removed. Two new furnaces of
& Co. and two of another company were
Magee
then pmced in the bmldm". Magee
to have his placed on the north side of the
building, where it
had been most difficult to warm tie building. Coal to the amount of
forty tons was placed on each side of
the cellar, and notice was to be taken at the close of winter how the coal
1 ore the test. Tie M a gee furnace s
were run
week before and four days after the others, and at the close it was
found the other furnaces had
consumed all the eeal, and the Magee turnaces have six tons
yet to the credit.
W ltb the original turnaces there was consumed
ninety tons of coal; with the present, furnace s but Beventyfar
coldest one. The Prudential Committee was instructed to
convey to Mr. Magee their (hanks for the perfect satisfaction rendered bv his furnaces where they are used
in the schools.
Ibis is considered a great triumph for the
Magee Company.”
During the past year we have set over SIXTY of these furuaces, and weuld refer all des iring the

PORTLAND

KATALYSINE WATER—The Gheat Medicine ok Natekk.
Indorsed by the Highest Medical Authorities. Restores Muscular Power to the
Paralytic, Youthful Vigor to the Aged, and Develops the Young at a Critical Peri.sl; Dis-olves
Calculi and “Chalky” Deposits; Cures Gout,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia. Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases of the Ki inevs, Liver and Skin,
Abdominal Drops*. Chronic Diarrhoea, Constipation, Asthma, Nervousness, Sleeplessness. General Debility, and neat ly eveiy cl tss of Chronic Disease.
Pamphlets containing History of theSpring
and Testimonials from Medical Journals. Eminent Physicians and Distinguished Citizens, sent
FKEK, by mail by WHITNEY BROS.. General
Agents. 227 South Front St., Philadelphia. For
sale hy_iill Druggist.
anfid3m

E*!!3ig!!fSK0ult.cn,

Halifax at 1:05 p.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.20 p
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. m.
Train* arc Due at Portland.

close connections with .the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and

until Nov. Its—at reduced rates.
mar25dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS.

to whrm all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringements,
mcbleodtf

VI

atcamsnip

Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
JgF* RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS, at 8.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
(PP*Excursion Tickets to Halifax and Return good

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

“rFTY

wneei

ing Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT

sep20dtf

AGENT FOR MAINE,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
To Canada, Dcfroi
Chicago, MilwauSt.

Blue

FALMOUTH, Capt. W.A. Colby,
willleave Railroad wharf, Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
M., (or on arrival of train leav-

Provision

or

TO

With connection** to Prince Edward Island and Pape Breton.

fully

So. 2 Park Street

LINE

ton.

Halifax Nova Scotia,

save more than its cost every Summer.
Butchers
who use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their enstomers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ol cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been
tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

kee.

Wharfage.
delphia, at

Butchers,
dealers,
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will

74 EXCHANGE ST.

Sat’d’y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.

The best and Only Reliable Oue in
the Market.
to

•

teaTe each port every WedVy &

Patent Pare Wry Air Refrigerator

is

apr24tt

Steamship Line.

—

anrl after Monday. Sept. 15th,
w.ii run a*fellows:
J
Mail train for Gorham anil accommonn
T,p■'elation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^stopping at all stations to |
Island Pond.) connecting with night mail train for I
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and wav stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Tond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accumulation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.16 p. m.

Heating Apparatus.

same

PHIL A HELPIIIA

A. S. LVIIAA’S

On

a

^1.50.

—AND—

in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall cause every cask or otbet vessel thereof to he
so inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector, And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six montlis in the county jail, upon indictments

TRAINS.

and Durable

FURNACE,
perfectly

of

CITY,

BOSTON

_d&w2w

ARRANGEMENT.

that

Portland,

Portland, April 23,1873.

We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.**
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged

BRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

long felt want,

The many years that tie WAfiEE FURNACE?* have been in
use, and the uniform satisfaction the
have given, warrants us in affirming ihat the
principle upon which they are constructed, and by which th
lire is controlled, is the only

12

The Steamer
CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Farnhara, Or., Master, will
on and after 30th inst., leave At-

false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmers, hat some notice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the fire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the fire Dst of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
jun3-tc

Healthy, Economical

a

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

Fare

Conrnon
50r.

existence of

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Liraington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Pargonsfield and Ossi|*ee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsorsfield,

Passenger

5 P. M.

The

No.

assured that itsuppllies

our

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.

Portland Kerosene Oil.
prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a cli ap price—many
of which arc little betterthan Naptlia itselt—and the

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
71 1
"at 7.45 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, ami with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
6.15 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trajns from Boston, leaving Boston
at 8.30. A. M., via Boston & Maine, and Eastern

IRON

;; 5c.

Would inform the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

Passenger

take pleasure in calling the attention of the public to

PLANE

NEW

!

taken at low rates.
W. Ii. BVLLVNOS. Agent
J. 15. POYLE J15.. General Agent.mch.30tf

Kerosene Oil Company

Summer Arran sc* meat.
June 2, I$73

we

Freight

THE PORTLAND

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

,,

at

C. H. PITSON <Xr CO..
711 B’dway, New York.

Boston.

Magee Plate Iron Furnace

annual advertisement,

m^*Tickets and State Rooms for saL- at No 74
Exchange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.

yp’Eitlier book sent, post-paid for the retail price

se?4

our

A.

lantic Wharf every Wednesday at
$1.00.
6 o’clock, A. M., for Boothbay, Round Pond and
STANDARD. For Choirs, Conventions,
and every Saturday at 7 o’clock A. M.,
Waldoboro,
&e. By Emerson and Palmer.
$ 1.50,
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
DEVOTIONAL CHIMES.
For Social
at 7 o’clock A. M„, and Waldoboro, every Thursday
75c.
Meetings. By Asa Hull.
at 6 o’clock A. M., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
MUSICAL TREASURE. For the Parlor
by any other route. Freight received after One
(Vocal and Instrumental.)
$£.50
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Seven admirably constructed books, whose sales ;
Inquire of
are to be numbered by the hundred thousand; so
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO145 Commercial St.
perfectly is each fitted to the popular taste.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
Boston, Sept 29.1873.
tf

OF

days

and 40 other composers.

OLIVER PITSON & CO.,

MAINE

AT 7 O’CLOCK P. M.

Books !

HOUROF SINGING. For
By Emerson end Tilden.

Family package tickets between Portland and Bos-

this,

plgJ2m

FOREST

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,

BEST

CHEERFUL VOICES.
For
Schools. By L. O. Emerson.

ton. for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
AS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.

Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and

and

BROOKS

DAILY,

CHOICE TRIOS. For nigh Schools ami
Seminaries. By W. S. Tilden. Just out. $1.
RIVER CF MFE. For Sabbath Schools.

Lines.

In

NEA-GO
HTEA91ERB

FRANKLIN WHARF,

ly

Singing

PORTLAND,

8lIPEKIOI»
Ii\G

CO.

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

_

THE

The *3.23 P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.HO P. M., conneccing with trains lor New
York via Springfield at 9 00 and via Shore Line at 9.30
P. M.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.
All Trains stop at Exeter lor refreshments at
First Class Dining Rooms.
t Accommodation.
♦Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portia id, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdeusburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Havmarket Square.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4 P.
M

WINTER

SOW,

417 Broome St., New York.

WEST.

and Norwich

THE

«•—.

JmK&SsJ

p!7

The

FOR BOSTON.

Biddeford

WIM &

Howes.

Stenmtr

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

Fall River,

Stouington

Steamships:—
Lawrence,** Capt. F. M.

Crane,** Capt. Solomon Howes.
uGeorge Appold,** Cant. Winslow Loveland.
“Itlackstone,** Capt. Geo. H. Halle! t.
Freight, forwarded irom Norfolk to Washington

Purchasers’ testimonials from alt parts of the U. S.

Prices Low for the

of this Line sail from

Central Wharf. Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.
of

end

magnijiceut instrument.”

Form ike

to

m.

Hard Pine Timber

Norfolk anti Baltimore anti Washington
B. C. Steamship Line.

“The American Piano has
very popular instrument.’*

Tlie t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A.
M., connecting with train tor New York via Shore
Tine at 11.10 A. M.
The f9.15 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s asnn
to connect with the 3.00 P. M tram for New York via
Springfield; al*o with 5.3J P. M. (steamboat) trains
for New York via

MAINE CENTRAL

Portland; Sept. 27th, 1873.
On the foregoing petition we appoint a hearing for
at
4 o’clock P. M., and order
Oct.
9th,
1873,
Thursday
that a notice of the above petition together with this
otir order thereon be given by publication in two of

ee

field Addrcs HUBBARD BROS
Washington St.. Boston.
se20t4w

WORKING

ITImc. JJEJIOHEST’S
RELIABLE PATTERNS.

the newspapers

Remarkable
Success. S"dea*ei?2
4 days, and another

m

BEST Family Ma:
chine in the WORLD. A1
so, General Agent for

EATON,

“I

M

sep'-Wc ~A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Pianist

every respect

POINTS

SOUTH AM)

The

THE

“CAMPHORINE”
Greatest
relief

The

Sewing Machine!

S. W.

Saco and

ALTERATION

Stockholders of the Portland and Rochester
Railroad Company, will nold their annual
meeting at their Depot, in the City of Portland, on
Wednesday, the 1st of October, 1873, at 10 o’clock in

Expedition

Prom Mr.

TRAIN

Albany. Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington,

daily.

nVlnok P

CABS

For New York,

Warn.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

the late Capt. Hall, iiis untimely
R e a ark a isle Rescue of tbf. Crew from

JAM ES B.
nes, l«wa.

——

&

au4tf

days.

circular to

Orchard,

arrangement.

BROS

NTJTTER
MARKET SQUARE,

29

Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, W ndson, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
She.iiac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Summer*ide, P. E. I.
Freight received on days of sailiug until 4

Numerous County Fairs.

Railroads.

Marine Hardware & Ship Chand-

Portland, Sept.

ioTercent.net.

same

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

Returning, leave Biddeford at tll.25 P. AT.
Fo. Soar boro. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kciincbiink 1.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Keunebuak 17.30 A. AI.

EEWISOLIVER & PHILE1PH.

R A FT!

Thrilling History

FIRST PREMIUMS.I !

Centre Harbor anef return §5.00.
For Milton and ¥Jniou t6.15 A. AI., *3.20 P.

t8.50 A. AI.

Halifax.

New'York,

Alabama State Fair, 1871.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
Portland to Wolfboro and return, Price §4.65,*

Co7~

John, Digby,

On and after Monday September
29tb the Steamer
Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Steamier City of Portland,
Capt. S. H.
’Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

The American Piano.

29th. 1873.

AND ALL

UUUA,

ADVENTURES OF

SEPT

eod3m

ANNUAL

CARSON
friend,

sent free to all
tory at once.

fall

St.

NUTTER BROS & Oo., are Sole Agents in the City for Baistow’s Celebrated Wrought Iron Furnace. Cal
Examine. Every Furnace Warranted

nd

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

*^-

COR. CONGRESS ST.

coun-

8el9d4wt

AIM

PEACE!

Manufacturers of

of the Company; dealers in Governments and
way securities in all the markets of the U. S.
—Or to Banks and Bankers throughout the

(Successors to DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

at 3.20 P. AI.
Bostou at 6,50.

TTIS

and
and

Windsor

R.—

TO

and

The Steamer
CITY OF RICHMOND,

12.25 P. M.

PnNsnnfer TrniiiH leave Portland for Boston 16.15, t9.15 (Parlor
Cars), A. M., *3.20 (Parlor Cars). "6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
A. M., 112.30, f.3.30, (Parlor Cars) *6.00 P. M.
Train* from Bom*oh are due at Portland
at 12.30 4,55, 8.10. 9.45 P. M.
F«tr M*«nchcftter and Concord, N. ¥¥., and
t e NORTH via C.& P. R. I«, Junc tion,
16.15 A. At., *5.20 P. Al.
For ¥jowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowel
Fer Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
f9.15 A. Al.
For Rochester aud Alton Bay t6.15, A. M..
*3.20 P. M.
For Wolf boro and Center Harbor, via
Steamer Mt. Washington from Alton I5ay
6.15 and 9.15 A. AI.
^

M.
For Old

Assort-

DO NOT FORGET THE

A

Gold Bonds

KIBF

in fine
ment.

COMPANY,

try*

OSGOOR,

SOLE AGENT FOR PORTLAND.

FIRST MORTGAGE

anAave

HD11NE.
And whereas the said genera] convention has been
both
on
parts, and the icspectivc ratifiduly ratified
cations of Ihe same were exchanged at Washington
on the eighteenth instant:
Now, therefore, be it Known that I, Ulysses s.
Grant, President- of the United States of America,
have caused the said convent! n to be made public,
to the end that the same, and every clause and artiticle hereof may be obcerved and fulfilled with good
faith by the United States and the citizen- thereof.

1

—

MAINE

PARLOR

Y

““"S,at

thereunto affixed their seals.
Done in quadruplicate at Bloemfooten
this 22d day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand
eight hundred and seventy-one.
W. w: EDGCOMB.
[sfal 1
>'■ K.

Song;

MENT for nil!—One Agent in four
weeks made
E^IPIjO
profit of $412.80, selling Bryant’s
and

conformity

-roi buus sunn dc ueuvereu up
according to the provisions of this convention who shall be charged with
any of the following ciimcs. to wil : Murder, (including assassination, parricide, iutanticide, and i>oisoniug;) attempt to commit murder; rape; forgery,
or the emission of forged papers;
arson; robbery,
with violence, iutimtidlation, or forcible entry of an
inhabited bouse; piracy; embezzlement
by public
officers, or
persons hired or salaried, to tlie detriment of their employers when these crimes are subject to infamous punishment.

Co.

Inside'lines* between
Portland and
Bancor, Mt. Dcnert
Machine.

follows:
c"leave,
Portland for Upper Bartlett and instations
at
7.10 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
termediate
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 6 A. M. and
as

Three Hours anti Thirty Minutes.

WASHINGTON
AGENTS WANTED for a complete history of our
Capital. Iis origin, growth, excellencies,
abuses, beauties, and personages are all portrayed in
that graphic style which has placed the author, Geo.
Alf. Townsend, among the foremost newspaper
correspondents of the time. It gives bold, startling,
truthful, inside views of Washington life, and Conand Lobbying Jobbery. Books ready for
elivery. Address.
sepl8t4w JAMES BETTS & CO., Hartford. Ct.

Any controversy which may arise among the claimanus to the property oi a decedent shall he decided
acc trding to the laws an 1 by the judges of the country m which the property may be situated.

found.

Portland, Bangor and Maeliias Steamboat

On and after Mondav, Sept. 15,1873,
pnf**f^fw!rand until further notice trains will

FAST EXPRESS.

National

Abticle iv.

&

Passenger train leaving Portland
daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in
making the time in

possessing

ment for trial if the crime had been committed in
the couutry where the person so aceused shall be

OGDEXSBURG K. R.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.

tne

The United States of America and the Orange
State, on requisitions made in their name
through the medium of their resi»ective diplomatic
or consular agents, shall deliver up to justice
persons
who. beiu^ charged with the crimes enumerated in
the following article, committed within the jurisdiction of the requiring party, shall seek asylum, or
shall be found within the territories of the other:
Provided, That this shall be done only when the fact
of the commission of the crime shall be’so established as to justify their apprehension and commit-

N. B.—The Steamer Chase will for the present run
in connection with the Franconia and Chesapeake,
between Portland and New York, making tn-weekly
communication.
sel6

VIA.

ATTACHED

& MEADOW LANDS

The citizens of one of the two countries residing
established in the other shall bo free from pers >nal
military service; but they shall be liable to the pe
cuniary or other contributions which may be required, by way of compensation, from citizens of the
country where they reside, who are exempt from the
said service.
No higher impost, under whatever name, shall be
exacted from the citizeus of one of the two countries
residing or established in the other, than shall be levied upon citizens of the country in which they re
side, nor any contribution whatever to which the latter shall not be liable.
In case of war or of the seizure or occupation of
property for public purposes, the citizens of one of
the two countries residing or established in the other
shall be placed upon an equal footing with the citizens of the country in which they reside with respect to indemnities lor damages they may have sus-

Free

&

__—

Old Orchard, Saco. Biddeford, Kcnnc*
bunk* Borer, <*rcat Falls, Exeter,
Haverhill and Lawrence.

—

PRAIRIE. TIMRER,

h.

viii.

Union, daily.

CU.1NGE OF TDIE.

Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. AI. C, R. R.

OFFER FOE SALE

or

Article

every
lilted up with mu accommodation*lor
passenger*,
making this tne mo*i convenient and comfortable
route for travelers b« tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meal* extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all part* of Maine
Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamer* at
early as 4 P. M.,on the day* they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. K., New York.
Mav 9-dt.f

■

1,500,000 A-CRKS!

lights.

Article vii.
of the contracting parties hereby engages
not to grant any favor in commerce to
any nation
which shall not immediately be enjoyed by the other
party.

PORTLAND

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

Specimen Free.

ST. PAUL AND PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

The citizens of the United’ States of America and
the citizens of the Orange Fre* State shall be admitted and treated upon a footing of reciprocal equality in the two countries, where such admission and
treatment shall not conflict with the constitutional
or legal provisions of the contracting parties.
No
pecuniary or other more burdensome condition shall
be imp mod upon them other than upon the citizens
of the country where they reside, nor any condition
whatever to which the latter shall not be subject.
The foregoing privileges, however, shall net ex*
of political
tend to the

Each

Warren lor

At

PRESCOTT,

J.

Leave Portland, every MONand THURSDAY, at 5 P.

„_DAY

M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear
Thursday, is

At Warren for Jettersou and Whitetield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waidoboro' for North Waldoboro*, Washington
ami Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at »ow rates1
C. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.
jv2tidtf

morning.
tAccommodation train
UFast Express.

—R.

The First Division

i.

country.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franfurther notice, run

com will, until
a.1 follows;

P. M.

turning at 5.15 P. Al.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. AI. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. AI. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes frotn Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. Al. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Line at 11.10 A. M.
Boston at 1.40 P. AI. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail also with the 5.30 P. AI.
(Rteamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M.
The 9.10 A. M. ami 3.15 P. Al. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.30 A. Al. train from Boston arrives m Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples,
Bridgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East
The 12.30 P. Al. train from Bostou connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax. N. S.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal-

BOSTON

•‘Contains a wealth of information.”—Prov. Press.
“lnvalua le.”—Watchman & Deflector.
“We urue all Young people to secuie this work.”
Boston CommonipeUh.
“Useful facts accessible elsewhere only in costly
and cumbrous woiks.”—Boston Journal. It is an
entire libarv at small cost. A ents wanted evervwhere. Address, NATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
PUB. CO., Thoinpsonville, Conn.
se4t4w

to wit: The President of the United
States. Willard W. Edgecomb, special agent of the
United States, and their consul at the Cape of Good
Hope, and the President of the Orange Free State,
Friedrich Kauiman Hohne, government secretary,
who, after a c mmunicaiiou ot their respective full
powers, have agreed to the following articles:

ARRANGEMENT.

NEW

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport. South Thoiraston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for UnioD, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tiiomaston tor Sc. George daily.

at 17 00 A.M.
Leave Portland

4wt

NationarEncyclopedia
Completed.

ipotentiaries,

favored nation.
But before any consul or vice-consul shall act as
such, he shall, iu the ordinary term, be approved by
the government of the country in which his function-. arc to be dis harged.
In their private and business transactions, consuls
and vice-consuls shall he submitted to the same laws
an
usages as private individuals, citizens of the
place in which they reside.
ft i- hereby understood that in case of offence
against the laws, by a consul or vice-consul, the goveminent from which [he received] his exequatur may
withdraw the same, send him away from the country, or have him punished in
wiihthe
laws, assigning .o the other government its reason
for so deing.
The archives and papers belonging to the consulates shall be invi date, and under no pretext whatever shall any magistrate or other
functionary inspect, seize or in any way interfere with them.
Article vi.
Neither of the contracting parties shall impose
any higher or other duties upon the importation, exportation, or transit of the natural or industrial
products of the other, than are or shall be payable
upon tue like articles being the produce of any other

leave Portland daiPortsmouth ami Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *1.30 a. M. tB.t5 A.
mJSS-M.. t9J0 A. M., 113.15 P. M.. 16.00P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at H8.00 A. Al., 112.00 Al., *7.00 P. AI.
Leave Boston tor Portsmouth and Portland at 17.30.
||8.30A. AI. 112.30, t3.15, *8.09 P. AI.
Leave Boston* for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. Al.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at tlO.00. IllO 35
A. M.; H2.55 P. AI., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton,
Calais ami St John at *10.05 P. AI.
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waierville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
for

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.

Catalogue.
MACHINE CO.,

NEW YORK.

Tlie

The United States of America and the Orange Free
State, eaual y animated by the desire to diaw more
closely the bonds of friendship which so happily exist between the two republics, as wed as to augment,
by all the means at their disp sal, the commercial intercourse f their respective citizeus, have mutually
resolved to conclude a general convention of friendship, commerce, and extradition.
For this purpose they have appointed as their plen-

Article

Passenger trains

_

£^"*^"^"73days

"Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Alorning, does not run Alomlay

circular.

Send for

DOMESTIC SEWINO

respective plenipotentiaries, at
Bloemlonte t, on the twenty-second day of December, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one,
which general convention is word for word as follows:

But iu case real estate situated within the territories f one of the contracting part ies should fall to
a ciizeu of the other party, who, on account of liis
being an aiicu, could not be permitted to bold such
property, there shall be accorded to the said heir or
other successor such term as the laws will permit to
sell such property; he shall be a liberty at all times
to with Iraw an 1
export ihe proceeds thereof without difficulty an 1 without paying to the government
any other charges than those which, in a similar
case, would be paid by an inhabitant of the country
in wbicn the real estate may be situated.

route to Wiscassefc, New
Damar scotta,
Waldoboro,
and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.U0 A. M., and 1.00

BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & AI. C. R. R., Portland, Ale.
tt
jy29

their

jl ne citizens oi eacn one oi

Dircc rail

ii

Still Ahead of Competition, Karstow’s Wrought Iron Furnace !

Maine Steamship Co.

& LINCOLN RAILROAD.

GEO.

By the President of the United States of America.
A PROCLAMATION.
Whereas a general convention of friendship, commerce and extradition be ween the United States of
Amoticaand the Orange Free State was concluded

•

■ .*VBS.
STB AM
Our COMBINED ENGINES &
BOILERS are made in quantities and to standard, gauges so
that all parts are interchangeable. Can be run with greater
safety and less expense than any
other engine manufactured, Siz-«=
''S
es from 1 to 2U horse-power.
v
WAREUOOMS, No. 46 COBTLANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for

Morning Glory Store.

CONCLUDED DECEMBER 22, 1871; RATIFICATION ADVISED BY SENATE APRIL 24, 1872..
RATIFIED BY PRESIDENT APRIL ‘>7, 1872;
RATIFIED BY VOLK ERA AD OF ORANGE
FREE STA E MAY 10, 1872; RATIFICATIONS
EXCHANGED AT WASHINGTON AUGUST 18,
1873. PROCLAIMED AUGUST 23, 1873.

Article

Haskins Machine Co,

Fitchburg, Mass.. ManuTs or
Vertical and II vrixoutal

PA."

COMMENCING SEPT. SO, 1873.

(via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, ewiston, Rockland Augusta, Sko* began. Belfast, Dexter,Bangor, St. John
and Halifax at ||1.05 P. Al.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P. AI.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t7.15 A. AT re-

d4w

sep20

The

f

H

BETWEEN

enjoyment

d4wt

on

""

•'

CONVENTION

Article

healthy action to the affected organs.
Well*’ Carbolic Tablet* are put up only in
blue boxes. Tak** no substitutes. Ift ey can’t be
found at your druggists *eud at once tothe Agent
iu New York, who will forward them by return
mail.
Don’t be deceived by Imitation*.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 «.ems a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.

store

HUDSON.

CfREAT^LSILRH

enfold!

We have reaped it on mountain and moorland;
We have gleaned it from meadow and lea;
We have garnered it in from the clouuland;
We have bound it in sheaves from the sea.

signed by

TABLETS.

sep20

EASTERN & MAINECENl KNOX
TRAL RAILROAD.

atren

are a sure cure for all diseases of the Respiratory Organs, Sore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
Catarrh, Horseuess, Drynessof the Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tillies, and all diseases of the Lungs.
In all cases ot sudden cold, however takeu, these
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used. They
equalize -lie circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will, in a very short time re-

\Trite for Lai ge Illu itrated Price List. Address

Aye, thanks for the harvest of Beauty!
For that which the hand cannoi hold!
The harvest eyes only can gather,

and

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

to

specific

For the blossoms that whiten in May-time
Die ground, as with snow, as they f 11;
For the flowerets that whisper then meanings
In cottage and hovel and hall.

can

Neglect a Cough. Nothing is more certain
lay the foundation lor future evil consequences.

of
laying
drugs used.
proficient. Consumption, C» rehro-spinal meningitis. Spinal Curvatures. Irritations. Sof.ening ot the Brain, all forms of
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, other
Liver Complications;
in Uterine Difficulties.
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, and all
forms of acute and chionic diseases successfully
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
can be had.
Hygienic board, invigorating atmosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surroundings Come and see ever day. or address Drs.
C. C. & P. A. F. Duseubcrv, Tarrytown, N. Y., or
16 W. 24th. St.. N. Y City, Mondays and Fridays, or
address Post-Office box 3556 N. Y.
aul3dl2wf

The leaves that delight with their greenness,
That soften the heat with thvir shade,
And nestle so crisply in autumn,
To starile the lover and maid.

hearts

CURE

NEVER

AT

Complete

And not from the fruit harvest only
We Oder our thanks and our praise;
Not less have the leaves and the blossorfts
Made brighter and better the days.

our

Jy23tl2w

HA II NEMAN'S

pallor,

For the sweet-smelling hay- and the clover,
That sweeten the breath of the kine:
And tin apples that lingered, as dreading
The air and the light to resigu.

oaly

HORSE-SHOEING,”

with plates, illustrating how to perform operations
ami cure foot, troubles. Sent bv mail on receipt ot
Send stamp "or circular to Gtxjl'ENone dollar.
OUGH HOhSE-SHOE, 41 l)ey
N. Y.

hill,

For the peaches that blush through their
Or glow like a pretty quadroon,
As they dream of the sun in the morning,
Or welcome his kisses at noon.

JUST PUB LISHED:

(Patented.)

long.

For cranberries down in the meadow,

Which

all Diseases Incident
to the Horse’s Foot.

plenty,
were gathered with song,
brave with their yellow,
corn

Cures and Prevents

I

Harvest;

Thanksgiving and honor anti praise
For all that the bountiful Giver
Hath given to gladden our days:
For the grain and the
I'or the grapes that

Shoe.

Horse

Obb(Tenougir

A’Song for the Harvest.

BOSTON

Fure

White

Dry

TRADE MARK.

Which has stood the test lor more than 50 years is
acknowledged the most reliable .Medicine for’the relief of
JAUNDICE, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS, WEA K
NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS, COLDS, HEARTBURN, BILIOUS
ATTACKS.
COLIC,
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF THE HEAD. LIV-J
EK COMPLAINTS. PILES, PIMPLES.
BOILS. SOUR STOMACH. CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS, HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,
COSTIV ENESS.I N DIGESTION,

Lead!

and

Ground Jr, oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC,
LITHARGE RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE >D T1 V
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON
PIPE
and FITTINGS,
PUMPS, &c„ Ac.
Our Pure White Lead, b oth
dry anderrmn I i„
wo warrant to be .iricllv
*Ta?n ln °n
„„„
that

for./inen<"*», Wi/

and

cl,irabilitu

to protect onrielves,

h

age of

our

fi urc

0,1

we

eigh'-poimed

Lead.

lt°£An'asteb
have adoj.fed

red star, with

This Is on every packNone genuine witoout it*.

W. E, Phillips &

DVSPEPSIA,

Co,.(

agents for THE CO*

and all complaints arising trom an impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged condition of the
Stomach
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
This Preparation is purely
Vegetable,
containing
Extracts in a highly concentrated form of
Roms,
Herbs and Barks-among which are
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian. Wild Sarsaparilla,
Cherry Orange, Mandrake, Anise. Juniper Beriie». Ac.—mak
ing a flue Tonic alterative and Laxative Medicine,
winch never tails to give tone and
strength to the system debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
EL1NT A GOLDTHWAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem, Mass.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines gencaih.
au2fi
deodAwlgw

40 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

feblS

lvT'l'AS

Notice to Owners oS' l.ors in Evergreen Cemetery.
owning lots In Evergreen Cemetery.
by calling at the Office ot the City Treasurer
and paying the sum of one dollar for each lot, will insure the best ol care for the same by the Superintend
ent for the current year; and any person paying the
will secure the care ut
sum ol twentv-flve dollars
thelr lots by the city.or

ANY

person

trade mark,

and

ans.lme.i[Fy

al «krK,iTn“u~

DOGS—Any Dogs found in the inclosure niter his
date without the presence of master will be In nerii
^
JAS. BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE.

myl9dtf

uluE,

POB lAl’JI

4

LIBERTY S«|.,
FOR SiLE

IN P

BY I'ME,

BOSTONBTLAND BY

SMITH. GAGE * CO 92 Com'I St. J. W. PERKINS Jt CO., 86 Com’I St., HOYT & FOGG.
ookaellJy»TWSu3ni

era.

